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Abstract 

Parasocial relationships (PSRs) examine the one-way, imagined relationships that takes place 

between an individual and a media figure. Although these relationships exist with media figures, 

research has found that they tend to resemble the relationships that individuals form within their 

social lives. This study examined two concepts of parasocial research, the formation of positive 

PSRs and PSR dependence, using social network analysis. This analysis method was proposed to 

be a key element to settle the debate between the competing interpersonal theories regarding 

parasocial relationships and extend the knowledge of why these relationships exist. However, 

results of an online survey recruited through television fandom subreddits indicated that social 

network structure was not a substantial determinant of the creation and dependence on these 

relationships. The methods used in this study were unable to explain the inconsistent results 

found for the compensatory and complementary hypotheses. Additional analyses were run 

examining the role social network analysis and identity played in the parasocial experience. 

Significant results were found indicating that network analysis related to identity and overall 

identity salience of the ego and alters were reliably related to positive PSR formation and PSR 

dependence. Therefore, the identity of the ego and the network alters played a role in the 

formation and dependence on positive PSRs. The implications of these findings on the 

understanding of parasocial relationships and areas of future research are discussed.  

 Keywords: parasocial relationships, media figures, ego-networks, social network analysis, 

identity salience 
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Networked Parasocial Relationships: Examining the Contributions of Ego-Networks and 

Identity on Positive Parasocial Relationships and Their Importance 

Media, such as television and cinema, continue to be a prominent source of entertainment 

for those in the U.S. and worldwide. According to statistics from 2019, there were 120.6 million 

homes in the U.S. with a TV during the 2019-2020 TV season (Watson, 2019c), 54% of U.S. 

adults attended a movie at least two or more times per year (Watson, 2019b), and 182.5 million 

(55.3%) of the U.S. population were viewers of television and/or movies through subscription 

services (Feldman, 2019). With this prominence of media, and therefore availability of media 

figures, within the lives of U.S. viewers, it is important to understand the effects of this 

viewership. 

The study of parasocial relationships (PSRs) examines the one-way relationships that 

exist from an individual to a media figure (Rubin & McHugh, 1987). Through repeated exposure 

to the media figure, whether real or fictional, the viewer experiences a psychological response 

(e.g., liking, understanding), and a sort of shared history is created with the media figure (Giles, 

2002; Horton & Wohl, 1956; Rubin & McHugh, 1987). These relationships, while often viewed 

as imaginary, tend to resemble the relationships individuals form within social contexts, 

incorporating a sense of belonging, an emotional investment in the relationship, and a reduction 

of uncertainty about the other person over time (Eyal & Cohen, 2006; Perse & Rubin, 1989). In 

addition, as individuals devote more time and effort to PSRs, the importance of and dependence 

on the media figure increases, with individuals experiencing grief at the loss of this relationship, 

whether through the death of a character/individual or cancellation of a television program 

(Cohen, 2003; Cohen, 2004; Daniel & Westerman, 2017; Eyal & Cohen, 2006; Eyal & Dailey, 

2012). 
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Other researchers have shown that individuals interact with television, computers, and 

other new communication technologies in a way that is nearly identical to one’s responses to 

social relationships, due to an automatic tendency to respond socially to cues that mimic human 

communication (Reeves & Nass, 1996). Therefore, even when individuals rationally realize that 

they are interacting with aspects of media and technology, they will still engage in 

communication behavior appropriate to social settings. This behavior typically follows norms 

used in the development and maintenance of interpersonal relationships, such as politeness 

towards, cooperation with, or assignment of attributes (e.g., good or bad) to the media entity 

(Lombard & Ditton, 1997; Reeves & Nass, 1996). Because individuals have an unconscious 

social response toward even the most minimal of communication cues, it is reasonable that these 

social reactions increase due to repeated exposure to entities with more extensive cues, such as 

media figures. This repeated exposure to cues allows for the creation of emotional investment 

and a sense of belonging with the media figure to occur, which are important for an individual’s 

need to belong (Baumeister & Leary, 1995).  

Due to the formation of these connections, people both talk about the media figures 

(Stever, 2017) and adapt their communication patterns to interact with the media figure (Goode 

& Robinson, 2013) as if they were close friends. Individuals who form PSRs can obtain some of 

the same benefits that are received through social relationships, such as increased happiness, 

satisfaction, and general well-being, as well as a decrease in loneliness (Adam & Sizemore, 

2013; Derrick et al., 2008; Giles, 2012). Entertainment television has a long history of 

influencing the audience, introducing viewers to prosocial ideas and information, as well as 

providing models for positive behavior (Brodie et al., 2001; Foss & Blake, 2019; Glik et al., 

1998; Moyer -Gusé, 2008; Moyer-Gusé & Nabi, 2011; Singhal & Rogers, 1999; Winsten, 1994). 
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Research on PSRs indicates that positive relationships with media figures has led to similar 

positive outcomes, including decreased prejudice toward members of minority groups (Schiappa 

et al., 2005), providing learning experiences for children (Aguiar et al., 2019), and satisfying 

social needs in elderly individuals (Eggermont & Vandenbosch, 2001). Although they have 

received differing amounts of focus within PSR research, positive PSRs and PSR dependence 

(e.g., fear of parasocial breakup) are crucial aspects of PSRs. A positive PSR is characterized by 

the intensity of one’s overall sense of belonging, emotional investment in, and certainty about the 

media figure, while PSR dependence is illustrated by the importance of and reliance on the media 

figure such that individuals fear they will experience grief at the loss of this relationship.  

Despite these connections to one’s need to belong and resemblance to social 

relationships, the study of PSRs have been limited to examining the dyadic (i.e., interpersonal) 

nature of PSRs, focusing on the characteristics of the viewer or media figure that results in this 

quasi-relationship formation. This study of the predictors of PSRs has been incomplete, leading 

to inconsistency in the understanding of PSR formation (Hartmann, 2016). Although some 

research supports the notion that individuals who lack social skills, and therefore relationships, 

will be more likely to form PSRs (Liebers & Schramm, 2019), other research has determined that 

this is not necessarily the case, and instead individuals who more easily form social relationships 

also develop more PSRs (Rubin et al., 1985; Tsao, 1996). While this interpersonal approach has 

been able to determine potential aspects of an individual that leads to the experience of PSRs, the 

inconsistency of findings indicates that using interpersonal variables unaided by other factors of 

an individual’s social experience may be flawed. For instance, research has indicated that the 

formation of PSRs is not random and, instead, individuals tend to be attracted to similar 

characteristics, both in specific characters or media figures and in people within a social 
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environment (Cohen, 2014). This indicates that a focus on relationships and/or characteristics of 

individuals outside of the dyad traditionally used in PSR research (i.e., the viewer and the media 

figure) is justified. In support of this, research has indicated that PSRs will likely be influenced 

by whether the PSR is shared and/or validated by one’s social network (i.e., the individuals with 

which one is connected; Eyal & Dailey, 2012) or if the PSR is filling a void in the network by 

providing a sense of belonging, support, or information (Bond, 2018). In addition, simply the act 

of discussing the media figure with another individual can shape the overall development of 

PSRs, as each interaction results in updating the knowledge and judgments held (Giles, 2002). 

Based on these findings, it is important to also acknowledge that one’s existing relationships, and 

the relationships that exist between them, also influence one’s actions (Freeman, 2004). Because 

existing PSR research utilizing an interpersonal perspective of PSRs, focusing on variables such 

as loneliness and self-esteem, have resulted in contradictory findings, a new approach to explain 

positive PSR intensity and dependence on PSRs is warranted.  

To understand and acknowledge the importance of one’s relationships in the formation of 

and dependence on PSRs, it is important to extend on existing PSR research, such as Bond 

(2018), and consider how one’s identity plays a role in this process. According to the 

communication theory of identity, individuals hold multiple, layered identities (Hecht, 2015), 

which make up how individuals perceive or define themselves. These identities may be enacted 

or shared with others based on the individual’s expectations of acceptance or scrutiny of the 

identity. In situations where an identity is thought to be stigmatized, or condemned by others, it 

may be hidden to protect their presentation of identity and their relationships (Goffman, 1963). 

When examining this element of identities, it is also important to understand that some elements 

of identity may be more salient, or vital, to individuals. Identities which are salient are not only 
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more likely to be enacted by the individual, but the individual is more likely to seek out safe 

spaces to share this identity with others (Stryker & Serpe, 1982). When we lack relationships 

with others in our social setting who fit the identity which is most salient to us, we may be more 

likely to seek out PSRs that fill this relationship gap (Bond, 2018). Therefore, examining identity 

and identity salience allows for a greater understanding about how relationships matter for 

intrapersonal elements of an individual.  

In order to understand, more specifically, the personal relationships formed by an 

individual, social network scholars examine ego-networks. Ego-networks examine a specific 

individual of interest (i.e., the ego), the people to whom they are connected (i.e., the alters), and 

the ties or relationships that form between them (Perry et al., 2018; Prell, 2012). The inclusion of 

ego-network analysis into PSR research allows for the examination of one’s existing social ties 

and network structure and the influence of these ties for PSRs. While social science researchers 

often focus on the behavior of individuals, social network scholars expand this to study ways in 

which individuals interact with one another and the influence these connections hold over 

identity and behavior (Freeman, 2004). In this way, individuals within the network, as well as the 

actions they take, are viewed as being interdependent (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). Horton and 

Wohl (1956), who pioneered the area of parasocial research, stated that the most rewarding way 

to study parasocial relations would be as a part of one’s larger social activity. In doing so, 

researchers would be able to examine the existing connections within one’s personal network, 

which allows for the understanding of one’s larger communication patterns. The extension of 

PSRs to include one’s social network is a gap within the research that needs to be filled. To date, 

only a handful of parasocial relationship researchers have addressed this aspect, whether in 

theory (Giles, 2002; Wang et al., 2008) or study (Bond, 2018; Eyal & Dailey, 2012). While these 
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researchers have addressed the importance of connections within social settings for the intensity 

and importance of PSRs, they have not examined the network characteristics and structure that 

influence these relationships. Because of this, we have knowledge that PSRs are unlikely to exist 

isolated from one’s network, but a closer examination of one’s existing social ties would give a 

greater understanding of how these connections relate to the formation of PSRs. Examining 

PSRs in a similar way to which scholars examine social relationships may present a clearer 

understanding of how PSRs influence individuals and their larger social connections. Utilizing 

components of social network analysis allows for a more nuanced approach to understanding 

how specific connections we form may lead to relationships with media figures. 

 The current study allows for the examination of two competing theories of PSRs (i.e., the 

compensatory hypothesis vs. complementary hypothesis), as well as a new approach to 

understanding these relationships. The goal is to determine if network structure can explain the 

positive PSR intensity and dependence on PSRs above and beyond traditional PSR research. 

Through the examination of specific social connections, this research will allow for greater 

understanding of how specific social figures in one’s life, or the absence of important figures, 

leads to PSR formation. By establishing this relation, a greater understanding of the perceived 

role of the PSR can be gained. This study begins with an explanation of PSRs as they are 

currently conceptualized, followed by explanations of competing PSR theories, as well as a 

network perspective and its use for understanding PSRs.  

Literature Review 

A considerable amount of PSR research focuses on an interpersonal perspective, which 

uses characteristics of the individual or media figure to predict the formation of PSRs. However, 

recent research (Bond, 2018; Eyal & Dailey, 2012) has indicated that the personal network 
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surrounding the individual may also play an important role. Based on the findings of these 

studies, a network structure approach and identity salience are used to expand on factors 

contributing to positive PSRs and PSR dependence. The following section introduces the 

elements of PSRs, addresses the resemblance of PSRs to social relationships, and hypothesizes 

how network structure and identity may play an associated role in PSR formation.  

Parasocial Interactions and Relationships 

PSRs are conceptualized in research as a one-way, imaginary relationship formed 

between an individual and a media figure, whether it be a fictional character, media persona, or 

celebrity (Rubin & McHugh, 1987). This perspective states that individuals have a psychological 

reaction to the media figure during the viewing experience, with repeated exposure resulting in 

responses of increased quality and intensity of the relationship (Giles, 2002; Horton & Wohl, 

1956; Rubin & McHugh, 1987). As originally conceptualized by Horton and Wohl (1956), 

parasocial interactions (PSIs) consist of the media persona, who can create bonds of intimacy 

with an unlimited number of individuals, and the audience, who accepts and responds to the 

image presented by the persona as if engaging in a shared conversation (Dibble et al., 2016). In 

contemporary research on PSIs, it has been found that this viewer response is triggered most 

strongly by media figures who address the audience in terms of both direct body orientation and 

eye gaze (Dibble et al., 2016; Hartmann & Goldhoorn, 2011).  

PSRs extend this concept by continuing beyond and between viewing experiences, while 

PSIs are contained within the viewing experience and controlled by the media persona (Liebers 

& Schramm, 2019). Through repeated presentations, the media persona and the audience form a 

shared history (Horton & Wohl, 1956), which requires the audience to accept the relationship, 

and thus enact, explore, or develop the roles associated with this relationship (Horton & Wohl, 
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1956). While research on PSRs began in the 1950s with Horton and Wohl (1956), most of the 

research in this field has occurred within the last decade (Liebers & Schramm, 2019). In addition 

to the changes in frequency of study, PSRs have also undergone a transformation in how they are 

studied. Early research conducted in PSRs focused on the uses-and-gratifications lens, which 

examined what people are doing with the media they consume (Liebers & Schramm, 2019). 

From this perspective, researchers were interested in the specific motivations behind forming a 

PSR (Giles, 2012). However, the research on PSRs has also expanded to include research on the 

social influence values of PSRs as well as how they related to social relationships (Brodie et al., 

2001; Foss & Blake, 2019; Glik et al., 1998; Moyer-Gusé, 2008; Moyer-Gusé & Nabi, 2011; 

Singhal & Rogers, 1999; Winsten, 1994).  

PSRs as a Mirror of Social Relationships  

An important place to start is with a discussion of the overarching concepts of PSR 

research: positive PSRs and PSR dependence. The focus of PSR research primarily emphasizes 

how PSRs resemble and differ from social relationships. This area of research contains the 

concept referred to in this project as positive PSRs, or the intensity of the attraction to, 

investment in, and closeness with a media figure. Positive PSRs resemble friendships in that 

there tends to be overall positive sentiments toward the media figure. The concept of positive 

PSRs is the most frequently addressed area of PSR research, and it generally examines the ways 

in which the overall strength of the PSR relationship increases. However, there has been a great 

deal of inconsistency in the use of terms throughout parasocial research, in which PSI and PSR 

have been used interchangeably (Dibble et al., 2016; Hartman & Goldhorn, 2011; Klimmt et al., 

2006; Tukachinsky, 2010). In addition, although the term PSR has often been used to refer to 

positive relationships, research has begun to acknowledge the formation of negative PSRs 
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(Hartmann et al., 2008; Jennings & Alper, 2016; Tian & Hoffner, 2010). Based on these 

inconsistencies in the use of terms, it is important to clarify that PSIs and negative/neutral PSRs 

are not examined in the current study. Instead, the current study uses the term positive PSRs to 

refer only to the specific, ongoing positive relationships that individuals form with a media 

figure.  

PSRs have been found to mirror the relationships we have in social contexts, in that they 

both incorporate a sense of belonging, an emotional investment in the relationship, and a 

reduction of uncertainty about the other person (Eyal & Cohen, 2006; Perse & Rubin, 1989), the 

primary difference being the relationship partner. These reactions mimic those found in social 

relationships, because of an unconscious and automatic tendency to respond socially to media 

entities as if they were another individual (Reeves & Nass, 1996). Because of this automatic 

tendency, individuals are likely to talk about the media figure as if they were a close friend 

(Stever, 2017). In addition, consistent with communication accommodation theory (Giles, 1973; 

Giles et al., 1991), individuals will adapt their communication pattern in a way that resembles the 

media figures, due to on one’s unconscious need to make the other person more comfortable and 

build rapport by reducing differences (Goode & Robinson, 2013). Over time, there is a nature of 

perceived self-disclosure, as viewers learn more about the media figures, and thus reduce their 

uncertainty about them (Perse & Rubin, 1989). Schiappa et al. (2005) determined that repeated 

parasocial contact with likeable characters or figures of an identifiable minority group can 

decrease prejudice in majority group members. Therefore, research on PSRs has demonstrated 

that interactions with mediated individuals mirrors social relationships in several ways with 

positive interactions leading to increases in positive PSRs. This evidence suggests that positive 

PSRs are likely to form in a similar manner to the intensity of social relationships. 
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While a considerable amount of research has focused on the implications of PSRs and the 

intensity of the PSR developed, a smaller area of research has focused on parasocial breakups 

and the dependence on the PSR. Research states that the PSR may come to an undesired and 

unexpected end, whether through cancelation of a television show, a character or media persona 

exiting the show, or the death of a media figure or character, often referred to as a parasocial 

breakup (Cohen, 2003). Although the term parasocial breakup originally referred to “a situation 

where a character with whom a viewer has developed a PSR goes off the air” (Eyal & Cohen, 

2006, p. 504), research has also used the term to focus on the negative emotional responses to 

this situation. Research states that as individuals devote more time and effort to PSRs, the 

importance of and reliance on the media figure increases, with individuals experiencing grief at 

the loss of this relationship (Cohen, 2003; Cohen, 2004; Daniel & Westerman, 2017; Eyal & 

Cohen, 2006; Eyal & Dailey, 2012). Therefore, parasocial breakup research has expanded to 

include a large range of instances surrounding the end of a PSR, including expectation of PSR 

end, the specific moment of dissolution, and the following negative affect.  

To test the individual’s reliance on the media figure, the current study focuses on the 

period in which the loss of the relationship is simply hypothetical; the relationship still exists and 

is not in dissolution. This period of time allows for the examination of the individual’s PSR 

dependence. PSR dependence refers to the overall importance of and reliance on the media 

figure, where the individual may fear negative repercussions at the thought of losing the PSR. 

Due to the emotional investment instilled in PSRs, the loss of a PSR can cause emotional 

turmoil. Research has found that individuals experience similar stages of grief in the loss of a 

PSR as in social relationships, if only at a lower level (Cohen, 2003; Daniel & Westerman, 

2017). Although the loss of a media figure occurs at a lower intensity of distress than a social 
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relationship, psychological outcomes such as anger and depression still occur (Cohen, 2004; 

Daniel & Westerman, 2017). While parasocial breakup research explores the unexpected end of 

a media figure and the associated negative reactions (Cohen, 2003; Cohen, 2004; Daniel & 

Westerman, 2017; Foss, 2020), PSR dependence extends on this concept by specifically focusing 

on the individual’s reliance on the media figure prior to any dissolution. Research indicates that 

individuals give their parasocial media figures a place within their social network. The more 

importance an individual allows the media figure to hold (e.g., the more the individual depends 

on the media figure), the greater the negative emotional and behavioral response to the loss. 

Based on this emotional turmoil following the loss, or at the expectation and fear of losing the 

PSR, it is important to move beyond an individual’s characteristics to determine if one’s social 

relations influence the dependence on the PSR.  

Positive PSRs and PSR dependence are two related, yet distinct, ways of examining PSR 

formation. These concepts are related in that as positive PSR intensity increases, the viewer is 

likely to experience more grief at the prospect of losing the media figure (i.e., PSR dependence; 

Cohen, 2003). Correlation values between the two concepts typically fall between 0.58 and 0.68 

(Cohen, 2003; Cohen, 2004; Eyal & Cohen, 2006). However, it is important to note the 

distinctions between the concepts, and what makes them unique in the understanding of PSRs. 

An important element in this is the idea that positive PSRs develop over time, which may be 

increased due to increased knowledge of the media figure, judgments made based on this 

knowledge, and the investment instilled based on this information (Giles, 2002). However, even 

if an individual develops a sense of certainty about and emotional investment in a specific media 

figure, this does not always lead to dependence on the media figure. For instance, Eyal and 

Cohen (2006) found that lonely viewers are more likely to depend on their PSRs, even when 
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controlling for positive PSR intensity. This dependence on the media figure is likely to 

contribute to feelings of grief for the loss of a media figure, acting as a mediating factor between 

intensity and grief (Cohen, 2003). Although positive PSRs have been found to be the strongest 

predictor of the distress following the loss of a PSR, PSR dependence is also influenced by 

affinity to the show, commitment to the show, and the perceived popularity of the character, 

while the latter two elements were not able to predict positive PSR development (Eyal & Cohen, 

2006).  

Due to the potential benefits of gaining a PSR, as well as the consequences of losing it, it 

is important to have a better understanding of how and why these relationships develop. 

Therefore, this study examines two competing explanations of PSR formation that currently 

exist, and how this competition can be resolved through the introduction of a network structure 

perspective. Through the utilization of these perspectives, a greater understanding of the 

influences on positive PSRs and PSR dependence can be achieved.  

Competing Interpersonal Perspectives of PSR Formation 

An extensive amount of parasocial research has focused on an interpersonal perspective 

for understanding the development of PSRs. Interpersonal communication research traditionally 

focuses on the interactions which take place within a dyad (i.e., two people) and the factors 

which influence these connections (Braithwaite et al., 2015). These factors can include the 

content of the messages, the means of communication, as well as specific characteristics of the 

actors (Braithwaite et al., 2015). In PSR research, this examination of dyadic relationships 

focuses on how characteristics of the individuals (i.e., viewer and/or media figure) influences the 

likelihood for PSR formation. In other words, qualities of the individuals interact with the 
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mediated communication method to determine if the viewer forms positive PSRs with a media 

figure that they fear losing.   

Research on viewer characteristics has indicated that women are more likely than men to 

form strong PSRs (Cohen, 2004; Eyal & Dailey, 2012; Schiappa et al., 2007) and individuals 

who are open to forming relationships with media figures (i.e., parasociability) are more likely 

than their counterparts to form strong PSRs (Rubin & McHugh, 1987; Schiappa et al., 2007). A 

prominent area of interest falls within the examination of social deficits. Horton and Wohl 

(1956) reasoned that parasocial relations could be considered compensatory, as those who are 

isolated, whether socially or psychologically, could benefit from these types of relationships. The 

compensatory hypothesis states that individuals who are unable to have their need to belong fully 

met from social relationships may be able to have these needs satisfied through mediated ones 

(Liebers & Schramm, 2019). According to Baumeister and Leary (1995), individuals have a 

distinct need to belong, which is characterized as the need for frequent, positive interactions that 

take place within an ongoing, supportive relationship. Individuals wish to be connected to and 

accepted by others, while also having their emotional needs met. When these needs are not met, 

individuals experience severe negative consequences (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). One’s ability 

to create relationships and communicate in a competent manner is likely to determine whether 

they can fulfill this need. However, in PSR research, there is inconsistency in how this is applied, 

resulting in a potentially incomplete understanding of PSR formation.  

In this frame of relationship formation, individuals are more likely to form PSRs when 

they lack communication self-efficacy, connections, or security in their own lives (Hartmann, 

2016; Liebers & Schramm, 2019). Horton and Wohl (1956) stated that compensatory 

attachments to media figures may occur when viewers are socially isolated, perceived 
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themselves as unable to communicate with others (e.g., timid or individuals with specific 

disabilities), or are afraid of facing rejection. Therefore, individuals may form PSRs because 

there is some form of deficit, either in terms of personality characteristics or lack of connections 

(i.e., loneliness). When individuals believe that they do not have consistent relationships they can 

count on and/or feel insecure in their ability to create social relationships, they may turn to PSRs. 

These one-sided relationships with media figures suggest that the media figure is unable to reject 

them, as one might in social contexts.  

Although this hypothesis follows reasoning from interpersonal relationships (Baumeister 

& Leary, 1995), the results examining the compensatory hypothesis have been mixed (Hartmann, 

2016; Rubin et al., 1985). Specifically, in a handful of studies, the results were inconsistent with 

the hypothesis, and in some cases supported the complementary hypothesis of PSR formation, 

which is the notion that anyone who is motivated and able to create social relationships will 

create PSRs (Hartmann, 2016; Rubin et al., 1985; Tsao, 1996). Rubin et al. (1985) found no 

relationship between loneliness and PSR formation in television news viewing. Ashe and 

McCutcheon (2001) found that individuals who exhibited more shyness and loneliness were not 

predisposed to creating strong PSRs. In addition, Tsao (1996) found that although the 

compensatory hypothesis could explain overall volume of television viewing, parasocial 

behaviors were better explained by a pattern in which PSRs complemented the individual’s social 

connections. While Greenwood and Long (2009) found support for the compensatory hypothesis, 

they also found that individuals who have a tendency towards creativity and self-expansion also 

create strong PSRs. This self-expansion result points to the fact that people who feel confident in 

their abilities to reach goals and create relationships are likely to make PSRs. Although these 

findings generally conflict the compensatory hypothesis, Hartmann (2016) suggests that the 
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desire to form PSRs may be related to both the motivation to create intimate relationships and 

one’s anxiety or fear of rejection in doing so. Hartmann’s review indicated that researchers have 

found competing results when using variables such as loneliness, attachment styles, and social 

support to predict PSR development. Because of these discrepancies in findings, it is important 

to examine in more depth the importance of an interpersonal perspective in forming PSRs. 

Research has indicated that PSRs occur in addition to our existing relationships (Greenwood & 

Long, 2009) and that people draw upon their abilities to create interpersonal relationships to 

develop PSRs. Individuals who are lacking in relationships may benefit from forming a 

relationship without the possibility for rejection.  

Because existing PSR research indicates results supporting two competing theories, it is 

important to take a closer look at when the two hypotheses are supported. Research supporting 

the compensatory hypothesis for PSR formation has generally indicated that one’s likelihood to 

engage in a PSR, and the strength of a PSR, increase with certain aspects of loneliness and 

shyness (Baek et al., 2013; Greenwood & Long, 2009; Schiappa et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008), 

lower self-esteem (Derrick et al., 2008; Turner, 1993), lack of relationship alternatives in the 

social setting (Bond, 2018; Stever, 2017), anxious attachment styles (Cohen, 2004; Cole & Leets, 

1999), and the perceived cost of social relationships (Adam & Sizemore, 2013). For instance, 

because PSRs allow for emotional investments and a feeling of belonging with the media figure, 

these elements may lessen the experience of both emotional and social loneliness. Rosaen and 

Dibble (2016) found that individuals who are experiencing loneliness are more willing to form 

connections to media figures, even if that figure is disliked by the individual. In addition, 

individuals do not feel threatened within their PSR, which is especially important for individuals 

with low self-esteem who expect negative judgment from others (Turner, 1993). This is 
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especially important, as Derrick et al. (2008) found that individuals are likely to form PSRs with 

celebrities who they perceive to be closer to their ideal self, or those for whom they have wishful 

ideation. PSR researchers have also found that individuals with anxious-ambivalent attachment 

styles (i.e., those with high distrust towards others, but a strong desire to form relationships and 

intimacy; similar to the fearful style in subsequent attachment literature) will not only form PSRs 

more than secure or avoidant individuals (Cohen, 2004; Cole & Leets, 1999), but they also 

experience more distress when these relationships end (Cohen, 2004). As described by Knowles 

(2013) media figures may play the role of a social surrogate, fostering a sense of belonging that 

may not be available in one’s social relationships.  

Moving Beyond a Dyadic Approach to PSRs 

While an interpersonal perspective has prominently been used to explain the formation of 

PSRs, the inconsistency of the results indicates that this approach may be incomplete. In a 

review by Hartmann (2016) it was explained that researchers have found competing results when 

using variables such as loneliness, attachment styles, and social support to predict PSR 

development. The mixed results of these studies, with some failing to find support for the 

compensatory hypothesis (Rubin et al., 1985; Tsao, 1996), do not contribute to one’s overall 

understanding of the important influences on PSR formation. Due to this, it is unclear if PSRs are 

influenced by the deficits that exist in creating interpersonal relationships (i.e., compensatory 

hypothesis) or if PSR formation mimics that of interpersonal relationships (i.e., complementary 

hypothesis). Based on these conflicting findings, it is apparent that there may be other factors to 

consider in this process. 

On a closer examination of the interpersonal variables utilized in PSR research, many 

focus on how individuals are influenced by those around them. For instance, loneliness, 
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attachment, and lack of relationship alternatives are all influenced by the connections one has 

formed within their social life. However, they are based solely on one’s overall evaluation of 

those experiences, rather than examining the specific structure surrounding each connection. 

When broken down into smaller elements, it is possible to examine specific relationships, or lack 

of relationships, and how these affect the individual. By examining the important individuals 

within one’s social life, and how they are connected to one another, a greater understanding of 

how relationships influence PSRs can be obtained. Overall, prior research has examined 

predictors of positive PSRs and PSR dependence through variables rooted in the perceptions of 

one’s social network without examining the formal structure of these relationships. In addition, 

although PSRs are often conceptualized in a way that suggests an isolated, unidirectional 

relationship, contemporary PSR research does not always reflect this. Instead, the importance of 

one’s social networks and connections have been suggested as key areas of inclusion (Bond, 

2018; Eyal & Daily, 2012; Giles, 2002). However, this idea is not novel to contemporary 

research; it was established in the seminal parasocial article from Horton and Wohl (1956) who 

stated, “The relationship of the devotee to the persona is, we suggest, experienced as of the same 

order as, and related to, the network of actual social relations” (p. 228). This notion was echoed 

and extended by Giles (2002), who stated that once individuals are to the point that they make 

personal decisions about the characteristics of the media figure, they are likely to treat this media 

figure as if they are a member of the social network. In addition, Giles (2002) identifies a model 

for the development of the PSR, which acknowledges the process by which other people 

influence the creation and judgments of the PSR. The co-viewing of media, as well as 

discussions following viewing, allow the social network members to influence the PSR intensity 

(Giles, 2002). Yet, there are no known studies in PSR research that directly measure the viewer’s 
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network, as well as their relation to the media figure. Although PSR research often takes an 

interpersonal lens and focuses solely on the dyadic nature of this relationship, these theoretical 

contributions suggest that more can be learned through examining others within one’s social life. 

Inherent in this is the proposal that individuals do not form PSRs in isolation; instead, the 

positive PSR development and dependence on these types of relationships can be influenced by 

the people around us.  

One specific type of network structure, an ego-network, examines a focal actor known as 

the ego, as well as their immediate and sometimes indirect social connections. Actors in the 

network, such as the ego, are the individual persons or collectives who are of interest for a study 

(Knoke & Yang, 2008; Perry et al., 2018; Wasserman & Faust, 1994). By examining the ego-

network, researchers can examine the ties the ego has to other actors (i.e., the alters), as well as 

the interconnection among those others (i.e., alter-to-alter ties; Wasserman & Faust, 1994). 

These ties (also referred to as edges, links, or relations) are the connections that exist between the 

individuals, creating dyadic relationships (Knoke & Yang, 2008; Perry et al., 2018; Wasserman 

& Faust, 1994). It is important to note that while ego-networks allow researchers to examine the 

close connections that exist around a target individual, they do not take into account the whole 

network within which one exists (e.g., workplace, community). The limitation of this is that there 

could be aspects of structure that are beyond the immediate surroundings that could still the 

experiences of an individual; however, the ego-network allows for the identification of people 

whom the ego believes are important.  

This network perspective is beneficial for social scientific research, as it moves beyond 

the individual and also focuses on the interactions or ties between individuals (Perry et al., 2018). 

While social science researchers focus on the behavior and characteristics of individuals, social 
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network scholars expand on these interests to study the structure in which individuals interact 

with one another and the influence these connections (or lack of connections) hold over identity 

and behavior (Freeman, 2004; Scott, 2000). Through the examination of these structural 

relations, researchers can gain insight into how the network influences an individual’s behavior 

in ways that are not observable through actor characteristics alone, including in terms of specific 

motivations, interests, or drives (Knoke & Yang, 2008; Perry et al., 2018). In this context, 

individuals within the network, as well as the actions they take, are viewed as being 

interdependent (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). Ego-networks allow the researcher to examine the 

influence of multiple individuals and groups to which the ego belongs. 

While scholars have echoed and extended Horton and Wohl’s proposal of studying PSRs 

in terms of social networks (Giles, 2002; Wang et al., 2008) or have addressed the notion of 

whether PSRs complement, replace, or hinder social relationships (Cohen, 2014; Derrick et al., 

2008; Goode & Robinson, 2013; Greenwood & Long, 2009; Stever, 2017; Turner, 1993) few 

studies have included direct analysis of one’s structural network connections as a predictor of the 

formation and outcomes of these relationships. Instead, researchers have focused on networks as 

a general term for an individual’s cumulative perception of one’s social relationships. A common 

finding within parasocial research is that rather than replacing or hindering social relationships, 

PSRs are used as an extension of one’s network, building on existing social relationships (Cohen, 

2003; Cohen, 2004; Eyal & Dailey, 2012, Stever, 2017). Because of this, people maintain both 

social and parasocial relationships; individuals do not replace the members of their networks, 

instead forming relationships that complement the existing network. For instance, Bond (2018) 

reported that LGB adolescents who have no real-life friends who identify as LGB will be more 

likely to form a PSR with an LGB character or media persona. In addition, these adolescents 
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seek out and tend to be more reliant on these PSRs for guidance and information about being a 

member of the LGB community, as well as general social support (Bond, 2018). Instead of 

competing with the existing connections one has, PSRs are able to build onto, and be shared by, 

those in one’s social environment (Cohen, 2014).  

Because PSRs extend one’s social network, it is unlikely for PSRs to exist in isolation, 

barring an individual with no social connections. Instead, PSR development and perceptions of 

the media figure are likely to be affected by others in the social network (Cohen, 2014; Giles, 

2002). Specifically, Eyal and Dailey (2012) found that having a PSR that is shared and/or 

validated by others in one’s social network had a strong positive influence on the development of 

positive PSRs. In addition, if the PSR is filling a void within one’s network, the PSR is likely to 

be stronger (Bond, 2018). This parasocial research has begun to address the notion of one’s 

social network in the formation of PSRs, as suggested by Horton and Wohl (1956) through 

survey procedures. These surveys elicit information on aspects such as the network status (e.g., 

“My other friends like this person,” “Most of the people close to me know how much this person 

means to me”; Eyal & Dailey, 2012) or ranking the media figure as one of the members of the 

social network with whom individuals desire to talk in specific contexts (i.e., socialization 

agents’ perceived importance; Bond, 2018). These researchers have thus created a foundation for 

research of networked PSRs. The development and integration of social analytic procedures 

allow for a new approach to this topic that has not yet been addressed. Therefore, examining 

social network structure extends the ability to understand the formation of dependence on PSRs 

(i.e., importance of and faithfulness to a media figure which results in expectations of distress 

upon losing the relationship) and positive PSR intensity (i.e., the degree to which the individual 

feels a sense of belonging, emotional investment, and certainty about the media figure). Based on 
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existing findings on the importance of one’s network (Bond, 2018; Eyal & Dailey, 2012), the use 

of social network theory would be able to explain important variables in this relational process.  

The Role of Ego-Networks in PSR Formation  

Existing PSR scholars have made crucial steps in the discovery that one’s relations within 

a social environment are likely to influence the intensity and importance of PSRs (Bond, 2018; 

Cohen, 2014; Eyal & Dailey, 2012; Giles, 2002). Examining characteristics of the network 

structure such as relationship strength, proportion of connections that exist between our 

relational ties, and the diversity of one’s connections allows for an extension of this existing PSR 

research. When combined with existing parasocial literature, the importance of one’s social 

network in PSR formation is clear. Actors are influenced by the resources, information sharing, 

arrangements, and so forth within their network, while simultaneously taking part in the creation 

of these same aspects (Perry et al., 2018; White et al., 1976). For instance, when a member of 

one’s social network disapproves of one’s PSR or expresses opposite opinions, this encounter 

may be highly influential to judgments of the media figure in further media viewings (Giles, 

2002). In addition, having this PSR validated by one’s social network proves to have a 

significant influence on the overall development, and sharing this PSR with friends and family 

can be rewarding (Eyal & Dailey, 2012). These PSR studies supports the notion that people do 

not make decisions independently; instead, the presence of others in a network affects the ego’s 

decisions, behaviors, and relationships (Rainie & Wellman, 2012). Without examining the social 

structure, researchers risk missing important information regarding the influence of a network on 

beliefs, behaviors, and the flow of information and resources (Borgatti et al., 2013). Therefore, 

measures of network structure are an important addition to PSR research, as it moves past the 

idea of the individual or a dyadic relationship and determines the importance of the personal 
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network in the creation and strengths of these relationships, as suggested by Horton and Wohl 

(1956).  

Using ego-networks of individuals who form PSRs (e.g., Figure 1), allows for the 

examination of the connections within one’s personal network as influential to the formation of 

positive PSRs and one’s dependence on them, including aspects of the network structure and 

actor characteristics. Building on the work by Giles (2002) and the findings of Bond (2018) and 

Eyal and Dailey (2012), it is important to include the PSR within the personal network. As stated 

by Goyal (2007), one’s beliefs evolve not only based on their own experiences, but also through 

the observation of or learning about the experiences of others. Therefore, the ego will not only 

form impressions about a media figure through their own experiences, but also through 

experiences of others. Eyal and Dailey (2012) found that relationships with a media figure would 

be stronger if it were appreciated and validated by others within the social network. Another way 

to view the act of learning from the individuals around us discussed by Goyal (2007) is that in 

situations in which we lack people within our own network who we can learn from, we may seek 

out individuals elsewhere. For instance, Bond (2018) found that the lack of LGB individuals 

within a social network resulted in LGB youth depending on LGB characters and media figures 

for information, advice, and other support. Because of this, the media figure should be thought of 

as an additional alter to the ego, with the possibility of connection to other alters within the 

network. Therefore, the examination of one’s ego-network should include the viewer (i.e., the 

ego), as well as the existing social network (e.g., friends, family) and the media figure, treating 

each of the ego’s connections as alters. Between each of these actors exist the potential for ties. 

By examining the relational structure, we can examine how network relations are associated with 

positive PSRs and PSR dependence. 
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Figure 1 

Ego-Network Inclusion of Parasocial Relationships 

 

Note. This figure demonstrates the elements within a hypothetical ego-network, including the 

ego (i.e., target individual), their alters (i.e., ego’s connections in the social world), and the 

media figure (MF). The media figure is included as an alter within this network, with the PSR 

existing as a tie between the ego/alters and the media figure.  

 

As mentioned, the interpersonal approach to PSR formation has garnered mixed results. 

Because of this, analyzing the social network structure would provide a unique understanding of 

this phenomenon, as it addresses aspects of the connections formed and maintained by 

individuals. Individuals control a finite amount of resources (e.g., time) they can utilize to form 

relationships while still maintaining other necessary functions of life (Dunbar, 1993). Therefore, 

individuals need to determine how they will invest their time and effort toward their relationships 

(Sutcliffe et al., 2012). According to Sutcliffe et al. (2012) individuals engage in a cost-benefit 
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analysis to determine which relationships to devote this investment. This cost-benefit analysis 

looks primarily at two aspects of network structure: network degree and network strength.  

Network degree is the measure of “activity” or “connections” for a member of the 

network (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). Within ego-networks, this characteristic of the network 

explains how many people the ego is connected to, or the size of the ego-network. Degree can be 

useful for understanding the popularity of an individual, the number of people from whom the 

individual could request resources, as well as the number of potential influencers on the 

individual’s beliefs or opinions. North American adults have been found to maintain 

approximately 20 significant ties, meaning ties with supportive behaviors, frequent and positive 

encounters, and general feelings of connection (Walker et al., 2013). It is difficult to maintain 

more significant ties due to a finite amount of time and cognitive resources needed to retain them 

(Dunbar, 1993; Sutcliffe et al., 2012); however, the total number of ties indicates the potential 

benefits or influences the ego will receive. However, it is also important to look at the aspect of 

tie strength, or the emotional closeness of the relationship shared by two individuals, to 

determine this overall influence.  

Tie strength focuses on the intensity and duration of each tie within the network (Perry et 

al., 2018). According to Granovetter (1973), tie strength may be considered strong when 

associated with friends and family we interact with a great deal, or weak, which consists of 

acquaintances whom we interact with under specific conditions. Granovetter (1973) identifies tie 

strength to be dependent on four specific dimensions: the amount of time spent together, 

intimacy of the relationship (e.g., confiding and trusting in the other), the intensity of the 

emotional connection, and the number and kind of connections that exit between the individuals. 

In addition, ties that are considered strong are generally those where there are many overlaps 
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between connections and who are more likely to communicate with one another (e.g., close 

friends, family, coworkers), whereas weak ties do not connect with each other (Scott, 2000). 

Although there are many ways to measure strength, Marsden and Campbell (1984) suggest that 

relational closeness or intensity tends to be the most valuable measure, with measures such as 

frequency or duration of contact being less reliable. In this sense, individuals can reliably explain 

the relational intensity of their various connections, ranging from weak to strong. Morgan (2009) 

argued that there are likely also individuals who fall in between strong and weak ties, and that 

these acquaintances are those who have some mutual obligations towards one another who often 

form a bridge between different social groups. However, even when individuals form a group of 

meaningful ties, only a small number of ties (approximately four to seven) may be close (i.e., 

strong ties), while the rest are termed periphery ties, whom have lower amounts of social contact 

as well as less emotional connection (McCarty et al., 2019; Walker et al., 2013). This is also 

addressed in interpersonal research, where individuals who are connected to multiple others only 

form close relationships with select people. Individuals who attempt to maintain large networks 

may experience cognitive and resource (e.g., time) strain (Scott, 2000). This is due to the fact 

that maintaining close ties requires more effort than weak ties; however, each may be beneficial 

in their own regard.  

An important consideration when analyzing the degree and strength of a network is the 

cost-benefit analysis proposed by Sutcliffe et al. (2012). The greater number of close 

relationships one maintains, the higher the overall costs are of attempting to maintain them. This 

is why individuals tend to form relationships in layers, with the smallest number being strong ties 

with whom we invest more resources to maintain the relationship. However, those who have few 

close relationships may attempt to supplement their existing social network through the 
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formation of other close ties. Although weak ties are useful for their ability to provide 

information, individuals need close relationships to maintain healthy physical and mental 

functioning. This is the role of the strong tie, offering relationships that provide certainty, are 

frequent sources of communication, and who will provide help when needed (Jackson, 2019). A 

lack of ties that fulfill these requirements within one’s social network may produce a need for 

supplemental or alternative connections. In fact, Bond (2018) and Stever (2017) suggest that 

lacking desired relationships within one’s social setting would lead to increased PSR 

development. Individuals who have few connections, and whose connections tend to be weak, 

are more likely to form PSRs with increased intensity. Therefore, those who lack social 

connections, will have more time and energy to invest in the creation of strong positive PSRs, 

due to the lack of social connections.  

H1: As network degree decreases (i.e., fewer social connections), individuals will 

experience greater (a) positive parasocial relationships and (b) dependence on parasocial 

relationships. 

H2: As network strength decreases (i.e., lower average ego-alter tie strength), individuals 

will experience greater (a) positive parasocial relationships and (b) dependence on 

parasocial relationships. 

As stated by Eyal and Dailey (2012), sharing a PSR with friends and family members can 

be rewarding and influences the overall intensity of these relationships. Because individuals with 

PSRs continue their connections outside of the viewing experience and are likely to discuss the 

relationships with others (Giles, 2002), it is expected that higher degree and proportion of alters 

to be tied to the PSR will result in increased intensity in the PSR. According to Jackson (2019), 

individuals tend to coordinate, in the fact that they want to be able to talk with others in their 
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social connections about shared experiences and engage in activities that others are engaged in. 

This desire for communication is likely to build PSR connections when others in one’s network 

are also engaging in the same media experience. Aligned with this research, social network 

theory suggests this relationship would exist due to triadic closure. Triadic closure occurs when 

two nodes are tied to a shared common node and thus form a tie; this tie formation closes the 

paths and creates a triangle formation of ties (Granovetter, 1973). Transitivity, or the likelihood 

of forming or strengthening a connection due to an existing tie, is influenced by this theory of 

triadic closure (Perry et al., 2018). In other words, two individuals who have a relationship with a 

common individual are likely to form a relationship themselves, due to the shared contact 

(Simmel, 1950). In social relationships, this may occur because people are in the same location, 

and people are likely to interact with friends of friends. In a parasocial context, this would appear 

to occur if two individuals share the same PSR, or if an individual created a PSR based on a 

close friend’s tie to the media figure. In addition, the likelihood of this tie being formed, as well 

as the strength of the resulting tie, increases based on the strength of the existing ties 

(Granovetter, 1973). Network research also suggests that central members of the network are 

more able to provide assistance, as they are tied to multiple resources (Wellman, 1979). 

However, it would be important to determine if this pattern is true of mediated individuals. 

Based on existing research in PSRs and the social network theory of transitivity, an individual 

will be more likely to form a strong PSR with a media figure if someone in their close network is 

also tied to the same media figure. This is because individuals are drawn towards triadic closure 

(Granovetter, 1973). This would also suggest that the more central the PSR is within the network 

(i.e., the more alters who are connected to the media figure) the higher the likelihood that the ego 

will experience a strong and important relationship.  
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H3: As PSR degree centrality increases (i.e., higher proportion of PSR-alter ties), 

individuals will experience greater (a) positive parasocial relationships and (b) 

dependence parasocial relationships.  

Network heterogeneity examines the diversity of the network based on a variety of 

variables, whether this includes political affiliation, values, age, or other factors. Depending on 

the importance of each of these factors for the ego, the existing similarity between members of 

the network may influence the creation of the PSR. Heterogeneity builds onto the concept of 

homophily; according to homophily (Lazarsfeld & Merton, 1954) and the similarity-attraction 

hypothesis (Byrne, 1971), individuals are drawn to form relationships with those who are similar 

to themselves. This pattern has been found in a considerable amount of research examining 

characteristics such as gender, religion, education level, and age (Jackson, 2019; McPherson et 

al., 2001). However, a key extension of this is how the homophily of the existing network (i.e., 

homogeneity, the counter of heterogeneity) influences the formation of other relationships. For 

instance, if one was raised in a community with a specific set of values, this may result in a 

learned or socialized homophily. However, this does not necessarily include the important 

aspects of homophily, such as values, that individuals may choose as they progress in life. People 

desire to form relationships with others who are similar in multiple ways (Monge & Contractor, 

2003). Therefore, networks that are more homogeneous may result in the ego forming outside 

connections with a PSR. This is because networks that are more homogenous, may be lacking 

nonmaterial resources that are desired by the ego. This was found by Small (2017) who states 

that individuals will seek out others to confide in who have similar experiences, and therefore 

can empathize with their experience. However, based on availability in the surrounding proximal 

area, this tie creation may take place with media entities. As found in Bond (2018), adolescents 
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who identified as LGB, but who had no friends who fit this attribution in real-life settings were 

more likely to form a PSR with an LGB media persona, have a stronger PSR, and be more reliant 

on the media figure for guidance, support, and information about LGB topics.  

Network heterogeneity will be addressed in the current study using identity measures, by 

examining if the alters within the ego-network exhibit similar or different age, gender, political 

beliefs, and/or stigmatized status. These are selected based on the existence of research 

demonstrating the importance of these topics for tie formation (Jackson, 2019; McPherson et al., 

2001; Monge & Contractor, 2003). In addition, many of these variables have important 

implications in research on PSR formation. According to Liebers and Schramm (2019), most 

research (42.3%) on PSRs utilizes a college-aged sample between the ages of 18 to 24, likely due 

to the reliance on convenience sampling in undergraduate settings. However, research also 

indicates that PSR purposes and effects may differ depending on the age of the participant, 

including providing learning experiences to children, (Aguiar et al., 2019), influencing 

perceptions of self, relationships, intimacy, and risks in adolescents (Aubrey et al., 2014; Bond, 

2016; Collins et al., 2003; Erickson & Dal Cin, 2017; Maltby et al., 2005), and satisfying social 

needs in elderly individuals (Eggermont & Vandebosch, 2001). Gender has also been found to 

affect the formation of PSRs, in that men are more likely to choose media figures of the same sex 

(Cohen, 2003; Eyal & Cohen, 2006), women form stronger PSRs than men (Cohen, 2004; Eyal 

& Dailey, 2012; Schiappa et al., 2007), and that men and women form PSRs to account for 

different types of loneliness (i.e., family, chronic; Wang et al., 2008). Attitude homophily, or 

similarity in beliefs has been found to be a strong predictor of PSRs (Cohen, 2014; Schiappa et 

al., 2007; Turner, 1993), in that individuals create PSRs with figures who have similar beliefs to 

what they are currently like or their ideal selves. Finally, support for a stigmatized status is a 
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variable often mentioned in this paper, as Bond (2018) determined that the lack of others who fit 

within a stigmatized status within the network made the formation of PSR relationships more 

likely. 

The important element brought through heterogeneity, is the examination of the network, 

as the characteristics of the network members may account for some of the differences 

established in PSR research. For instance, moving beyond the dyadic connection, does the 

overall composition of the network, based on these characteristics, affect the formation of or 

dependence on PSRs? Rather than examining PSR formation as a result of an individual’s 

isolated experience with a media figure, heterogeneity allows for examination of how the identity 

of the individual’s connections affect this process. There are two major hypotheses that support 

this idea: the similarity-attraction hypothesis and the theory of self-categorization. According to 

the similarity-attraction hypothesis (Byrne, 1971), individuals are attracted to others who are like 

them due to the reduced likelihood of uncertainty and discomfort that would come from 

inconsistency in beliefs. In this sense, people may form stronger relationships with individuals 

who are like them, which explain both the lack of heterogeneity in the network, but also the 

formation of PSRs; individuals are more likely to have similarity in their networks and PSRs if 

they are attracted to similar others. In terms of the theory of self-categorization (Turner et al., 

1987), people classify themselves and others using categories, forming relationships with those 

who will reinforce this social identity. Again, this is likely to explain both the heterogeneity of 

the network, as well as the formation of PSRs. However, it is important to note that individuals 

have multiple elements of their identity which may be important, and therefore, similarity on 

multiple elements may be required for relationship formation (Monge & Contractor, 2003). For 

instance, if an individual’s network has a homogeneous network, but the network’s attributes are 
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inconsistent with the individual, they may be more likely to seek out relationships elsewhere, 

such as through a PSR.  

H4: The heterogeneity of an individual’s networks will be negatively associated with the 

(a) positive parasocial relationships and (b) dependence on parasocial relationships.  

A considerable amount of evidence of positive PSRs and PSR dependence can be 

determined when examining the connections that occur within a personal network. Density will 

be used in the current study to understand the influence of network structure on PSRs. Using this 

characteristic, a more in-depth analysis of the importance of connection can be made, which 

allows for more insight into the effects of heterogeneity. In social network analysis, density 

examines the number of ties that are present in the network versus the number possible, 

establishing an overall proportion of connections within the network (Wasserman & Faust, 

1994). This structure is determined by the presence or absence of ties between actors, which 

makes up the overall architecture of the network (Perry et al., 2018). In addition, density tends to 

be greater when the alters live near one another and have strong ties to the ego (Crossley et al., 

2015). Networks characterized by high density are also more likely to form a group culture with 

shared rituals, which may become, in a sense, like a family (Crossley et al., 2015). Therefore, the 

structure of social networks depends on the relations among its members (Scott, 2000). This is 

used to evaluate the overall cohesiveness of a network. In ego-networks, density is usually 

measured after removing the ego, therefore this truly describes the proportion of alters who are 

connected to one another (Borgatti et al., 2013). An interesting aspect to dense networks is that 

the more connections that exist between alters, the less the ego is able to present contradictory 

images of his or her identity (Borgatti et al., 2013; Crossley et al., 2015). Therefore, while dense 

networks allow for the formation of a group culture, they also restrict an individual within this 
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group from acting against the associated norms. This is described by the concept of coordination, 

in that the best course of action for the individual is to conform to what others are doing to avoid 

negative repercussions (Goyal, 2007). If an individual feels that coordination or conforming to 

the norms of their network will be easiest, they may locate others outside of the network to 

communicate differing views with. Because the opinions of one’s network play an important role 

in the formation of PSRs (Eyal & Dailey, 2012), existing in a densely connected network may 

make the opinions of one’s connections more salient.  

As dense network members often share a group culture that inhibits expressions that go 

against the group norm (Borgatti et al., 2013; Crossley et al., 2015) it can be expected that the 

density of the network affects the formation of PSRs. According to Goffman (1959) individuals 

present various aspects of their identity depending on with whom they are communicating, where 

the ability to manage self-presentations is important. When individuals in one’s network are all 

connected, and therefore communicate with one another, it is more difficult for the individual to 

present specific aspects of their identity. Building on the area of heterogeneity, it is possible that 

individuals form stronger and more important bonds with a media figure when the associated and 

desired characteristics of the media figure are either lacking or viewed as stigmatized within the 

personal network. However, they may also form stronger PSR bonds if the characteristics of the 

media figure are enforced or supported by the network, due to the group collective. When the 

group collective is more salient, and opinions of desirable characteristics are shared by members 

of a densely connected network, these opinions are more likely to influence the formation of 

PSRs. Therefore, it is important to establish how density contributes to the intensity and 

importance of PSRs.  
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RQ1: How is the density of an individual’s network directly and/or indirectly associated 

with the (a) positive parasocial relationships and (b) dependence on parasocial 

relationships?  

The above discussions note an important element of concern within ego-networks: ego-

alter similarity. As discussed in the concepts of heterogeneity and density, it is common for 

individuals to interact and form connections with individuals who are similar to themselves in 

some way. Homophily is the outward manifestation of ties between similar others in a network 

(McPherson & Smith-Lovin, 1987). These connections may occur for a variety of reasons, 

including (1) choice homophily, i.e., preference or increased liking for those who are similar to 

oneself, (2) induced homophily, i.e., the limiting of potential connections that are available to the 

ego depending on context and experiences to only those who are similar, and/or (3) influence 

homophily, i.e., that individuals become more similar to one another through repeated 

interactions (Perry et al., 2018). Whatever the cause, individuals have been found to associate 

with others who are similar to them on factors such as age, race, gender, and education 

(Marsden, 1987). However, it is important to note that the characteristics behind these 

connections may not be the same for each alter in the network. Individuals may learn a great deal 

from their connections, whether these are friends, coworkers, or even media figures (Jackson, 

2019), and connections may be made to learn about or find similarity in various characteristics. 

As has been noted in the discussions of heterogeneity and density, the opinions and beliefs of the 

ego’s connections are likely going to matter. Individuals are more likely to conform to the 

experiences or beliefs of others, especially if this other is a respected or strong tie (Goyal, 2007; 

Jackson, 2019). In addition, individuals tend to reposition themselves within a network until they 

are connected to an acceptable proportion of similar others (Rogers & McKane, 2011; Schelling, 
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1969). As an important factor in both heterogeneity and density of one’s network, the effect of 

future tie creation revolves around the similarity of the ego to alters in one’s network. However, 

based on existing research, it is unknown if PSR formation will occur more often when alters of 

the network are more similar to the ego, or less.  

RQ2: How does ego-alter similarity directly effect and/or interact with other network 

measures to determine (a) positive parasocial relationships and (b) dependence on 

parasocial relationships? 

Identity Salience 

Extending on existing PSR research, such as Bond (2018), it is important to consider how 

one’s identity plays a role in this process. According to the communication theory of identity, 

individuals hold multiple, layered identities (Hecht, 2015). These identities are fluid and 

interdependent, as individuals define themselves, personally, as well as based on their 

relationships and social groups (Hecht, 2015). Because individuals carry within them multiple 

identities, these identities may be enacted, supported, or shared with others at differing levels. If 

an individual expects that a portion of their identity may result in judgment or scrutiny, they may 

attempt to hide this part of their identity. This is often the case with a stigmatized status, as 

individuals with a stigmatized status are those in which a portion of their identity demonstrates a 

sense of differentness, which may be hidden from those around them in order to protect their 

presentation of identity (Goffman, 1963). It is important to note that the expectations and 

sociopolitical expectations of the society in which one belongs may affect how one enacts or 

presents their identity (Jones, 2018). An exploration of identity salience allows for the 

recognition that some identities may be more important to an individual than others, and because 

of this, they may have a greater probability of being presented and/or sought out in social 
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settings (Stryker, 1968). Identities which are salient are not only more likely to be enacted by the 

individual, but the individual is more likely to seek out situations which may allow them to share 

this identity with others (Stryker & Serpe, 1982). This fact is illustrated in Bond (2018), as 

individuals who are LGB adolescents seek out media figures who fit in this same identity, 

especially when no one is available in their social life. Demographic variables have been used in 

past PSR research; however, a closer examination of the salience of these identities would be 

beneficial in understanding both the network structure, as well as the development of positive 

PSRs and PSR dependence. It is possible that the ways in which people are connected to one 

another in a network affects PSR variables through identity salience. 

RQ3: How does one’s identity salience directly effect and/or interact with 

heterogeneity/ego-alter similarity to determine (a) positive parasocial relationships and (b) 

dependence on parasocial relationships? 

Method 

 To determine the associations that exist between an individual’s social relationships and 

the formation of positive PSRs and PSR dependence, online distribution of a questionnaire took 

place. This questionnaire included demographic/characteristic items, as well as detailed 

questions about relationships and PSRs, which allowed for an analysis of these associations to be 

completed. Social network analysis methods were used to examine details of the network 

structure and identity salience to understand the connection with PSRs.  

Participants 

 In order to locate individuals who form positive PSRs and/or PSR dependence, it is 

important to select a population that is often built on this phenomenon: fans. A media fandom 

has been defined as a group of individuals who maintain a “positive, personal, relatively deep, 
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emotional connection with a mediated element of popular culture” (Duffet, 2013, p. 2). Because 

this study is focused on individuals who form positive PSRs with media figures, there are 

specific inclusion criteria that must be considered. As there are no known studies examining the 

proportion of the general population who has a PSR, the likelihood of finding individuals who 

maintain this type of relationship is unknown. In addition, a considerable amount of PSR 

research uses convenience samples, often college students, to test their hypotheses. However, to 

bolster the ecological validity of this study, or generalizability to the real-world understanding of 

PSR, it is more appropriate to sample from fans. Fan populations, especially those in established 

fandom communities, seek out interactions and media surrounding a media entity. According to 

Giles (2002), this plays a crucial role in the creation of PSRs; therefore, individuals who identify 

as fans are more likely to experience a positive PSR and more PSR dependence, on average, than 

members of the general public. To account for these weaknesses in PSR research, the current 

study utilized a purposive sampling method, which identified forums in which fan communities 

congregate for participant recruitment. 

In order to obtain the number of desired participants, and to ensure that the recruited 

participants meet the requirements for the study, recruitment occurred using Reddit from January 

12, 2021 to February 15, 2021. Reddit is a social media platform that allows users to join 

communities based on a specific interest, where they can share content, engage in discussion, 

and vote on content submitted by other members. For recruitment, participants were required to 

be 18 years of age or older, be comfortable reading and understanding English, and be viewers of 

television programs. Reddit has been found to be a useful means of participant recruitment, when 

appropriate precautions are considered, such as locating subreddits (i.e., interest-based forums) 

that align with the research purpose and have a sufficient number of subscribers (Shatz, 2017). 
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Researchers should also ensure that the surveys are advertised in a way that clearly indicates the 

purpose, and that these surveys are as concise as possible to reduce participant attrition (Shatz, 

2017). In addition to the sampling procedures being purposive (i.e., locating participants based 

on their engagement in Reddit fandom communities), it is also important to stratify the sampling 

procedures across television genres. This stratification process will ensure that any effects found 

are not trivial to a specific television show or genre, but instead can be generalized to PSRs with 

TV media figures in general.  

By posting recruitment notices on multiple subreddits, from various genres, recruitment 

can take advantage of different populations. The television subreddits selected varied in terms of 

genre to incorporate variability in the types of PSRs identified. Genres were selected based on 

the most popular television programs from 2017 (Watson, 2019a). Based on these results, the 

genres of drama, comedy, reality, news, sports, and documentary were among the most 

commonly watched (see Table 1). This recruitment process is supported by existing PSR theory 

and research. First, PSRs can be formed with many different types of media figures, including 

fictional characters (both human and nonhuman), actors, celebrities, and athletes (Giles, 2010). 

Second, although approximately half (50.6%) of all PSR research focuses on film and television 

(Liebers & Schramm, 2019), research has been conducted across genres, ranging from television 

news (Rubin et al., 1985; Turner, 1993), soap operas (Perse and Rubin, 1989; Rubin & Perse, 

1987; Turner, 1993), sitcoms (Auter & Palmgreen, 2000), sports (Hartmann et al., 2008; 

Sanderson & Kassing, 2014) or favorite TV performer/celebrity in general (Bond, 2018; Cohen, 

2003; Cole & Leets, 1999; Derrick et al., 2008; Turner, 1993). Results indicate that PSR 

formation and dependence may vary across type of media figure and/or genre. For instance, the 

perceived importance of media figures varied according to whether the PSR was built with a 
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non-fictional media figure or a fictional one, with the loss of a non-fictional figure causing more 

grief (Giles, 2012). However, individuals were found to be more likely to form stronger 

connections with fictional human characters, than real individuals (Giles, 2012). Hartmann et al. 

(2008) found that individuals were more likely to form connections with Formula 1 racers that 

were built solely on respectful interest (i.e., recognizing the media figure’s skills or 

accomplishments), rather than fully including them as a member of one’s social network. In 

order to ensure that these differences in connection are accounted for, it is important to recruit 

participants from multiple genres, as well as to include genre as a control variable within the 

analysis.  
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Table 1 

Subreddit Forums Utilized for Recruitment by Genre 

Television Shows Sub-reddit Member Total a 

Drama   

Ozark r/Ozark 60,964 

Grey’s Anatomy r/greysanatomy 103,386 

Killing Eve r/KillingEve 29,025 

This is Us r/thisisus 55,030 

Westworld r/westworld 1,012,437 

The Expanse r/TheExpanse 162,908 

Comedy   

What We Do in the Shadows r/WhatWeDointheShadows 32,629 

Brooklyn Nine-Nine r/brooklynninenine 609,034 

It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia r/ItsAlwaysSunny 15,579 

Insecure r/InsecureHBO 10,647 

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel r/TheMarvelousMrsMaisel 17,905 

Cobra Kai r/cobrakai 68,607 

Superstore r/superstore 33,296 

Reality   

Queer Eye r/QueerEye 40,997 

Keeping up with the Kardashians r/KUWTK 19,713 

The Challenge r/MtvChallenge 67,664 

The Bachelor/Bachelorette r/thebachelor 150,187 

Impractical Jokers r/ImpracticalJokers 61,172 

Hell’s Kitchen r/HellsKitchen 18,021 

Gold Rush r/goldrush 7,776 

Informative Entertainment   

The Daily Show with Trevor Noah r/DailyShow 12,289 

Last Week Tonight with John Oliver r/lastweektonight 109,832 

The Late Show with Stephen Colbert r/LateShow 17,736 

Late Night Talk Shows r/LateNightTalkShows 

r/talkshows 

2,815 

6,118 
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Tiger King r/TigerKing 119,047 

Cosmos series r/Cosmos 21,300 

Forensic Files r/ForensicFiles 6,988 

Making a Murderer r/MakingaMurderer 75,082 

Sports   

Ultimate Fighting Championship r/ufc 371,552 

NASCAR r/NASCAR 644,025 

MLB r/mlb 128,665 

Major League Soccer r/MLS 214,755 

WWE r/WWE 188,355 

Olympic and Paralympic Games r/olympics 419,987 

Action   

WandaVision r/WANDAVISION 87,697 

The Boys r/TheBoys 299,316 

NCIS r/NCIS 9,805 

The Witcher r/witcher 757,226 

Star Trek: Discovery r/StarTrekDiscovery 38,818 

Note. Genres were selected based on the most popular television programs from 2017 (Watson, 

2019). Television shows were selected based on popularity listed on IMDb, and existence of an 

active forum on subreddit. For the basis of recruitment, forums must have at least 1,000 members 

and have a post from the last week to be selected. An additional nine subreddits were contacted 

through their moderators, but posts for surveys were not allowed in their community due to 

frequency of requests. 

a Member totals were obtained on first day of collection for each subreddit, ranging from January 

12, 2021 to February 15, 2021. 

  

Television shows were selected based on popularity listed on IMDb and existence of an 

active forum on subreddit. IMDb, or the Internet Movie Database, is an online database for 

information and news regarding television, movies, and media figures. IMDb was selected due to 

its popularity as a source of entertainment information, as well as for its calculation method for 

rankings, which incorporates a Bayesian estimate to determine the true ranking of titles by genre. 
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This estimate involves the average rating of the title, the number of votes the title received, the 

minimum votes required for inclusion in the list (i.e., 25,000), and the mean number of votes of 

all titles within the list (IMDb, n.d.). Following selection from the IMDb top ranking lists, 

subreddit forums must have at least 1,000 members and have a post from the last week to be 

selected. Although many television programs cross genre boundaries, stratifying the sampling 

procedures through different genres increased the ability to state that these effects occur for 

individuals in response to TV media figures in general, rather than due to a specific type of 

entertainment. In addition, although individuals were sampled from specific television shows it is 

possible that they will select a media figure from a separate media entity for completing the 

questionnaire. Sampling a sufficient, and approximately equal, number of participants from each 

genre will limit the effects of these changes on the overall genre averages. To calculate an 

appropriate sample size for this study, the program G*Power was used. An a priori power 

analysis for a linear multiple regression (fixed model, R2 increase) allows for the test of predictor 

variables, which is appropriate for this study (network structure variables). With five tested 

predictors for the network structure variables, with a small effect size (i.e., R2 = 0.02), alpha of 

0.05, and power of 0.80, the required total sample for this study is 647 participants. In order to 

ensure the appropriate number of completed surveys, participants were oversampled through 

Reddit. It is important to note that while sampling is stratified according to genre, genre was used 

as a control variable rather than as a comparison variable.  

A total of 1,994 surveys were initiated from the Qualtrics link. Surveys were removed 

from the final data set for a variety of reasons, including spending less than five minutes 

completing the survey (the minimum time for a network with one alter), as well as participant 

attrition. A total of 1,306 responses were removed for these reasons, as the data did not allow for 
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complete and reliable data analysis. The final sample size was N = 688 participants. A majority 

of the participants identified as female (n = 440, 64.0%), followed by male (n = 229, 33.3%) and 

nonbinary (n = 17, 2.5%). Participants were primarily White (n = 526, 76.5%), followed by 

Hispanic or Latino (n = 47, 6.8%), Multiracial or biracial (n = 44, 6.4%), Asian (n = 42, 6.1%), 

Black or African American (n = 12, 1.7%), Native American (n = 3, 0.4%), or Pacific Islander (n 

= 2, 0.3%). In terms of education, participants had completed a Bachelor’s degree (n = 280, 

40.7%), Master’s or professional degree (n = 148, 21.5%), some college (n = 116, 16.9%), an 

Associate’s degree (n = 50, 7.3%), high school (n = 44, 6.4%), a Doctorate degree (n = 25, 

3.6%), a vocational or technical degree (n = 16, 2.3%), while 9 (1.3%) had less than a high 

school degree. A majority of the participants identified as liberal (n = 530, 77.0%) in their 

political ideology, while others identified as something other than liberal or conservative (n = 99, 

14.4%) or conservative (n = 58, 8.4%). Finally, when asked if they identified as holding a 

stigmatized status, a majority of participants indicated that they did not (n = 367, 53.3%), while 

321 (46.7%) indicated belonging to a stigmatized group.  

Procedures 

 Prior to recruitment, requests were sent to moderators of each chosen subreddit to gain 

support for the research to be posted within their community (see Appendix A). Moderators were 

given details of the purpose of the study and asked if they would be willing to assist with three 

items: (1) allow for a post within their subreddit, (2) promote the recruitment notice as a 

“stickied post” for one week (i.e., a post pinned to the top of the subreddit), and/or (3) post the 

recruitment notice from a moderator account with an accompanied message of support. 

Moderators were notified that if they allow for recruitment within their subreddit, they would 

receive a summary of the research findings to share with their community. If no response was 
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heard within one week, recruitment notices were posted to the subreddit without promotion (see 

Appendix B). Notices were posted on fandom associated subreddit pages at approximately 9:00 

am EST on a Monday, inviting them to participate in the study; this was done because traffic on 

subreddit pages tend to be more active at this time (Shatz, 2017). The Reddit pages for each 

genre was selected based on membership and page activity to ensure that an active fan base is 

present. In addition, the recruitment notice was placed on multiple subreddits associated with 

popular television programs to account for the fact that most participation would occur within the 

first 24 hours, and usually cease by the ninth day (Shatz, 2017). Participation was reviewed each 

week to determine the genres of the selected media figures until approximately 108 participants 

(i.e., 16.67% of the total sample) were obtained from each. This was done to ensure that the 

stratification process was successful and an approximately equal proportion of the sample (i.e., 

647 participants) came from each genre. Recruitment notices were sent out in consecutive weeks 

until the appropriate sample size for each genre was reached.  

Following recruitment and informed consent (see Appendix C), participants were 

directed to a questionnaire containing measures for network characteristics and PSRs. The 

ordering of the questions was as follows: demographic questions, network measures, 

identification of favorite media figure, positive PSR, parasocial dependence, and PSR-alter ties. 

The PSR measures and network measures were randomized in groups, where half of the 

participants received the network measures first, and the other half received the PSR measures 

first. This allowed for tests of order influence in terms of these measures, i.e., ensuring that 

asking about positive PSRs and dependence does not influence network structure elements and 

vice versa. Prior to completing any questions related to the PSRs, participants were asked to 

identify their favorite media figure and the television program that this figure is best known for 
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(by the participant). This procedure is a common method in parasocial research to ensure that 

participants are focused on their strongest PSR.  

Measures 

Demographic questions  

Demographic questions were used to gain ego-level data for further analysis. Following 

prior PSR and network research, participants were asked to identify their age, gender, 

race/ethnicity, education level, sexual orientation, political beliefs, and their perception of 

belonging to a stigmatized group. The last item was included due to Bond (2018), which 

indicates that those who belong to a stigmatized group may form PSRs with media figures who 

can fill a gap in social networks, and thus, gain resources through this relationship. Individuals 

are also given a question related to their adherence to COVID-19 social distancing guidelines to 

control for how the pandemic may affect the results of the study. Because many COVID-19 

guidelines during the time of data collection encouraged staying home or limiting contact with 

people outside of the household (Honein, et al., 2020), it is likely that these protocols may have 

affected one’s feelings of loneliness or isolation, as well as their perceptions of their social 

network.  

Positive PSRs  

Positive PSRs were measured using the 13-item Positive PSR scale from Hartmann et al. 

(2008; Appendix D). This scale allows for the two-factor measure of PSR development, focusing 

on elements of virtual friendship and respectful interest. This scale was created due to criticism 

of the most widely used measure of PSRs: the Parasocial Interaction Scale (Rubin & Perse, 

1987) owing to theoretical concerns of the measure (Auter & Palmgreen, 2000; Liebers & 

Schramm, 2019). To create the current scale, Hartmann et al., (2008) maintained nine items from 
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the German version of the PSI scale (Gleich, 1997) that were found to be reliable, and added four 

additional items to enhance the positive relational element of the scale. Items were adapted 

following examples from past research (Auter, 1992; Cole & Leets, 1999). This transforms 

questions about Formula 1 drivers to favorite media figure. Using the names provided by the 

participants, each question referred directly to the media figure by name. Respondents were 

asked to respond to questions on the scale (e.g., “I would like to meet [my favorite media figure] 

in person,” “[My favorite media figure] makes me feel comfortable, as if I am with a friend”) 

using a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Scores were 

averaged across the 13-items (M = 4.88, SD = 0.93), and were found to be a reliable measure of 

positive PSRs (α = 0.85). 

Parasocial dependence  

Parasocial dependence was measured using the 13-item Parasocial Breakup Scale 

(Cohen, 2003; Appendix E). Because dependence is comprised of the overall reliance of the 

viewer and the expectation of distress upon losing a PSR, an adapted version of the Parasocial 

Breakup Scale is an appropriate measure of this variable. This scale was adapted to address 

favorite media figures rather than the favorite television personality. In addition, the question 

items were adapted to include more forms of loss than a show being taken off the air, as well as 

the overall personal dependence on the media figure. Questions include: “If [my favorite media 

figure] would be taken away from me, I would feel lonely” and “If [my favorite media figure] 

would be taken away from me, I would be less excited about watching TV,” to which 

respondents answer using a range from 1 (not true at all) to 7 (very true). This measure has been 

found to be a reliable, unidimensional measure of parasocial loss (Cohen, 2003; Cohen, 2004) 

across a variety of age groups and cultures (Eyal & Cohen, 2006), indicating an appropriate 
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measure for examination of PSR dependence. Scores were averaged across the 13-items (M = 

4.11, SD = 1.08), and were found to be a reliable measure of PSR dependence (α = 0.87). 

Identity salience  

Identity salience was measured using eight items adapted from the Aspects of Identity 

Questionnaire (AIQ-IV; Cheek & Briggs, 2013; Appendix F). The AIQ-IV scale is the fourth 

version, which includes Likert-type statements focusing on four identity orientations: personal, 

relational, social, and collective, as well as 10 special items addressing other identity concerns. 

Items selected for use in this study were carefully chosen to match the demographic variables of 

the participants, as well as the alters (i.e., demographics given during edge interpreter questions 

for the social network). Seven of the selected items were chosen from the collective identity 

orientation and special items scales. An additional item was added to address the importance of 

one’s stigmatized status. Research indicates that while the items are used as a scale for the four 

types of identity, they can reliably be used as single item measures (Briggs & Cheek, 1986). 

Respondents were asked to respond to statements of the importance of each identity on a scale 

from 1 (not important) to 5 (extremely important). Items included "My race or ethnic 

background,” “My age, belonging to my age group, or being part of my generation,” “My 

gender, being male, female, or nonbinary,” “My commitments on political issues or my political 

activities,” “My work/academic ability and performance,” “My sexual orientation,” “My 

stigmatized status,” and “My feeling of belonging to my community.” The variables of identity 

salience used within the current study are the importance of age (M = 2.82, SD = 1.12), gender 

(M = 3.02, SD = 1.28), political ideology (M = 3.40, SD = 1.23), and stigmatized status (M = 

2.65, SD = 1.17) to the participant’s overall identity. The importance of stigmatized status was 

only calculated for individuals who self-identified as belonging to a stigmatized group.  
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Network variables  

To obtain information regarding the ego-network, the participant first completed three 

steps common to ego-network research: (1) the name generator, i.e., used to elicit names of 

alters, (2) the name interpreter questions, i.e., used to elicit alter characteristics, and (3) edge 

interpreter questions, i.e., used to determine ties between alters (Appendix G). The name 

generator questions were used to elicit the names of individuals with whom the respondent is 

connected and has a specific type of relationship (McCarty et al., 2019). Each of the names 

elicited in this procedure signifies a tie within the network (i.e., the alters), which is useful for 

understanding the overall composition of one’s personal network (Prell, 2012). The convoy 

method is a specific type of name generator, which involves the use of a figure with three 

concentric circles around a smaller circle with the word “You” inside of it; this was originally 

designed by Kahn and Antonucci (1980) to identify people within the individual’s life who are 

important to them.. It is an affective approach, in that it elicits names of individuals with whom 

the ego feels a sense of emotional closeness (McCarty et al., 2019). Although originally utilizing 

a pen and paper, recent research has utilized online survey options for this method (Tubaro et al., 

2013). This was adapted from its original purpose of a name generator to be a network size 

generator, as well as a stimulus item to prime participants to begin thinking about members of 

their network. This method is useful in that it allows for the individuals to begin identification of 

individuals of varying levels of emotional closeness and importance, which allows for the PSRs 

to be compared to different types of relationships. Rather than identifying specific members 

within each level of closeness, participants were asked to provide an estimated number of 

individuals within each level. The respondent completed this identification of connections in 

three steps. First, the innermost circle surrounding the “You” circle is for the identification of the 
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number of “people to whom you feel so close that it is hard to imagine life without them” 

(Antonucci, 1986, p. 10). The second circle includes the number of “people to whom you may 

not feel quite that close but who are still important to you” (p. 11). Finally, the outer circle 

includes the number of “people whom you haven’t already mentioned but who are close enough 

and important enough in your life that they should be placed in your personal network” (p. 

11).These are individuals who are likely to be connected based on the existence of a role (e.g., 

supervisors, neighbors), and therefore, the relationship is likely to be limited (Kahn & 

Antonucci, 1980). Following this network size generator and network prime question, 

individuals were asked to identify up to 10 individuals with whom they discuss important matters 

(Marsden, 1987). First names or initials were used to ensure that the respondent recognizes the 

alter in the following questions.  

 The second part in this process involves the name interpreter questions. These include 

questions related to the alter attributes, such as age, gender, type of connection, perception of 

beliefs, perception of behaviors, and the dyadic attributes, which are related to the closeness and 

duration of the relationship between the ego and the alter (McCarty et al., 2019). This 

information allows for the analysis of the ego-alter tie strength (network strength), as well as the 

heterogeneity of the network. The purpose of these questions is to learn more about the alters 

within the network and how they are connected to the ego.  

 The final step involves the edge interpreter questions. These questions address the 

indirect relations, which are those that exist between the alters of the personal network (McCarty 

et al., 2019). Identification of the edge characteristics allows for the analysis of the density 

within the network. The primary question for this section was adapted from Mollenhorst et al. 

(2011) to determine how individuals know one another and if they get along. Choices for this 
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question include 1 (they avoid each other), 2 (they do not know each other), 3 (they hardly know 

each other), 4 (they know each other well), and 5 (they know each other well and get along). In 

addition, following the questions about the PSR, the media figure was inserted into the ego-

network and treated as an alter. Following the same edge interpretation procedure (Mollenhorst 

et al., 2011) the question was adapted and utilized to determine the connections between the 

alters and the media figure. 

 Utilizing this network data, preliminary analysis methods in R was employed to obtain 

the measures of network degree, strength, PSR degree centrality, heterogeneity, ego-alter 

similarity, and density. Existing network packages in R (i.e., egor and igraph; Csardi & Nepusz, 

2006; Krenz et al., 2021) allow for this analysis once the data have been transformed from 

survey data into a network structure. The first type of preliminary analysis examines the ego-

alter ties, which reveals information about the overall network size and strength (Perry et al., 

2018). First, degree is simply the measure for the size of the network, which is determined by the 

total number of alters mentioned by the participant (i.e., the ego) during the convoy method from 

Kahn and Antonucci (1980). The convoy method was used rather than the number of alters from 

the important matters question, as participants were only able to specifically name up to 10 

alters; this may have artificially constricted the overall network size. This enables the 

examination of the total number of one’s connections. Network strength is a measure of central 

tendency that summarizes the types of relationships the ego maintains (Borgatti et al., 2013). In 

this case, it measures the average tie strength that the ego maintains with their alters. Closeness is 

measured on a four-point scale; the values applied to each alter were summed and divided by the 

total number of alters rated to determine the average strength of the network. Finally, ego-alter 

similarity is measured in two different ways. For categorical attributes, ego-alter similarity is 
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measured through the use of the E-I index (Krackhardt & Stern, 1988). This measure examines 

“the number of alters different from the ego (external ties E) minus the number of alters the same 

as ego (internal ties I), divided by the number of alters” (Perry et al., 2018, pp. 168-169). Larger 

numbers on this scale indicate greater heterophily, or less similarity. For continuous variables, an 

average Euclidean distance was computed for each of the variables (Perry et al., 2018). This 

indicates the typical difference that exists between the ego and the alters.  

The second type of preliminary analysis examines alter-alter ties, or the pattern and 

overall structure of the connections within the ego network (Perry et al., 2018). PSR degree 

centrality is a measure of the popularity of the media figure within the ego-network. This is 

computed by determining how many alters are known to have a connection with the identified 

media figure, the higher the number value the higher the centrality. However, because the 

number of alters in each ego-network may differ, it is important to normalize this value by 

computing a proportion centrality value from the raw number of connections. Heterogeneity is a 

measure of the overall diversity within the network, which examines the alter-alter ties. This 

examines the overall range in ties of the ego-network, in that the members represent various 

social or organizational boundaries. This process varies depending on if the characteristics under 

investigation are categorical or continuous. For categorical characteristics, the Index of 

Qualitative Variation (IQV) will be utilized (Agresti & Agresti, 1978). This process compares 

the proportion of the alters within the network that fall within specific categories, to the 

maximum possible differences (Perry et al., 2018). The resulting values range from 0 to 1, where 

0 indicates no diversity (i.e., all alters fall within the same category). Measures of heterogeneity 

for continuous data has been examined in the past using a simple calculation of standard 

deviation (Campbell et al., 1986), which indicates that higher values represent more diversity. 
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Finally, density is the measure of how connected the alters in the network are to one another. To 

compute density, the total number of ties that exist between alters is divided by the total possible 

number of ties (Perry et al., 2018). 

Plan of Analyses 

The first step in the analysis process included the social network analysis techniques 

required to determine the network characteristics for Hypothesis 1 through 4 and Research 

Question 1. Individual correlations and/or partial correlations were run determining the 

individual effect of the network characteristic on positive PSRs or PSR dependence. In addition, 

interaction analyses were run to determine if there were moderating effects of network 

characteristics on the outcome variables. In order to complete this, R was used to transform the 

survey data into ego-network data. This allowed for the computation of network degree, strength, 

PSR degree centrality, heterogeneity, ego-alter similarity, and density for each participant.  

For RQ2, a hierarchical regression and moderation analyses were run for each of the 

network structure variables (e.g., heterogeneity, density) to determine the importance of ego-alter 

similarity for this relationship with PSR intensity and importance. Finally, for RQ3, multiple 

hierarchical regressions were used, testing the relationship between network structure items and 

positive PSRs and PSR dependence, moderated by identity salience.  
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Table 2  

Proposed Analysis for Hypotheses and Research Questions 

Hypothesis / Research Question Plan for analysis 

H1: As network degree decreases (i.e., fewer social connections), 

individuals will experience greater (a) positive parasocial 

relationships and (b) dependence on parasocial relationships. 

Correlation 

Partial correlation 

 

H2: As network strength decreases (i.e., lower average ego-alter tie 

strength), individuals will experience greater (a) positive parasocial 

relationships and (b) dependence on parasocial relationships. 

Correlation 

Partial correlation 

 

H3: As PSR degree centrality increases (i.e., higher proportion of PSR-

alter ties), individuals will experience greater (a) positive parasocial 

relationships and (b) dependence parasocial relationships. 

Correlation 

Partial correlation 

 

H4: The heterogeneity of an individual’s networks will be negatively 

associated with the (a) positive parasocial relationships and (b) 

dependence on parasocial relationships. 

Correlation 

Partial correlation 

 

RQ1: How is the density of an individual’s network directly and/or 

indirectly associated with the (a) positive parasocial relationships and 

(b) dependence on parasocial relationships? 

Hierarchical Regressions 

Moderations 

 

RQ2: How does ego-alter similarity directly effect and/or interact with 

other network measures to determine (a) positive parasocial 

relationships and (b) dependence on parasocial relationships? 

Hierarchical Regressions 

Moderations 

 

RQ3: How does one’s identity salience directly effect and/or interact 

with heterogeneity/ego-alter similarity to determine (a) positive 

parasocial relationships and (b) dependence on parasocial 

relationships? 

Hierarchical Regressions 

Moderations 
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Results 

Preliminary Analyses 

 The data received from the Qualtrics survey underwent a series of preliminary analyses 

following data cleaning. First, the “egor” (Krenz et al., 2021) and “igraph” (Csardi & Nepusz, 

2006) packages in R were employed to obtain the measures of network degree, network strength, 

PSR degree centrality, heterogeneity, ego-alter similarity, and density, as discussed above. In 

addition, composite variables were created for positive PSRs and PSR dependence, by 

calculating the mean score across the 13 items in each scale. Finally, a Mahalanobis Distance test 

was run to determine if multivariate outliers existed. Using a 99% confidence interval, which 

would only include extreme outliers, 20 items were identified as potential outliers. After 

reviewing these cases, they were removed from further analysis, leaving a total sample size of 

668. 

 In the next step in preliminary analyses, demographic and preliminary variables were 

tested with positive PSRs and PSR dependence to determine the potential for covariates. The 

demographic and preliminary variables tested include: COVID-19 social distancing adherence, 

age, gender, race, education, sexual orientation, political orientation, stigmatized status, and 

block ordering of variables. Correlations were run for both the relationship between COVID-19 

social distancing adherence and age with positive PSRs and PSR dependence. Results indicate 

that neither positive PSRs (r (666) = 0.02, p = 0.57), nor PSR dependence (r (666) = -0.05, p = 

0.22), were related to COVID-19 social distancing adherence. When considering age, there was 

no relationship between age and positive PSRs (r (666) = -0.01, p = 0.84). However, there was a 

moderate and negative relationship (r (666) = -0.11, p = 0.006), between age and PSR 

dependence, indicating that individuals experience more PSR dependence the younger they are.  
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 In a series of ANOVA tests, it was found that positive PSRs were not related to gender, 

F(3, 664) = 1.36, p = 0.26, η2 < 0.001, race, F(7, 660) = 0.30, p = 0.96, η2 < 0.001, education 

level, F(7, 660) = 0.98, p = 0.45, η2 = 0.01, sexual orientation, F(3, 664) = 0.43, p = 0.73, η2 < 

0.001, political orientation, F(4, 663) = 1.00, p = 0.41, η2 < 0.001, genre, F(7, 660) = 1.89, p = 

0.07, η2 = 0.02, or block ordering of survey items, F(5, 662) = 1.63, p = 0.15, η2 = 0.01. 

Similarly, PSR dependence was not found to be related to gender, F(3, 664) = 0.65, p = 0.58, η2 

< 0.001, race, F(7, 660) = 0.97, p = 0.46, η2 = 0.01, education level, F(7, 660) = 1.74, p = 0.10, 

η2 = 0.02, sexual orientation, F(3, 664) = 0.40, p = 0.75, η2 < 0.001, political orientation, F(4, 

663) = 1.85, p = 0.12, η2 = 0.01, or block ordering of survey items, F(5, 662)= 2.11, p = 0.06, η2 

= 0.02. However, analysis indicates that there was a relationship between PSR dependence and 

the genre of the programs, F(7, 660) = 2.73, p = 0.008, η2 = 0.03. A Tukey Honest Significant 

Difference (HSD) test indicated that the significant difference occurred between informative 

entertainment and the “other” category (mean difference = 0.84, p = 0.04), which was reserved 

for individuals who received the Qualtrics survey in some form other than one of the recruited 

subreddits.  

 Additionally, a t-test was run to determine the relationship between an individual’s 

stigmatized status and the PSR variables. There was no difference between individuals with (M = 

4.92, SD = 0.88) and without (M = 4.84, SD = 0.97) a stigmatized status in positive PSRs, 

t(659.08) = -1.14, p = 0.25, d = -0.09. However, individuals with a stigmatized status (M = 4.21) 

experienced more PSR dependence than did individuals without a stigmatized status (M = 4.03), 

t(653.41) = -2.12, p = 0.03, d = -0.16. In reviewing the relationship between demographic and 

preliminary variables and the PSR variables, three variables should be included as control 

variables: age, genre, and stigmatized status. For all categorical variables, dummy variables were 
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created as necessary to include within the further analysis. Correlation analyses were run using 

the variables for positive PSRs, PSR dependence, and the key network variables (see Table 3). 

These correlations indicate that consistent with past research, positive PSRs and PSR 

dependence have a strong positive correlation (r = 0.67). However, network structure 

characteristics, while sharing moderate to strong correlations with one another, have weak or no 

correlations with the variables on parasocial relationships. Further tests were run to determine if 

main or interaction effects existed for the network characteristics in order to address the 

hypotheses and research questions.   

 Finally, to account for increased chances of finding false significant results (i.e., Type I 

errors) when conducting multiple analyses, a Bonferroni correction was conducted. A Bonferroni 

correction is a test that conservatively adjusts the p-value to protect against Type I error. 

Although it does account for Type I error, there are instances where this test will also cause a 

failure to find true significant results (i.e., Type II error). In order to balance these competing 

errors, an adjusted p-value was calculated accounting for the number of predictors used within 

the hypotheses and research questions. Results are discussed in terms of the traditional p-values, 

but also take into account the Bonferroni correction. It is especially important to account for the 

research questions, as these are more exploratory and therefore have additional tests being run.  

To calculate the adjusted p-value according to the Bonferroni correction, the existing alpha 

value: p = 0.05 was divided by the number of predictor variables, which is 17. The adjusted p-

value used in the remainder of the current study is p = 0.0029. Therefore, a p-value less than p = 

0.0029 is needed to be considered significant. 
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Table 3 

Means, standard deviation, and Pearson correlation matrix for key variables (n = 668) 

 M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

1. Positive PSRs 4.88 0.93 -              

2. PSR Dependence 4.11 1.08 .67* -             

3. Degree 3.30 0.81 -01 .00 -            

4. Named Alters 6.71 2.75 .04 .01 .29* -           

5. Network Strength 3.40 0.43 .01 -.03 .19* -.25* -          

6. Age Ego-Alter Similarity  -

0.03 

0.52 .05 .04 -.09 -.10 -.09 -         

7. Gender Ego-Alter Similarity  -

0.19 

0.47 -.06 -.05 -.07 -.19* .02 .13* -        

8. Stigma Ego-Alter Similarity a  0.21 0.60 -.07 -.10 -.01 .01 -.09 -.05 .15 -       

9. Political Ego-Alter Similarity  0.09 0.62 .04 .00 -.03 .04 -.13* .18* -.05 .10 -      

10. Age Heterogeneity  0.57 0.24 .04 .01 .07 .30* -.09 .63* -.07 -.06 .16* -     

11. Gender Heterogeneity  0.51 0.20 -.05 -.03 .07 .22* -.09 .12* .31* -.01 .03 .27* -    

12. Stigma Heterogeneity a  0.50 0.29 -.03 .01 -.04 .12 -.04 .03 -.05 -.17* -.01 .13 .06 -   

13. Political Heterogeneity  0.65 0.27 .03 .02 .09 .32 * -.14* .06 -.19* -.01 .51* .31* .17* .09 -  

14. Density 0.68 0.24 .05 .02 .08 -.01 -.05 0.0 .03 .01 .03 -.03 .0.0 -.05 -.01 - 

15. PSR Degree Centrality 0.62 0.33 -.01 .03 .06 .00 -.01 .06 .00 -.09 -.02 -.02 .07 .02 .04 .14* 

Note. Degree is represented by the log transformation value of the overall network degree.  
* p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction.  
a Stigma Ego-Alter Similarity (n = 370) and Stigma Heterogeneity (n = 367) are only calculated for individuals who self-identified as belonging to a stigmatized group. 
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Hypothesis Tests 

Hypothesis 1  

H1 predicted that decreases in network degree (i.e., fewer social connections), would be 

associated with individuals experiencing greater (a) positive parasocial relationships and (b) 

dependence on parasocial relationships. A log transformation was performed on the degree 

variable to account for a strong positive skew (skewness = 8.64) to the data (M = 38.31, SD = 

53.29), with a range from 0 to 936 connections. The log transformation brought in the outlier 

values and resulted in a more normal distribution (M = 3.30, SD = 0.81, skewness = 0.18). 

For H1a, correlation results did not support the hypothesized relationship between 

network degree and positive PSRs, r (666) = -0.007, p = 0.86. When accounting for control 

variables in a partial correlation, the results again were not significant r = -0.01, p = 0.78. Results 

indicate that network degree does not contribute to the formation of positive parasocial 

relationships, even when controlling for age, genre, or stigmatized status. This was also 

examined on smaller scale, as the number of alters the participant named during data collection 

was used. This was used to verify initial results of network degree due to the original skewness 

of the data. Correlation results again indicated that there was no association between network 

degree and positive PSRs, r (666) = 0.04, p = 0.27. Network degree and positive PSRs were also 

not related when controlling for age, genre, or stigmatized status, r = 0.04, p = 0.30. Results 

strengthen the conclusion that network degree does not contribute to the formation of positive 

parasocial relationships. Therefore, H1a was not supported.  

In testing H1b, no significant correlation was found between network degree and the 

dependence on PSRs, r (666), < 0.001, p = 0.998. There was also no association when 

controlling for age, genre, or stigmatized status, r = -0.0005, p = 0.99. The number of named 
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alters the participant provided during data collection was again used as a secondary measure of 

network degree. Correlation results again indicated that there was no association between 

network degree and PSR dependence, r (666) = 0.009, p = 0.81, which again was verified when 

controlling for age, genre, and stigmatized status, r = -0.002, p = 0.97. Results maintain the 

conclusion that network degree does not contribute to the dependence on parasocial 

relationships. Therefore, H1b was not supported. These results indicate that there were no 

significant relationships between network degree and PSRs.  

Hypothesis 2  

H2 predicted that decreases in network strength (i.e., lower average ego-alter tie strength) 

would result in individuals experiencing greater (a) positive parasocial relationships and (b) 

dependence on parasocial relationships. Network strength was indicated by the mean value of the 

closeness assigned to each of the named alters (M = 3.40, SD = 0.43). When testing for the 

direction of the correlation between network strength and positive PSRs (H2a), the overall value 

was minimal and non-significant, r (666) = 0.01, p = 0.71. The results were still nonsignificant 

when controlling for age, genre, and stigmatized status, r = 0.03, p = 0.50. Results indicate that 

network degree does not contribute to the formation of positive PSRs; H2a was not supported. 

H2b was similarly tested using the correlations found in Table 3. While the direction of 

the correlation between network strength and dependence on PSRs was in the predicted 

direction, the overall value was minimal and non-significant, r (666) = -0.03, p = 0.47. 

Controlling for age, genre, and stigmatized status, the results were still nonsignificant, r = -0.02, 

p = 0.66. Results indicate that network degree does not contribute to the dependence on PSRs; 

H2b was not supported. Network strength does not appear to have a significant association with 

positive parasocial relationships or dependence on parasocial relationships. 
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Hypothesis 3  

H3 predicted that as PSR degree centrality increases (i.e., higher proportion of PSR-alter 

ties), individuals will experience greater (a) positive parasocial relationships and (b) dependence 

parasocial relationships. PSR degree centrality was indicated by the proportion of ties that could 

exist between named alters and the PSR that do exist (M = 0.62, SD = 0.33). In testing H3a, a 

correlation analysis was run between PSR degree centrality and the formation of positive PSRs, r 

(666) = -0.006, p = 0.88. A partial correlation test indicated no significant relationship between 

positive PSRs and PSR degree centrality, r = -0.01, p = 0.51. Results indicate that PSR degree 

centrality does not contribute to the formation of positive PSRs; H3a was not supported. 

The relationship between PSR degree centrality and dependence on PSRs (H3b) was 

similarly tested using a Pearson correlation (see Table 3). The correlation analysis indicated no 

significant relationship between PSR degree centrality and dependence on PSRs, r (666) = 0.03, 

p = 0.51. These results held when controlling for age, genre, and stigmatized status, r = 0.02, p = 

0.53. Results indicate that PSR degree centrality does not contribute to the dependence on PSRs; 

H3b was not supported. Again, PSR degree centrality was not significantly associated with 

positive PSRs or PSR dependence within this study. 

Hypothesis 4  

H4 predicted that the heterogeneity of an individual’s networks would be negatively 

associated with (a) positive parasocial relationships and (b) dependence on parasocial 

relationships. Heterogeneity was measured in terms of four characteristics: age (M = 0.57, SD = 

0.24), gender (M = 0.51, SD = 0.20), stigma status (M = .50, SD = 0.29), and political ideology 

(M = 0.65, SD = 0.27). Heterogeneity indicates the diversity of attributes in the alters in which 0 

means that the alters are in one category, and 1 indicates that alters are evenly distributed across 
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categories. Therefore, based on the hypothesis, less heterogeneity (i.e., more homogeneity), the 

individuals will be more likely to seek out and form PSRs.  

H4a was tested using each of the heterogeneity variables to determine the association 

between heterogeneity and positive PSR formation. Individual Pearson correlations, as well as 

partial correlations controlling for age, genre, and stigmatized status were used for this analysis 

(see Table 3). The first correlation analysis indicated no significant relationship between age 

heterogeneity and formation of positive PSRs, r (666) = 0.04, p = 0.28. This was confirmed in a 

partial correlation analysis, r = 0.03, p = 0.79. Results indicate that age heterogeneity does not 

contribute to the formation of positive PSRs. The next analysis tested the relationship between 

gender heterogeneity and the formation of positive PSRs, r (666) = -0.05, p = 0.19. The partial 

correlation approached traditional levels of significance, but it was ultimately consistent with the 

correlation analysis, r = -0.07, p = 0.08. Results indicate that gender heterogeneity does not 

contribute to the formation of PSRs. The third correlation analysis indicated no significant 

relationship between stigma status heterogeneity and formation of positive PSRs, r (299) = -0.03, 

p = 0.62. The partial correlation indicated similar results, r = -0.02, p = 0.75. Results indicate 

that stigma status heterogeneity does not contribute to the formation of PSRs. Finally, a similar 

analysis was run examining the association between political ideology heterogeneity and the 

formation of positive PSRs, r (666) = 0.03, p = 0.45. This was confirmed when controlling for 

age, genre, and stigmatized status, r = 0.02, p = 0.60. H4a was not supported for age, gender, 

stigma, or political heterogeneity.  

H4b was also tested using the four elements of the heterogeneity variables to determine 

the association with PSR dependence. Individual Pearson correlations and partial correlations 

controlling for age, genre, and stigmatized status were used for this analysis. The first correlation 
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analysis indicated no significant relationship between age heterogeneity and PSR dependence, r 

(666) = 0.01, p = 0.79, as well as when controlling for age, genre, and stigmatized status, r = 

0.0007, p = 0.98. The next analysis tested the relationship between gender heterogeneity and the 

dependence on PSRs, which were non-significant, r (666) = -0.03, p = 0.49. The partial 

correlation results were similarly insignificant, r = -0.06, p = 0.13. Results indicate that gender 

heterogeneity does not contribute to the dependence on PSRs. The third correlation analysis 

indicated no significant relationship between stigma status heterogeneity and dependence on 

PSRs, r (666) = 0.007, p = 0.90, even when using a partial correlation, r = 0.02, p = 0.73. Results 

indicate that stigma status heterogeneity does not contribute to dependence on PSRs. Finally, a 

similar analysis was run examining the association between political ideology heterogeneity and 

dependence on PSRs, r (666) = 0.02, p = 0.60. The partial correlation similarly indicated no 

significant relationship, r = 0.005, p = 0.90. Results indicate that political heterogeneity does not 

contribute to PSR dependence. H4b was not supported for age, gender, stigma, or political 

heterogeneity. Overall, heterogeneity did not have a direct relationship with positive PSRs or 

PSR dependence within this study. 

Research Questions 

Research Question 1  

RQ1 asked how the density of an individual’s network is associated with the (a) positive 

parasocial relationships and (b) dependence on parasocial relationships. Density indicates the 

proportion of ties that exist between alters from what could exist (M = 0.68, SD = 0.24). Density 

was first examined using Pearson correlations and partial correlations controlling for age, genre, 

and stigmatized status. The first correlation analyses examined the relationship between density 

and formation of positive PSRs, r (666) = 0.05, p = 0.21, including controlling for age, genre, 
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and stigmatized status, r = 0.04, p = 0.29. Results indicate that density does not contribute to the 

formation of positive PSRs when tested directly. The relationship between density and 

dependence on PSRs was then tested using a correlation, r (666) = 0.02, p = 0.66, and a partial 

correlation r = 0.001, p = 0.97. Results indicate that density also does not contribute to the 

dependence on PSRs. These results indicate that density alone cannot account for the formation 

of positive PSRs nor the dependence on PSRs. 

 To further examine how density is associated with positive PSRs and PSR dependence, a 

series of post-hoc moderation models were run to determine interaction effects of density in 

association with other network variables. First, the relationship with the formation of positive 

PSRs was examined through eight separate models (see Table 4). Models including density and 

stigma heterogeneity indicate that neither main effects, R2
adj = -0.002, F (10, 290) = 0.95, p = 

0.49, for density (β = 0.20, p = 0.39) and stigma (β = -0.05, p = 0.77), nor interaction effects, β = 

-1.57, p = 0.05; R2
adj = 0.008, F (11, 289) = 1.22, p = 0.27, were found. As indicated in Table 4, 

there were no interaction effects for density or any of the other tested network characteristics on 

the formation of positive PSRs. This indicates that density is not associated with the formation of 

positive PSRs. 

The same analyses were run for a second time, instead focusing on the relationship with 

PSR dependence. Interaction effects of density in association with other network variables was 

tested in eight separate regression and moderation models. Models including density and stigma 

heterogeneity indicate that neither main effects, R2
adj = 0.008, F (10, 290) = 1.23, p = 0.27, for 

density (β = 0.26, p = 0.32) and stigma (β = 0.08, p = 0.70), nor interaction effects, β = -1.02, p = 

0.28; R2
adj = 0.008, F (11, 289) = 1.22, p = 0.27, were found. As seen in Table 5, main and 

interaction effects were significant (p = 0.009) within a moderation model examining the effects 
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of density and age heterogeneity; however, main effects were not significant in a separate model. 

It is important to note that while the model is significant with traditional p-values, it is not 

significant following a Bonferroni correction. This indicates that these findings should be held as 

tentative, as there is a possibility that this is a false positive. This model indicates that density 

and age heterogeneity may be associated with one’s level of PSR dependence when examining 

an interaction. To examine this moderating relationship more fully, an interaction plot was 

developed to determine the relationship given values of density at the mean (b = 0.02, p = 0.93), 

+1 SD (b = -0.47, p = 0.08), and -1 SD (b = 0.50, p = 0.06). Based on the results, the interaction 

plot suggests that those with high network density are likely to experience a negative relationship 

between age heterogeneity and PSR dependence, while those with a low network density 

experience a positive one. This indicates that density may play a moderating role between age 

heterogeneity and PSR dependence, for instance individuals with more heterogeneous networks 

in terms of age will experience less PSR dependence, if the alters are more connected to one 

another. Overall, density is not significantly associated with either positive PSR formation or the 

dependence on PSRs. Tentative results may exist for PSR dependence, in that dense networks 

with more age diversity are associated with less PSR dependence.  
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Figure 2 

Plot of PSR Dependence by Age Heterogeneity and Density 
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Table 4 

Regression and Interaction Results of Density and Network Characteristics on Formation of Positive PSRs 

  Degree Named Alters Network Strength PSR Degree Centrality 

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator 

Step 1: Control variables          

Age 0.00 -4.34e-05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.06e-06 0.00 

Stigma: Yes 0.10 9.39e-02 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.09 9.54e-02 0.09 

Genre: Comedy 0.03 2.36e-02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 1.97e-02 0.04 

Genre: Drama -0.14 -1.34e-01 -0.14 -0.14 -0.13 -0.14 -0.14 -1.37e-01 -0.13 

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.11 9.84e-02 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 9.66e-02 0.09 

Genre: Other -0.41 -4.16e-01 -0.40 -0.42 -0.42 -0.42 -0.42 -4.20e-01 -0.42 

Genre: Reality -0.13 -1.22e-01 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -1.23e-01 -0.12 

Genre: Sports 0.10 1.03e-01 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 1.00e-01 0.11 

Genre: Unknown -0.27 2.68e-01 -0.28 -0.26 -0.26 -0.28 -0.28 2.67e-01 -0.27 

R2 0.0089         

F 1.67         

Step 2: Main Effects 
         

Density  1.62e-01 -0.78 0.16 0.06 0.16 -0.54 1.67e-01 0.41 

IV  -1.59e-02 -0.21 0.01 0.00 0.06 -0.08 -4.54e-02 0.24 

R2
adj  0.0078  0.0093  0.0084  0.0078  

∆R2
adj  -0.0012  0.0004  -0.0005  -0.0010  

F  1.48  1.57  1.51  1.48  

Step 2: Moderator           

Density x IV   0.28  0.02  0.21  -0.43 

R2
adj   0.0093  0.0079  0.0073  0.0078 

∆R2
adj   0.0016  -0.001  -0.0010  0.00 

F   1.52  1.442  1.41  1.44 

Note. The IV interacting with density for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference group for the dummy-

coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for the indicated model; 

unstandardized coefficients reported. For all instances of ‘e,’ values were very small: interpret as 2.0e-5, means 2.0 times ten to the minus five power, or 0.000020. 
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Table 4 (continued) 

Regression and Interaction Results of Density and Network Characteristics on Formation of Positive PSRs 

  Age Heterogeneity Gender Heterogeneity Political Heterogeneity  

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator   

Step 1: Control variables          

Age 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00   

Stigma: Yes 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.09   

Genre: Comedy 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.02   

Genre: Drama -0.14 -0.14 -0.14 -0.13 -0.13 -0.14 -0.14   

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.13 0.13 0.09 0.09   

Genre: Other -0.41 -0.42 -0.42 -0.42 -0.42 -0.42 -0.42   

Genre: Reality -0.13 -0.12 -0.12 -0.11 -0.11 -0.12 -0.12   

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.12 0.12 0.09 0.09   

Genre: Unknown -0.27 -0.26 -0.26 -0.26 -0.26 -0.27 -0.27   

R2 0.0089         

F 1.67         

Step 2: Main Effects 
         

Density  0.16 0.70 0.16 0.23 0.16 0.25   

IV  0.13 0.76 -0.32 -0.22 0.07 0.16   

R2
adj  0.0086  0.12  0.0080    

∆R2
adj  -0.0003  0.0032  -0.0009    

F  1.53  1.74  1.49    

Step 2: Moderator           

Density x IV   -0.91  -0.15  -0.13   

R2
adj   0.010  0.01  0.007   

∆R2
adj   0.0014  -0.0015  -0.0014   

F   1.56  1.60  1.37   

Note. The IV interacting with density for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference group for the dummy-

coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for the indicated model; 

unstandardized coefficients reported. 
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Table 5 

Regression and Interaction Results of Density and Network Characteristics on PSR Dependence 

  Degree Named Alters Network Strength PSR Degree Centrality 

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator 

Step 1: Control variables          

Age -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 

Stigma: Yes 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 

Genre: Comedy 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.44 0.44 

Genre: Drama -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 

Genre: Other -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.31 

Genre: Reality -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.14 -0.14 -0.14 -0.14 

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 

Genre: Unknown -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.12 -0.12 -0.13 -0.13 

R2 0.033         

F 3.53         

Step 2: Main Effects 
         

Density  0.01 -0.17 0.01 -0.14 0.00 0.20 -0.01 0.09 

IV  0.00 -0.04 0.00 -0.01 -0.04 0.00 0.08 0.20 

R2
adj  0.030  0.030  0.030  0.031  

∆R2
adj  -0.003  -0.003  -0.003  -0.0024  

F  2.88  2.88  2.90  2.92  

Step 2: Moderator           

Density x IV   0.05  0.02  -0.06  -0.17 

R2
adj   0.023  0.029  0.029  0.029 

∆R2
adj   -0.1717  -0.0013  -0.0015  -0.0013 

F   2.64  2.64  2.65  2.68 

Note. The IV interacting with density for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference group for the dummy-

coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for the indicated model; 

unstandardized coefficients reported. 
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Table 5 (continued) 

Regression and Interaction Results of Density and Network Characteristics on PSR Dependence 

  Age Heterogeneity Gender Heterogeneity Political Heterogeneity  

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator   

Step 1: Control variables          

Age -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01   

Stigma: Yes 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.17 0.16   

Genre: Comedy 0.43 0.43 0.42 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.42   

Genre: Drama -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.10 -0.10 -0.11 -0.11   

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.50 0.51 0.47 0.46   

Genre: Other -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.31 -0.32 -0.32   

Genre: Reality -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.14 -0.14 -0.15 -0.15   

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.09   

Genre: Unknown -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.12 -0.12 -0.13 -0.12   

R2 0.033         

F 3.53         

Step 2: Main Effects 
         

Density  0.01 1.17 0.00 0.18 0.01 0.62   

IV  0.00 1.37 -0.32 -0.08 0.02 0.64   

R2
adj  0.030  0.033  0.030    

∆R2
adj  -0.003  0.0004  -0.003    

F  2.88  3.10  2.88    

Step 2: Moderator           

Density x IV   -1.99  -0.35  -0.91   

R2
adj   0.039  0.032  0.031   

∆R2
adj   0.0086  -0.001  0.0014   

F   3.23  2.85  2.80   

Note. The IV interacting with density for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference group for the dummy-

coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for the indicated model; 

unstandardized coefficients reported. 
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Research Question 2  

RQ2 asked how ego-alter similarity interacts with other network measures to determine 

(a) positive parasocial relationships and (b) dependence on parasocial relationships. Ego-alter 

similarity was measured on four characteristics: age (M = -0.03, SD = 0.52), gender (M = -0.19, 

SD = 0.47), stigmatized status (M = 0.22, SD = 0.60), and political ideology (M = 0.09, SD = 

0.62). Ego-alter similarity measures the ego's tendency towards homophily with -1 indicating a 

preference toward homophily (i.e., relationships with only individuals who are similar to them) 

and 1 indicating heterophily (i.e., relationships with only individuals who are different from 

them). Moderation analyses were run to determine the influence of ego-alter similarity on the 

other network measures. RQ2 was tentatively supported throughout the analysis, indicating that 

elements of ego-alter similarity may relate to positive PSRs and PSR dependence.  

To examine RQ2a, a series of regression and interaction analyses were run to test 

associations with the formation of positive PSRs. First, moderation analyses were run examining 

ego-alter similarity based on age group effects on positive PSRs through eight separate models 

using the full sample. As seen in Table 6, no significant results were found in the models. In 

addition, another model using a reduced sample examining ego-alter similarity and stigmatized 

status heterogeneity, R2
adj = -0.008, F (11, 289) = 0.80, p = 0.65, indicated no significant results. 

Based on these results, age ego-alter similarity does not contribute to the formation of positive 

PSRs either directly or through interactions with other network variables. 
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Table 6 

Regression and Interaction Results of Age Ego-Alter Similarity and Network Characteristics on the Formation of Positive PSRs 

  Degree Named Alters Network Strength PSR Degree Centrality 

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator 

Step 1: Control variables          

Age 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Stigma: Yes 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 

Genre: Comedy 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.02 

Genre: Drama -0.14 -0.14 -0.13 -0.14 -0.13 -0.15 -0.16 -0.14 -0.14 

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.10 0.10 

Genre: Other -0.41 -0.41 -0.42 -0.42 -0.42 -0.42 -0.43 -0.42 -0.42 

Genre: Reality -0.13 -0.12 -0.11 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.13 -0.12 -0.12 

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.07 0.10 0.09 

Genre: Unknown -0.27 -0.27 -0.27 -0.26 -0.26 -0.28 -0.29 -0.27 -0.27 

R2 0.0089         

F 1.67         

Step 2: Main Effects 
         

Age Ego-Alter Similarity  0.07 0.39 0.07 0.22 0.07 -0.68 0.07 0.13 

IV  -0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.05 -0.04 -0.04 

R2
adj  0.0073  0.0092  0.008  0.0074  

∆R2
adj  -0.0016  0.0003  -0.0007  -0.0015  

F  1.45  1.56  1.50  1.45  

Step 2: Moderator           

Age Ego-Alter Sim. x IV   -0.10  -0.03  0.22  0.10 

R2
adj   0.0077  0.0095  0.0098  0.0062 

∆R2
adj   0.0004  0.0003  0.0016  -0.0012 

F   1.433  1.535  1.55  1.35 

Note. The IV interacting with age ego-alter similarity for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference group 

for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for the 

indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported. 
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Table 6 (continued) 

Regression and Interaction Results of Age Ego-Alter Similarity and Network Characteristics on the Formation of Positive PSRs 

  Age Heterogeneity Gender Heterogeneity Political Heterogeneity Density 

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator 

Step 1: Control variables          

Age 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Stigma: Yes 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 

Genre: Comedy 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.01 

Genre: Drama -0.14 -0.14 -0.14 -0.13 -0.13 -0.14 -0.14 -0.13 -0.14 

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.13 0.14 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09 

Genre: Other -0.41 -0.41 -0.41 -0.41 -0.41 -0.41 -0.41 -0.42 -0.42 

Genre: Reality -0.13 -0.12 -0.12 -0.10 -0.10 -0.12 -0.12 -0.11 -0.11 

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.12 0.12 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.10 

Genre: Unknown -0.27 -0.27 -0.27 -0.26 -0.27 -0.27 -0.26 -0.26 -0.27 

R2 0.0089         

F 1.67         

Step 2: Main Effects 
         

Age Ego-Alter   0.05 0.15 0.08 0.17 0.07 -0.03 0.07 0.33 

IV  0.05 0.04 -0.35 -0.37 0.06 0.08 0.16 0.16 

R2
adj  0.0074  0.0127  0.0076  0.009  

∆R2
adj  0.0011  0.0038  -0.0013  0.0001  

F  1.45  1.78  1.47  1.55  

Step 2: Moderator           

Age Ego-Alter x IV   -0.24  -0.17  0.17  0.38 

R2
adj   0.0074  0.012  0.0070  0.0100 

∆R2
adj   0.00004  -0.001  -0.0006  0.001 

F   1.42  1.65  1.39  1.56 

Note. The IV interacting with age ego-alter similarity for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference group 

for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No, * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for the 

indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported. 
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The same moderation analyses were run a second time, this time examining ego-alter 

similarity based on gender group effects on positive PSRs through eight separate models using 

the full sample. An additional model examining individuals who identified as having a 

stigmatized status indicated no significant main or interaction effects for gender ego-alter 

similarity and stigma heterogeneity, R2
adj = 0.0037, F (11, 289) = 1.10, p = 0.36. As seen in 

Table 7, only two models indicated interaction effects for gender ego-alter similarity and other 

tested network characteristics on the formation of positive PSRs.  

A model incorporating the number of named alters was significant (p = 0.01) using a 

traditional alpha level; however, this only indicated significant interaction effects for named 

alters, and no significant main effects. In addition, the corrected Bonferroni p-value (p < 0.0029) 

indicates that this may be a false significant value, so the interaction results should be considered 

tentative. Upon examining the interaction, results indicated that low scores on the E-I Index (i.e., 

more homophily) moderated a positive relationship between the number of named alters and the 

formation of positive PSRs (b = 0.04, p = 0.03). Therefore, the number of alters one has leads to 

the formation of positive PSRs when individuals have more relationships with the same gender.  
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Figure 3 

Plot of Positive PSR Formation by Gender Ego-Alter Similarity and Number of Named Alters 

 

The model testing for main and interaction effects with gender ego-alter similarity and 

network strength indicated significant effects (p = 0.04) for the interaction between gender ego-

alter similarity and network strength, but no main effect for network strength nor gender ego-

alter similarity alone. Again, the corrected Bonferroni p-value (p < 0.0029) indicates that this 

may be a false significant value due to the number of tests run, so these results should be 

considered as exploratory. An examination of the interaction indicated that at low (b = -0.11, p = 

0.39), average (b = 0.04, p = 0.68), and high (b = 0.18, p = 0.17) levels of gender ego-alter 

similarity each indicated no significant difference from zero. However, because the interaction 

was significant, the relationship between network strength and positive PSR formation does 

depend on gender ego-alter similarity. Because the E-I Index indicates more similarity at lower 

values, the relationship between network strength and positive PSRs was negative with more 

gender ego-alter similarity and positive with less ego-alter similarity.  
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Figure 4 

Plot of Positive PSR Formation by Gender Ego-Alter Similarity and Network Strength 
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Table 7 

Regression and Interaction Results of Gender Ego-Alter Similarity and Network Characteristics on the Formation of Positive PSRs 

  Degree Named Alters Network Strength PSR Degree Centrality 

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator 

Step 1: Control variables          

Age 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.21e-07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Stigma: Yes 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 1.22e-01 0.10 0.12 0.10 0.10 

Genre: Comedy 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 3.72e-02 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.05 

Genre: Drama -0.14 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 1.55e-01 -0.16 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.11 0.13 0.13 0.12 1.36e-01 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.13 

Genre: Other -0.41 -0.44 -0.44 -0.44 4.64e-01 -0.44 -0.41 -0.44 -0.43 

Genre: Reality -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.14 -1.53e-01 -0.14 -0.14 -0.14 -0.13 

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.11 1.08e-01 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.12 

Genre: Unknown -0.27 -0.27 -0.27 -0.26 -2.44e-01 -0.28 -0.27 -0.27 -0.27 

R2 0.0089         

F 1.67         

Step 2: Main Effects          

Gender Ego-Alter  -0.15 -0.14 -0.13 2.30e-01 -0.15 -1.20 -0.14 -0.30 

IV  -0.12 -0.02 0.01 1.85e-03 0.06 0.09 -0.03 0.02 

R2
adj  0.011  0.012  0.012  0.011  

∆R2
adj  0.0025  0.0031  0.0031  0.0024  

F  1.70  1.73  1.734  1.69  

Step 2: Moderator           

Gender Ego-Alter x IV   0.00  -6.49e-02  0.31  0.28 

R2
adj   0.0099  0.0201  0.0168  0.012 

∆R2
adj   -0.0015  0.0082  0.0048  0.0007 

F   1.56  2.14  1.95  1.67 

Note. The IV interacting with gender ego-alter similarity for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference 

group for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for 

the indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported. For all instances of ‘e,’ values were very small: interpret as 2.0e-5, means 2.0 times ten to the minus five power, or 

0.000020. 
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Table 7 (continued) 

Regression and Interaction Results of Gender Ego-Alter Similarity and Network Characteristics on the Formation of Positive PSRs 

  Age Heterogeneity Gender Heterogeneity Political Heterogeneity Density 

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator 

Step 1: Control variables          

Age 0.00 0.00 7.33e-05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Stigma: Yes 0.10 0.10 9.97e-02 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.10 

Genre: Comedy 0.03 0.04 4.29e-02 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 

Genre: Drama -0.14 -0.15 -1.51e-01 -0.14 -0.14 -0.15 -0.16 -0.15 -0.15 

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.11 0.12 1.21e-01 0.14 0.15 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.10 

Genre: Other -0.41 -0.44 -4.39e-01 -0.43 -0.42 -0.44 -0.44 -0.44 -0.44 

Genre: Reality -0.13 -0.13 1.30e-01 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.14 -0.13 -0.13 

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.11 1.09e-01 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.11 

Genre: Unknown -0.27 -0.26 -2.59e-01 -0.27 -0.22 -0.27 -0.27 -0.26 -0.25 

R2 0.0089         

F 1.67         

Step 2: Main Effects          

Gender Ego-Alter  -0.14 -8.66e-02 -0.11 -0.05 -0.14 -0.03 -0.15 -0.35 

IV  0.10 8.41e-02 -0.24 -0.25 0.02 0.01 0.16 0.23 

R2
adj  0.0118  0.0134  0.0112  0.013  

∆R2
adj  0.0029  0.0045  0.0023  0.0041  

F  1.72  1.826  1.69  1.80  

Step 2: Moderator           

Gender Ego-Alter x IV   -1.14e-01  -0.22  -0.21  0.31 

R2
adj   0.0105  0.0127  0.0109  0.0128 

∆R2
adj   -0.0013  -0.0007  -0.0003  -0.0003 

F   1.59  1.72  1.61  1.72 

Note. The IV interacting with gender ego-alter similarity for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference 

group for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for 

the indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported. For all instances of ‘e,’ values were very small: interpret as 2.0e-5, means 2.0 times ten to the minus five power, or 

0.000020.
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The third iteration tested main and interaction effects when examining ego-alter 

similarity based on stigmatized status effects on positive PSRs through eight separate models. 

Stigma ego-alter similarity was tested in a reduced dataset of individuals who self-identified as 

belonging to a stigmatized group, including for stigma heterogeneity, R2
adj = 0.0023, F (11, 286) 

= 1.06, p = 0.39. As seen in Table 8, the only models that indicate significant main effects is 

gender heterogeneity (p = 0.03). In addition, an interaction effect from stigmatized status ego-

alter similarity and political heterogeneity is associated with the formation of positive PSRs (p = 

0.04). However, when utilizing the corrected Bonferroni p-value (p < 0.0029) these results may 

be considered a false significant result; therefore, the results should be considered tentative. 

When examining the slopes of these interactions at low (b = 0.31, p = 0.19), medium (b = 0.02, p 

= 0.92), and high (b = -0.26, p = 0.30) scores on the of stigma E-I Index, no significant 

difference from zero was found. However, based on the simple slopes and the meaning of the E-I 

Index scores, there is a negative relationship between political heterogeneity and positive PSRs 

when stigma ego-alter similarity is low, and positive when it is high.  
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Figure 5 

Plot of Positive PSR Formation by Stigma Ego-Alter Similarity and Political Heterogeneity
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Table 8 

Regression and Interaction Results of Stigmatized Status Ego-Alter Similarity and Network Characteristics on the Formation of Positive PSRs 

  Degree Named Alters Network Strength PSR Degree Centrality 

Independent Variables Control 

Main 

Effects Moderator 

Main 

Effects Moderator 

Main 

Effects Moderator 

Main 

Effects Moderator 

Step 1: Control variables          

Age 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Genre: Comedy 0.42 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.40 

Genre: Drama -0.16 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.21 -0.21 -0.20 -0.20 

Genre: Info 

Entertainment 

0.30 0.27 0.26 0.27 0.28 0.26 0.25 0.27 0.24 

Genre: Other -0.14 -0.17 -0.16 -0.16 -0.18 -0.18 -0.18 -0.17 -0.16 

Genre: Reality -0.05 -0.06 -0.07 -0.06 -0.06 -0.07 -0.07 -0.07 -0.07 

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.09 

Genre: Unknown -0.17 -0.19 -0.19 -0.19 -0.19 -0.19 -0.20 -0.19 -0.20 

R2 0.0037         

F 1.14         

Step 2: Main Effects 
         

Stigma Ego-Alter  -0.13 -0.23 -0.13 -0.04 -0.13 -0.19 -0.13 -0.31 

IV  -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 0.00 -0.06 0.05 -0.01 -0.07 

R2
adj  0.0050  0.0050  0.0056  0.0048  

∆R2
adj  0.0013  0.0014  0.0020  0.0011  

F  1.15  1.15  1.17  1.14  

Step 2: Moderator           

Stigma Ego-Alter x IV   -0.03  -0.01  0.02  0.27 

R2
adj   0.0017  0.0022  0.0022  0.0050 

∆R2
adj   -0.0032  -0.0028  -0.0034  0.0002 

F   1.05  1.06  1.06  1.14 

Note. The IV interacting with stigma ego-alter similarity for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference 

group for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for 
the indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported. 
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Table 8 (continued) 

Regression and Interaction Results of Stigmatized Status Ego-Alter Similarity and Network Characteristics on the Formation of Positive PSRs 

  Age Heterogeneity Gender Heterogeneity Political Heterogeneity Density 

Independent Variables Control 

Main 

Effects Moderator 

Main 

Effects Moderator 

Main 

Effects Moderator 

Main 

Effects Moderator 

Step 1: Control variables          

Age 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.00 

Genre: Comedy 0.42 0.42 0.41 0.46 0.46 0.41 0.36 0.41 0.40 

Genre: Drama -0.16 -0.20 -0.20 -0.19 -0.20 -0.20 -0.22 -0.20 -0.19 

Genre: Info 

Entertainment 

0.30 0.28 0.28 0.32 0.32 0.27 0.28 0.26 0.26 

Genre: Other -0.14 -0.16 -0.16 -0.15 -0.15 -0.17 -0.24 -0.18 -0.17 

Genre: Reality -0.05 -0.07 -0.07 -0.06 -0.05 -0.06 -0.09 -0.07 -0.07 

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.14 0.15 0.11 0.09 0.10 0.10 

Genre: Unknown -0.17 -0.20 -0.20 -0.17 -0.16 -0.19 -0.20 -0.20 -0.18 

R2 0.0037         

F 1.14         

Step 2: Main Effects 
         

Stigma Ego-Alter  -0.14 -0.08 -0.14 -0.19 -0.13 0.33 -0.13 0.13 

IV  -0.12 -0.09 -0.59 -0.61 0.05 0.17 0.20 0.30 

R2
adj  0.0056  0.022  0.005  0.0074  

∆R2
adj  0.0019  0.0183  0.0014  0.0038  

F  1.17  1.667  1.15  1.22  

Step 3: Moderator           

Stigma Ego-Alter   -0.09  0.09  -0.71  -0.38 

R2
adj   0.0024  0.019  0.016  0.0073 

∆R2
adj   -0.0032  -0.0033  0.0109  -0.0001 

F   1.06  1.52  1.44  1.20 

Note. The IV interacting with stigma ego-alter similarity for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference 

group for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for 
the indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported. 
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Moderation and regression tests were run for a fourth time, to test for main and 

interaction effects when examining ego-alter similarity based on political ideology and the 

association with positive PSRs through eight separate models. As seen in Table 9, none of the 

models indicated significant main and interaction effects. In addition, the model examining the 

main and interaction effects for political ideology ego-alter similarity and stigma heterogeneity 

yielded no significant results, R2
adj = -0.0063, F (11, 289) = 0.83, p = 0.61. Based on these 

models, it is apparent that ego-alter similarity based on political ideology had no association with 

the formation of positive PSRs. Overall, RQ2a only found tentative support for interactions 

including gender ego-alter similarity with named alters or network strength, as well as 

interactions of political heterogeneity and stigma ego-alter similarity. These results are tentative, 

as the Bonferroni correction indicates that these significant relationships may have been found 

by chance alone.  
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Table 9 

Regression and Interaction Results of Political Ideology Ego-Alter Similarity and Network Characteristics on the Formation of Positive PSRs 

  Degree Named Alters Network Strength PSR Degree Centrality 

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator 

Step 1: Control variables          

Age 0.00 2.08e-05 9.15e-05 0.00 0.00 -2.01e-05 0.00 4.79e-05 0.00 

Stigma: Yes 0.10 9.80e-05 9.94e-02 0.09 0.09 1.01e-01 0.10 9.90e-02 0.10 

Genre: Comedy 0.03 2.60e-02 2.18e-02 0.03 0.03 2.44e-02 0.03 2.39e-02 0.02 

Genre: Drama -0.14 -1.44e-01 -1.45e-01 -0.14 -0.14 -1.54e-01 -0.15 -1.46e-01 -0.15 

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.11 1.16e-01 1.15e-01 0.11 0.11 1.08e-01 0.11 1.15e-01 0.12 

Genre: Other -0.41 -4.11e-01 -4.14e-01 -0.42 -0.42 -4.12e-01 -0.42 -4.13e-01 -0.42 

Genre: Reality -0.13 -1.20e-01 -1.21e-01 -0.13 -0.13 -1.28e-01 -0.12 -1.21e-01 -0.12 

Genre: Sports 0.10 8.72e-02 8.23e-02 0.09 0.09 8.04e-02 0.09 8.53e-02 0.09 

Genre: Unknown -0.27 -2.75e-01 -2.76e-01 -0.27 -0.27 -2.85e-01 -0.29 -2.74e-01 -0.27 

R2 0.0089         

F 1.67         

Step 2: Main Effects          

Political Ego-Alter  4.24e-02 -2.81e-02 0.04 0.00 4.91e-02 0.46 4.27e-02 0.03 

IV  -1.14e-02 -1.22e-02 0.01 0.01 6.60e-02 0.09 -2.77e-02 -0.03 

R2
adj  0.0067  0.0082  0.0076  0.0067  

∆R2
adj  -0.002  -0.0007  -0.0013  -0.0022  

F  1.41  1.50  1.46  1.41  

Step 3: Moderator           

Political Ego-Alter x IV   2.21e-02  0.01  -0.12  0.02 

R2
adj   0.0054  0.0068  0.0074  0.0053 

∆R2
adj   -0.0014  -0.0013  -0.0002  0.0016 

F   1.30  1.38  1.41  1.29 

Note. The IV interacting with political ego-alter similarity for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference 

group for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for 

the indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported.  For all instances of ‘e,’ values were very small: interpret as 2.0e-5, means 2.0 times ten to the minus five power, or 

0.000020. 
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Table 9 (continued) 

Regression and Interaction Results of Political Ideology Ego-Alter Similarity and Network Characteristics on the Formation of Positive PSRs 

  Age Heterogeneity Gender Heterogeneity Political Heterogeneity Density 

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator 

Step 1: Control variables          

Age 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.27e-05 6.36e-05 0.00 0.00 

Stigma: Yes 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.11 9.76e-02 9.71e-02 0.10 0.10 

Genre: Comedy 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04 2.73e-02 2.65e-02 0.02 0.02 

Genre: Drama -0.14 -0.14 -0.15 -0.14 -0.14 -1.44e-01 -1.43e-01 -0.14 -0.14 

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.15 0.15 1.12e-01 1.13e-01 0.10 0.10 

Genre: Other -0.41 -0.41 -0.41 -0.41 -0.42 -4.13e-01 -4.13e-01 -0.42 -0.42 

Genre: Reality -0.13 -0.12 -0.12 -0.11 -0.12 -1.22e-01 -1.21e-01 -0.12 -0.12 

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.11 0.09 8.46e-02 8.42e-02 0.09 0.09 

Genre: Unknown -0.27 -0.27 -0.28 -0.27 -0.29 -2.75e-01 -2.75e-01 -0.27 -0.27 

R2 0.0089         

F 1.67         

Step 2: Main Effects          

Political Ego-Alter  0.03 -0.15 0.05 -0.11 3.61e-02 1.78e-02 0.04 0.08 

IV  0.11 0.10 -0.33 -0.31 3.08e-02 3.40e-02 0.15 0.16 

R2
adj  0.0074  0.0113  0.0067  0.0083  

∆R2
adj  -0.0015  0.0024  -0.0022  -0.0006  

F  1.45  1.70  1.41  1.51  

Step 3: Moderator           

Political Ego-Alter   0.35  0.32  3.55e-02  -0.05 

R2
adj   0.0093  0.0121  0.0052  0.0068 

∆R2
adj   0.0020  0.0007  -0.0015  -0.0014 

F   1.52  1.68  1.29  1.38 

Note. The IV interacting with political ego-alter similarity for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference 

group for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for 

the indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported. For all instances of ‘e,’ values were very small: interpret as 2.0e-5, means 2.0 times ten to the minus five power, or 

0.000020. 
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To examine RQ2b, a series of regression and interaction analyses were run to test 

associations with an individual’s dependence on PSRs. First, moderation analyses were run 

examining ego-alter similarity based on age group effects on PSR dependence through eight 

separate models (see Table 10). Stigma heterogeneity and age ego-alter similarity were tested on 

a reduced sample only including individuals who self-identified as belonging to a stigmatized 

group, and indicated no significant effect, R2
adj = 0.0056, F (11, 289) = 1.15, p = 0.32). One 

model indicated a significant interaction effect (p = 0.005) between age ego-alter similarity and 

density on PSR dependence. Again, when utilizing the corrected Bonferroni p-value (p < 0.0029) 

these results may be considered a false significant result, indicating that the results are very 

tentative. In this interaction analysis, results indicate that there is a positive relationship between 

the density of the network and PSR dependence when an individual experiences low scores on 

the age ego-alter similarity scale (b = 0.51, p = 0.04). Moderating effects for mean (b = 0.03, p = 

0.86) and high (b = -0.45, p = 0.05) scores of age ego-alter similarity were not significantly 

different from zero, but again suggested potential relationships, notably that individuals with a 

high score on the E-I Index (i.e., more heterogeneity) will experience a negative relationship 

between density and PSR dependence.  
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Figure 6 

Plot of PSR Dependence by Age Ego-Alter Similarity and Density 
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Table 10 

Regression and Interaction Results of Age Ego-Alter Similarity and Network Characteristics on PSR Dependence 

  Degree Named Alters Network Strength PSR Degree Centrality 

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator 

Step 1: Control variables          

Age -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 

Stigma: Yes 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.18 

Genre: Comedy 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.39 0.43 0.43 

Genre: Drama -0.11 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.12 -0.10 -0.10 

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.47 0.46 0.45 0.46 0.45 0.46 0.44 0.46 0.45 

Genre: Other -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.33 -0.32 -0.34 -0.32 -0.32 

Genre: Reality -0.15 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.15 -0.13 -0.14 

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.06 0.09 0.09 

Genre: Unknown -0.13 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.14 -0.12 -0.12 

R2 0.033         

F 3.53         

Step 2: Main Effects 
         

Age Ego-Alter  0.09 0.25 0.09 0.22 0.08 -1.06 0.08 0.15 

IV  0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.03 -0.06 0.07 0.07 

R2
adj  0.032*  0.032*  0.032*  0.0322*  

∆R2
adj  -0.001  -0.001  -0.001  -0.0007  

F  2.99  2.99  3.00  3.02  

Step 2: Moderator           

Age Ego-Alter x IV   -0.05  -0.02  -0.34  -0.10 

R2
adj   0.031*  0.031*  0.036*  0.031* 

∆R2
adj   -0.001  -0.0003  -0.032  -0.001 

F   2.76  2.81  3.07  2.78 

Note. The IV interacting with age ego-alter similarity for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference group 

for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for the 

indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported. 
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Table 10 (continued) 

Regression and Interaction Results of Age Ego-Alter Similarity and Network Characteristics on PSR Dependence 

  Age Heterogeneity Gender Heterogeneity Political Heterogeneity Density 

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator 

Step 1: Control variables          

Age -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 

Stigma: Yes 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 

Genre: Comedy 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.45 0.45 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.38 

Genre: Drama -0.11 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.11 

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.47 0.46 0.46 0.49 0.50 0.46 0.45 0.46 0.47 

Genre: Other -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 

Genre: Reality -0.15 -0.13 -0.13 -0.12 -0.12 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.12 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 

Genre: Unknown -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.14 

R2 0.033         

F 3.53         

Step 2: Main Effects 
         

Age Ego-Alter  0.14 0.14 0.10 0.18 0.09 0.03 0.09 0.73 

IV  -0.19 -0.19 -0.36 -0.38 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.00 

R2
adj  0.033*  0.036*  0.032*  0.032*  

∆R2
adj  -0.0002  0.0029  -0.001  -0.001  

F  3.056  3.25  2.99  2.99  

Step 2: Moderator           

Age Ego-Alter   0.01  -0.16  0.10  -0.92 

R2
adj   0.0313*  0.035*  0.031*  0.042* 

∆R2
adj   -0.0015  -0.0012  -0.001  0.0099* 

F   2.80  2.997  2.75  3.42 

Note. The IV interacting with age ego-alter similarity for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference group 

for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No* p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for the 

indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported. 
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The same moderation analyses were run a second time, this time examining ego-alter 

similarity based on gender group effects on PSR dependence through eight separate models. An 

analysis run on a reduced sample of individuals experiencing a stigmatized status shows no 

significant main or interaction effects for gender ego-alter similarity or stigma heterogeneity 

(R2
adj = 0.0098, F (11, 289) = 1.27, p = 0.24). As seen in Table 11, none of the other models 

indicated main effects on PSR dependence. This indicates that gender ego-alter similarity is not 

associated with PSR dependence directly. However, there were two interaction models that 

showed significant results, those including number of named alters or political heterogeneity. 

When examining the interaction model between number of named alters and PSR 

dependence, the overall model is significant (p = 0.0099); although this should again be 

considered exploratory due to the corrected Bonferroni p-value (p < .0.0029). When examining 

the relationship moderated by different levels of gender ego-alter similarity at low (b = 0.04, p = 

0.12), average (b = 0.00, p = 0.97), and high (b = -0.04, p = 0.08) scores on the E-I Index, the 

relationship between number of names alters and PSR dependence is positive at high levels of 

gender ego-alter similarity and negative at low levels of ego-alter similarity.  
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Figure 7 

Plot of PSR Dependence by Gender Ego-Alter Similarity and Number of Named Alters 

 

 

The second interaction model between political heterogeneity and PSR dependence 

indicated an overall significant model (p = 0.038); but again, these results should be considered 

exploratory based on the corrected Bonferroni p-value (p < .0.0029) and the likelihood of these 

results being a false significant. The results when examining the relationship was moderated by 

different levels of gender ego-alter similarity at low (b = 0.30, p = 0.20), average (b = 0.04, p = 

0.83), and high (b = -0.23, p = 0.22) scores on the E-I Index. These results indicate a negative 

relationship when gender ego-alter similarity is low, and a positive relationship when it is high.  
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Figure 8 

Plot of PSR Dependence by Gender Ego-Alter Similarity and Political Heterogeneity 
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Table 11 

Regression and Interaction Results of Gender Ego-Alter Similarity and Network Characteristics on PSR Dependence 

  Degree Named Alters Network Strength PSR Degree Centrality 

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator 

Step 1: Control variables          

Age -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 

Stigma: Yes 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.21 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.18 

Genre: Comedy 0.43 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.45 0.45 

Genre: Drama -0.11 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.47 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.50 0.49 0.49 0.48 0.49 

Genre: Other -0.32 -0.35 -0.35 -0.34 -0.37 -0.34 -0.33 -0.34 -0.33 

Genre: Reality -0.15 -0.15 -0.16 -0.15 -0.17 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 

Genre: Unknown -0.13 -0.12 -0.13 -0.12 -0.10 -0.11 -0.11 -0.12 -0.12 

R2 0.033         

F 3.53         

Step 2: Main Effects 
         

Gender Ego-Alter  -0.15 -0.05 -0.15 0.27 -0.15 -0.55 -0.15 -0.23 

IV  -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.04 -0.03 0.08 0.10 

R2
adj  0.034*  0.034*  0.034*  0.035*  

∆R2
adj  0.0012  0.0014  0.0014  0.0018  

F  3.15  3.16  3.16  3.18  

Step 2: Moderator           

Gender Ego-Alter x IV   -0.03  -0.08  0.12  0.14 

R2
adj   0.033*  0.043*  0.033*  0.033* 

∆R2
adj   -0.001  0.008  -0.0008  -0.001 

F   2.89  3.48  2.93  2.94 

Note. The IV interacting with gender ego-alter similarity for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference 

group for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for 

the indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported. 
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Table 11 (continued) 

Regression and Interaction Results of Gender Ego-Alter Similarity and Network Characteristics on PSR Dependence 

  Age Heterogeneity Gender Heterogeneity Political Heterogeneity Density 

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator 

Step 1: Control variables          

Age -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 

Stigma: Yes 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.18 0.18 

Genre: Comedy 0.43 0.44 0.46 0.45 0.45 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.43 

Genre: Drama -0.11 -0.12 -0.12 -0.11 -0.11 -0.12 -0.13 -0.12 -0.12 

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.47 0.49 0.50 0.51 0.51 0.49 0.50 0.48 0.50 

Genre: Other -0.32 -0.35 -0.34 -0.34 -0.33 -0.35 -0.36 -0.35 -0.35 

Genre: Reality -0.15 -0.16 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.16 -0.17 -0.16 -0.16 

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.11 

Genre: Unknown -0.13 -0.12 -0.11 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.13 

R2 0.033         

F 3.53         

Step 2: Main Effects 
         

Gender Ego-Alter  -0.15 0.05 -0.12 -0.08 -0.15 0.15 -0.15 0.05 

IV  -0.02 -0.07 -0.23 -0.24 -0.03 -0.07 0.01 -0.05 

R2
adj  0.034*  0.036*  0.034*  0.034*  

∆R2
adj  0.0012  0.0028  0.0013  0.0012  

F  3.15  3.25  3.15  3.15  

Step 2: Moderator           

Gender Ego-Alter   -0.42  -0.12  -0.56  -0.29 

R2
adj   0.035*  0.035*  0.039*  0.034* 

∆R2
adj   0.001  -0.001  0.005  -0.0006 

F   3.03  2.99  3.26  2.93 

Note. The IV interacting with gender ego-alter similarity for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference 

group for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for 

the indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported. 
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The third iteration tested main and interaction effects when examining ego-alter 

similarity effects based on stigmatized status when examining PSR dependence through eight 

separate models. Stigma ego-alter similarity was run on a reduced sample consisting of 

individuals who self-identified as belonging to a stigmatized group. As seen in Table 12, all of 

the models indicate significant main effects for stigma ego-alter similarity when the alpha value 

is at the standard of p = 0.05, as well as a main effect for gender heterogeneity. However, no 

significant interaction effects from stigmatized status ego-alter similarity and/or other network 

characteristics on PSR dependence were found, including for stigma heterogeneity (R2
adj = 

0.0145, F (11, 286) = 1.40, p = 0.17). This indicates that ego-alter similarity based on a 

stigmatized status contributes to the dependence on PSRs separately, but it does not cause any 

interaction effects.  
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Table 12 

Regression and Interaction Results of Stigmatized Status Ego-Alter Similarity and Network Characteristics on PSR Dependence 

  Degree Named Alters Network Strength PSR Degree Centrality 

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator 

Step 1: Control variables          

Age -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 

Genre: Comedy 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.63 0.65 0.64 0.65 0.65 

Genre: Drama -0.19 -0.25 -0.26 -0.25 -0.26 -0.24 -0.26 -0.25 -0.25 

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.17 0.11 0.09 0.13 0.15 0.12 0.10 0.11 0.10 

Genre: Other -0.14 -0.19 -0.19 -0.18 -0.22 -0.18 -0.23 -0.18 -0.18 

Genre: Reality -0.17 -0.20 -0.20 -0.18 -0.18 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 

Genre: Sports 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.05 

Genre: Unknown -0.06 -0.08 -0.09 -0.09 -0.09 -0.08 -0.09 -0.08 -0.08 

R2 0.0095         

F 1.36         

Step 2: Main Effects 
         

Stigma Ego-Alter  -0.21 -0.43 -0.21 0.02 -0.22 -0.78 -0.21 -0.24 

IV  0.00 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 -0.05 -0.09 0.06 0.05 

R2
adj  0.017  0.022  0.018  0.018  

∆R2
adj  0.0079  0.0125  0.0083  0.0082  

F  1.53  1.669  1.54  1.54  

Step 2: Moderator           

Stigma Ego-Alter x IV   0.07  -0.04  0.16  0.04 

R2
adj   0.015  0.022  0.016  0.014 

∆R2
adj   -0.0026  -0.0002  -0.0019  -0.0034 

F   1.41  1.60  1.44  1.39 

Note. The IV interacting with stigma ego-alter similarity for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference 

group for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for 

the indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported.  
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Table 12 (continued) 

Regression and Interaction Results of Stigmatized Status Ego-Alter Similarity and Network Characteristics on PSR Dependence 

  Age Heterogeneity Gender Heterogeneity Political Heterogeneity Density 

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator 

Step 1: Control variables          

Age -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 

Genre: Comedy 0.65 0.65 0.66 0.69 0.69 0.65 0.62 0.64 0.63 

Genre: Drama -0.19 -0.25 -0.26 -0.25 -0.25 -0.25 -0.27 -0.25 -0.24 

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.17 0.12 0.12 0.17 0.17 0.11 0.12 0.10 0.12 

Genre: Other -0.14 -0.18 -0.19 -0.18 -0.18 -0.19 -0.23 -0.21 -0.19 

Genre: Reality -0.17 -0.20 -0.20 -0.19 -0.19 -0.20 -0.22 -0.20 -0.21 

Genre: Sports 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.10 0.10 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 

Genre: Unknown -0.06 -0.09 -0.08 -0.06 -0.06 -0.08 -0.09 -0.09 -0.07 

R2 0.0095         

F 1.36         

Step 2: Main Effects 
         

Stigma Ego-Alter  -0.22 -0.36 -0.22 -0.23 -0.21 0.04 -0.21 0.33 

IV  -0.13 -0.19 -0.61 -0.62 -0.02 0.05 0.24 0.45 

R2
adj  0.018  0.031  0.017  0.0202  

∆R2
adj  0.0086  0.0211  0.0079  0.0107  

F  1.55  1.94  1.53  1.61  

Step 2: Moderator           

Stigma Ego-Alter   0.26  0.02  -0.40  -0.78 

R2
adj   0.016  0.027  0.017  0.027 

∆R2
adj   -0.002  -0.003  -0.0002  0.0067 

F   1.44  1.76  1.47  1.75 

Note. The IV interacting with stigma ego-alter similarity for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference 

group for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for 

the indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported. 
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Moderation and regression tests were run for a fourth time, to test for main and 

interaction effects when examining ego-alter similarity based on political ideology and the 

association with PSR dependence through eight separate models. As seen in Table 13, no models 

indicated significant effects. In addition, there were no significant main or interaction effects for 

political ego-alter similarity and stigma heterogeneity (R2
adj = 0.0032, F (11, 289) = 1.09, p = 

0.37). Based on these results, there is no association found between political ideology ego-alter 

similarity and PSR dependence, including interactions effects with other network characteristics. 

Again, RQ2b indicates tentative support for various elements of ego-alter similarity. First, there 

is a tentative, negative relationship between stigma ego-alter similarity and PSR dependence. 

Additional tentative relationships were found with interactions between density and age ego-alter 

similarity, gender ego-alter similarity and number of named alters, and gender ego-alter 

similarity and political heterogeneity. Because these results are tentative, it is possible that they 

were found by chance alone. This would need to be examined further in future studies.  
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Table 13 

Regression and Interaction Results of Political Ideology Ego-Alter Similarity and Network Characteristics on PSR Dependence 

  Degree Named Alters Network Strength PSR Degree Centrality 

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator 

Step 1: Control variables          

Age -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 

Stigma: Yes 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 

Genre: Comedy 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.42 0.44 0.44 

Genre: Drama -0.11 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.09 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.47 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.47 0.47 0.46 0.46 0.46 

Genre: Other -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.31 -0.31 -0.32 

Genre: Reality -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.14 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 

Genre: Unknown -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.12 -0.12 -0.13 -0.13 

R2 0.033         

F 3.53         

Step 2: Main Effects 
         

Political Ego-Alter  -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.12 -0.03 -0.27 -0.03 -0.06 

IV  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.05 -0.06 0.08 0.07 

R2
adj  0.0303*  0.0303*  0.031*  0.031*  

∆R2
adj  -0.0027  -0.0027  -0.0023  -0.0021  

F  2.89  2.89  2.92  2.93  

Step 2: Moderator           

Political Ego-Alter x IV   0.00  0.01  0.07  0.05 

R2
adj   0.029*  0.029*  0.030*  0.030* 

∆R2
adj   -0.0015  -0.0009  -0.001  -0.0014 

F   2.65  2.69  2.69  2.69 

Note. The IV interacting with political ego-alter similarity for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference 

group for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for 

the indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported. 
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Table 13 (continued) 

Regression and Interaction Results of Political Ideology Ego-Alter Similarity and Network Characteristics on PSR Dependence 

  Age Heterogeneity Gender Heterogeneity Political Heterogeneity Density 

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator 

Step 1: Control variables          

Age -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 

Stigma: Yes 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 

Genre: Comedy 0.43 0.43 0.44 0.45 0.44 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 

Genre: Drama -0.11 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.4 0.46 0.47 0.50 0.50 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.45 

Genre: Other -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.33 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 -0.32 

Genre: Reality -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.14 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.10 

Genre: Unknown -0.13 -0.13 -0.14 -0.12 -0.15 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 

R2 0.033         

F 3.53         

Step 2: Main Effects 
         

Political Ego-Alter  -0.03 -0.21 -0.03 -0.24 -0.04 -0.05 -0.03 0.14 

IV  0.02 0.01 -0.32 -0.30 0.07 0.07 0.01 0.04 

R2
adj  0.0303*  0.0336*  0.0305*  0.0303*  

∆R2
adj  -0.0027  0.0006  -0.0025  -0.003  

F  2.90  3.11  2.91  2.90  

Step 2: Moderator           

Political Ego-Alter   0.33  0.43  0.01  -0.25 

R2
adj   0.0312*  0.035*  0.029*  0.030* 

∆R2
adj   0.0009  0.0015  -0.0015  -0.0003 

F   2.79  3.03  2.66  2.72 

Note. The IV interacting with political ego-alter similarity for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects respectively. The reference 

group for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F represents the F statistic for 

the indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported. 
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Research Question 3  

 RQ3 asked about how one’s identity salience interacts with heterogeneity/ego-alter 

similarity to determine (a) positive parasocial relationships and (b) dependence on parasocial 

relationships? This was tested using interaction analysis for each specific element of identity 

tested: age, gender, stigma status, and political ideology. First, interaction analyses were run 

using heterogeneity as well as the associated identity salience for each identity characteristic. As 

seen in Table 14, no main interaction results were found for heterogeneity, nor were there 

interaction effects on the formation of positive PSRs. An additional analysis examining 

individuals who identified as having a stigmatized status also found no main effects for 

heterogeneity or interaction effects for stigma; however, stigmatized status salience was 

significant (β = 0.19, p < 0.001; R2
adj = 0.065, F (10, 290) = 3.09, p < 0.001). Overall, age 

salience, gender salience, and stigmatized status salience were found to have significant main 

effects on positive PSRs within their models. However, when utilizing the corrected Bonferroni 

p-value (p < 0.0029) it is possible that the results for gender salience were a false positive. 

Therefore, age and stigmatized status salience were significantly related to positive PSRs, while 

gender salience was related on a tentative level.  

Table 15 includes the interaction analyses for PSR dependence. Again, no main effects 

were found for heterogeneity, nor were there interaction effects for any of the four 

characteristics. Significant main effects were found for age and stigma identity salience on PSR 

dependence. Stigmatized status salience was tested for individuals who self-identified as having 

a stigmatized characteristic (β = 0.22, p = 2.05e05; R2
adj = 0.065, F (10, 290) = 3.07, p < 0.001). 

Therefore, there are no interaction effects for heterogeneity and identity salience; however, both 

age salience and stigma salience have positive main effects on PSR dependence both in the 
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traditional testing level of p = 0.05 and the Bonferroni correction value of p = 0.0029. Therefore, 

both age salience and stigmatized status salience are significantly related to PSR dependence.  
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Table 14 

Regression and Interaction Results of Identity Salience and Heterogeneity on Positive PSRs 

  Age Gender Political Ideology  

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator   

Step 1: Control variables          

Age 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00   

Stigma: Yes 0.10 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.07   

Genre: Comedy 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.08 0.04 0.02   

Genre: Drama -0.14 -0.16 -0.16 -0.16 -0.16 -0.15 -0.15   

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.11 0.08 0.07 0.15 0.15 0.09 0.07   

Genre: Other -0.41 -0.43 -0.43 -0.41 -0.41 -0.42 -0.40   

Genre: Reality -0.13 -0.14 -0.14 -0.15 -0.14 -0.14 -0.16   

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.11 0.10   

Genre: Unknown -0.27 -0.22 -0.22 -0.26 -0.26 -0.28 -0.27   

R2 0.0089         

F 1.67         

Step 2: Main Effects 
         

Heterogeneity Variable  0.15 0.25 -0.32 -0.54 0.07 0.60   

Identity Salience Variable  0.15* 0.17 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.14   

R2
adj  0.0384*  0.019  0.009    

∆R2
adj  0.0295*  0.0096  0.0004    

F  3.424  2.145  1.57    

Step 2: Moderator           

Heterogeneity x Identity   -0.04  0.07  -0.16   

R2
adj   0.0370*  0.017  0.011   

∆R2
adj   -0.0014  -0.001  0.002   

F   3.14  1.983  1.63   

Note. The demographic elements used for the identity salience and heterogeneity variable for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects 

respectively. The reference group for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F 

represents the F statistic for the indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported. 
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Table 15 

Regression and Interaction Results of Identity Salience and Heterogeneity on PSR Dependence 

  Age Gender Political Ideology  

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator   

Step 1: Control variables          

Age -0.01** -0.01** -0.01** -0.01** -0.01** -0.01** -0.01**   

Stigma: Yes 0.17* 0.14* 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.14   

Genre: Comedy 0.43* 0.45* 0.45* 0.47* 0.47* 0.44* 0.43*   

Genre: Drama -0.11 -0.13 -0.13 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12   

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.47* 0.44* 0.44* 0.51* 0.50* 0.44* 0.43*   

Genre: Other -0.32 -0.33 -0.33 -0.32 -0.31 -0.33 -0.31   

Genre: Reality -0.15 -0.17 -0.17 -0.16 -0.16 -0.17 -0.18   

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.17 0.17 0.15 0.15 0.12 0.12   

Genre: Unknown -0.13 -0.08 -0.08 -0.11 -0.11 -0.14 -0.13   

R2 0.033         

F 3.53         

Step 2: Main Effects 
         

Heterogeneity Variable  0.03 0.01 -0.32 -0.17 0.02 0.38   

Identity Salience Variable  0.16* 0.16 0.06 0.08 0.07 0.13   

R2
adj  0.0570*  0.0377*  0.0353*    

∆R2
adj  0.024*  0.0047  0.0024    

F  4.664  3.376  3.223    

Step 2: Moderator           

Heterogeneity x Identity   0.007  -0.05  -0.11   

R2
adj   0.056*  0.036*  0.035*   

∆R2
adj   -0.001  -0.0014  -0.0003   

F   4.27  3.097  3.023   

Note. The demographic elements used for the identity salience and heterogeneity variable for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects 

respectively. The reference group for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F 

represents the F statistic for the indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported. 
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Next, interaction analyses were run using ego-alter similarity as well as the associated 

identity salience for each identity characteristic. As seen in Table 16, no significant main 

interaction results were found for ego-alter similarity, and interaction effects on the formation of 

positive PSRs was only found to be significant for political ideology salience and ego-alter 

similarity (p = 0.0198); however, this does not meet the Bonferroni corrected value (p < .0.0029) 

indicating that it may be a false significance. The interaction analysis indicates that the tentative 

significant moderation exists when the political identity salience is low (b = 0.18, p = 0.03). In 

this case, higher scores on the E-I Index (i.e., less similarity) is related to increased positive PSRs 

when the political identity salience is low (Figure 9).  There were also main effects for three 

individual elements of identity salience: age, gender, stigmatized status on positive PSRs, 

although only age and stigmatized status adhere to the Bonferroni correction. Again, stigmatized 

status was tested on a reduced sample consisting only of those who self-identified in this 

category (β = 0.19, p = 1.91e05; R2
adj = 0.066, F (10, 287) = 3.11, p < 0.001).  

Figure 9 

Plot of Positive PSR Formation by Political Ego-Alter Similarity and Political Ideology Salience 
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Table 17 includes the interaction analyses for PSR dependence using ego-alter similarity 

and identity salience. No significant main or interaction effects were found for ego-alter 

similarity. However, two of the identity saliences measures, age and stigma, had significant main 

effects on PSR dependence, with stigmatized status consisting of the reduced sample (β = 0.21, p 

< 0.001; R2
adj = 0.074, F (10, 287) = 3.36, p < 0.001). Therefore, there are no interaction effects 

for ego-alter similarity and identity salience; however, identity salience has positive main effects 

on positive PSRs and PSR dependence. 
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Table 16 

Regression and Interaction Results of Identity Salience and Ego-Alter Similarity on Positive PSRs 

  Age Gender Political Ideology  

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator   

Step 1: Control variables          

Age 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -6.84e-05 0.00   

Stigma: Yes 0.10 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.07 7.76e-02 0.07   

Genre: Comedy 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.07 3.24e-02 0.01   

Genre: Drama -0.14 -0.16 -0.16 -0.17 -0.17 -0.56e-01 -0.16   

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.11 0.07 0.07 0.13 0.12 9.43e-02 0.10   

Genre: Other -0.41 -0.42 -0.43 -0.43 -0.42 -4.18e-01 -0.41   

Genre: Reality -0.13 -0.13 -0.14 -0.16 -0.16 -1.38e-01 -0.15   

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.15 9.89e-02 0.09   

Genre: Unknown -0.27 -0.22 -0.23 -0.26 -0.25 -2.80e-01 -0.28   

R2 0.0089         

F 1.67         

Step 2: Main Effects          

Ego-Alter Variable  0.10 0.25 -0.13 0.19 6.24e-02 0.42   

Identity Salience Variable  0.15* 0.15* 0.06 0.05 4.93e-02 0.06   

R2
adj  0.0399*  0.018  0.01    

∆R2
adj  0.031*  0.009  0.0015    

F  3.52  2.12  1.635    

Step 2: Moderator           

Ego-Alter x Identity   -0.06  -0.11  -0.11   

R2
adj   0.040*  0.022  0.017   

∆R2
adj   -0.0003  0.0127  0.0067   

F   3.29  2.23  1.96   

Note. The demographic elements used for the identity salience and heterogeneity variable for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects 

respectively. The reference group for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F 

represents the F statistic for the indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported. For all instances of ‘e,’ values were very small: interpret as 2.0e-5, means 2.0 times ten to 

the minus five power, or 0.000020. 
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Table 17 

Regression and Interaction Results of Identity Salience and Ego-Alter Similarity on PSR Dependence 

  Age Gender Political Ideology  

Independent Variables Control Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator Main Effects Moderator   

Step 1: Control variables          

Age -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01   

Stigma: Yes 0.17 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.15   

Genre: Comedy 0.43 0.45 0.45 0.46 0.46 0.44 0.44   

Genre: Drama -0.11 -0.12 -0.12 -0.14 -0.13 -0.12 -0.12   

Genre: Info Entertainment 0.47 0.43 0.43 0.49 0.49 0.44 0.44   

Genre: Other -0.32 -0.33 -0.33 -0.34 -0.33 -0.33 -0.33   

Genre: Reality -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.18 -0.18 -0.17 -0.17   

Genre: Sports 0.10 0.16 0.16 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.13   

Genre: Unknown -0.13 -0.07 -0.06 -0.11 -0.11 -0.13 -0.13   

R2 0.033         

F 3.53         

Step 2: Main Effects          

Ego-Alter Variable  0.12 0.06 -0.13 0.04 -0.003 -0.10   

Identity Salience Variable  0.17* 0.17* 0.05 0.04 0.07 0.06   

R2
adj  0.060*  0.0377*  0.0353*    

∆R2
adj  0.0271*  0.0048  0.0024    

F  4.88  3.378  3.22    

Step 2: Moderator           

Ego-Alter x Identity   0.02  -0.06  0.03   

R2
adj   0.059*  0.037  0.034*   

∆R2
adj   -0.0013  -0.0004  -0.001   

F   4.47  3.158  2.98   

Note. The demographic elements used for the identity salience and heterogeneity variable for each of the tests appears in the columns of the table, for main and interaction effects 

respectively. The reference group for the dummy-coded genre variable is the Genre: Action, and that for stigma is Stigma: No. * p < 0.0029 following Bonferroni correction; F 

represents the F statistic for the indicated model; unstandardized coefficients reported. 
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Table 18  

Summary of Results for Analyzed Hypotheses and Research Questions 

Hypothesis / Research Question Result Summary 

H1: As network degree decreases (i.e., fewer social 

connections), individuals will experience greater 

(a) positive parasocial relationships and (b) 

dependence on parasocial relationships. 

Not supported 

H2: As network strength decreases (i.e., lower 

average ego-alter tie strength), individuals will 

experience greater (a) positive parasocial 

relationships and (b) dependence on parasocial 

relationships. 

Not supported 

H3: As PSR degree centrality increases (i.e., higher 

proportion of PSR-alter ties), individuals will 

experience greater (a) positive parasocial 

relationships and (b) dependence parasocial 

relationships. 

Not supported 

H4: The heterogeneity of an individual’s networks 

will be negatively associated with the (a) positive 

parasocial relationships and (b) dependence on 

parasocial relationships. 

Not supported 

RQ1: How is the density of an individual’s network 

directly and/or indirectly associated with the (a) 

positive parasocial relationships and (b) 

dependence on parasocial relationships? 

RQ1a: no significant effects 

RQ1b main effects: not significant  

RQ1b moderation: tentatively significant 

• Age heterogeneity x density on PSR dependence (low 

density = positive, high = negative) 

RQ2: How does ego-alter similarity directly effect 

and/or interact with other network measures to 

determine (a) positive parasocial relationships 

and (b) dependence on parasocial relationships? 

RQ2a moderation: tentatively significant 

• Named alters x gender ego-alter similarity (homophily) 

on positive PSRs 

• Network strength x gender ego-alter similarity on 

positive PSRs (homophily = negative, heterophily = 

positive) 

• Political heterogeneity x stigma ego-alter similarity on 

positive PSRs (homophily = positive, heterophily = 

negative)  

RQ2b main effects: tentatively significant 

• stigma ego-alter similarity (-) 
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RQ2b moderation: tentatively significant 

• Density x age ego-alter similarity on PSR dependence 

(homophily = positive, heterophily = negative) 

• Named alters x gender ego-alter similarity on PSR 

dependence (homophily = positive, heterophily = 

negative) 

• Political heterogeneity x gender ego-alter similarity on 

PSR dependence (homophily = positive, heterophily = 

negative) 

 

RQ3: How does one’s identity salience directly 

effect and/or interact with heterogeneity/ego-alter 

similarity to determine (a) positive parasocial 

relationships and (b) dependence on parasocial 

relationships? 

RQ3a main effects: significant 

• Age Identity Salience on positive PSRs (+) 

• Stigma Identity Salience on positive PSRs (+) 

RQ3a main effects: tentatively significant 

• Gender Identity salience on positive PSRs (+) 

RQ3a moderating effects: tentatively significant  

• Political ideology and Political Ideology Identity 

salience (-) 

RQ3b main effects: significant 

• Age identity salience on PSR dependence (+) 

• Stigma identity salience on PSR dependence (+) 
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Discussion 

 The purpose of this study was to examine how the relationships people develop in their 

personal life relate to how they form relationships with media figures. Extending on the work of 

Horton and Wohl (1956), Cohen (2003), Eyal and Dailey (2012), and Bond (2018), this study 

approaches the understanding of the parasocial experience through a network approach. By 

integrating media and social network theory, an exploration of greater parasocial connections 

was possible. The assumption was that network structure and relationships would be able to 

account for the formation of positive PSRs and PSR dependence, due to their resemblance to 

social relationships (Eyal & Cohen, 2006; Perse & Rubin, 1989). 

 Building on past research, this study examined two factors of the parasocial experience 

individuals have with media figures: the formation of positive PSRs and PSR dependence. A 

positive PSR was defined as a relationship between an individual and a media figure, which 

includes a deep sense of belonging, emotional investment, and a sense of certainty about the 

media figure. PSR dependence, on the other hand, is illustrated by an individual’s reliance on a 

media figure, in the sense that they are so important that the loss of this figure will result in the 

experience of grief. Because the understanding of PSR formation and dependence have been 

incomplete in the past (Hartmann, 2016), this study offered social network structure and identity 

salience as potential explanatory variables. The current study aimed to address two overarching 

inquiries related to ego-networks and identity: (1) How can network structure help to explain 

gaps/inconsistencies in existing parasocial research and (2) How are individual differences of the 

ego (e.g., identity salience) related to the parasocial experience? 
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Competing Interpersonal Perspectives 

 The first two hypotheses addressed the competing interpersonal perspectives that have 

been used to examine PSRs: the compensatory hypothesis and the complementary hypothesis 

(Hartmann, 2016; Rubin et al., 1985; Tsao, 1996). These interpersonal perspectives were built on 

the notion that an individual creates PSRs based on either a lack of connections or an ability to 

create relationships. In the compensatory hypothesis, it is explained that people who lack 

relationships in the social world would be more likely to form PSRs with media figures. On the 

other hand, the compensatory hypothesis explains that people who are able to create relationships 

in the social world would be more likely to create PSRs. In order to address these competing 

hypotheses, network degree (i.e., the number of social connections one has) and network strength 

(i.e., the overall strength of the social relationships one creates) were used to examine these 

competing hypotheses. The first hypothesis tested how network degree affects the formation of 

positive PSRs and one’s PSR dependence. When testing this outcome using both overall network 

size as well as the number of alters named within the survey, the results were nonsignificant. 

Neither the formation of positive PSRs nor PSR dependence were significantly related to the 

number of connections the individual held within their social relationships.  

 The second hypothesis proposed a negative relationship between network strength (i.e., 

average ego-alter tie strength) and the PSR variables. The hypothesis suggested that when 

individuals do not have strong social connections, they would be more likely to form positive 

PSRs and have more dependence on these PSRs with the media figures. The mean for the overall 

strength of ego-alter ties was high (M = 3.40, SD = 0.43) on the four-point scale. When 

considering the formation of positive PSRs, the direction of the correlation between network 

strength and positive PSRs was in the opposite direction from what was expected, and the overall 
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relationship was not significant. When examining the results for PSR dependence, the 

relationship was in the expected direction; however, the results were again nonsignificant. This 

suggests that the network strength alone is not able to explain either the formation of positive 

PSRs nor the dependence on PSRs. Based on the nonsignificant results for the first and second 

hypothesis, neither the number of connections nor the strength of the social relationships an 

individual has can explain the tendency to create or depend on PSRs.  

Therefore, this study joins a myriad of other parasocial research unable to provide an 

explanation to address the compensatory vs. complementary hypothesis debate. However, it does 

suggest that individuals who are approaching parasocial relationships using these two 

perspectives must examine the formation of these relationships in specific ways. Understanding 

the parasocial experience is not as simple as looking at the number of social connections an 

individual has, nor the strength of these relationships, instead there may be an interaction 

between the two. When examining relationships from both an interpersonal and social network 

point of view, research indicates that the type of relationships one has are important. Individuals 

are known to create and maintain a variety of relationships depending on their needs, including 

for reaching novel information (Granovetter, 1973), finding support from similar others (Small, 

2017; Wellman & Wortley, 1989, 1990), or for their health (Smith & Christakis, 2008). The 

current study was missing consideration of these elements. Because of this, there are both 

theoretical and methodological explanations that could help to account for the null results.    

From a theoretical standpoint, more clarification in the overarching hypotheses could be 

warranted. As they currently stand, it is rational that conflicting and null findings are often 

found, as researchers have continually interpreted these hypotheses in different ways. A core 

issue behind the two perspectives of PSRs is the lack of clear explanation and reasoning for why 
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these relationships exist. Both hypotheses are built under the assumption that people want to 

create relationships, but with little to no focus on why creating relationships is desirable. Are 

there certain benefits that are the most prevalent and/or important for the formation of and 

dependence on PSRs? Existing PSR research is lacking in explanatory descriptions for what may 

be gained from relationships formed with media figures. Although research has begun to 

examine the persuasive power of PSRs (Centeno, 2010; Colliander & Dahlen, 2011; Kistler & 

Lee, 2010; Lee et al., 2010), research has not yet expanded to encompass the benefits that 

individuals seek out from PSRs. In addition, there tends to be an assumption of similarity when 

examining participants. For instance, various studies have looked at loneliness as a predictor 

variable without theorizing why these individuals experience loneliness, and therefore PSRs. 

Because of this, the competing hypotheses may not be acknowledging the full PSR process. For 

instance, the compensatory hypothesis has examined PSR formation related to variables such as 

loneliness and shyness (Baek et al., 2013; Greenwood & Long, 2009; Schiappa et al., 2007; 

Wang et al., 2008), self-esteem (Derrick et al., 2008; Turner, 1993), relationship alternatives 

(Bond, 2018; Stever, 2017), attachment styles (Cohen, 2004; Cole & Leets, 1999), and the 

perceived cost of social relationships (Adam & Sizemore, 2013). No one way of interpreting a 

lack of social connections has been identified, nor why they occur. To account for this, it may be 

beneficial for the compensatory hypothesis to be approached in ways that address the social 

characteristics of the alters or a support-deficit compensation perspective. Just as individuals are 

made up of demographic and social characteristics (e.g., race/ethnicity, age, religion, education, 

etc.) so are the people they are connected to. If this relationship with media figures is truly a way 

to compensate for a lack of social connections, then the social connections that exist around the 

individual should be examined. However, focusing solely on loneliness compensation due to the 
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lack of strong relationships does not appear to be a reliable predictor of PSRs. It is likely that, as 

found in Bond (2018), individuals are lacking specific characteristics within their network that 

lead to a need for compensation. Social characteristics that are deeply held and/or stigmatized 

may be essential when looking at a need to create relationships. When these are missing in our 

social connections, there may be a need to compensate with other relationships, such as PSRs.  

Examining moderation effects of social characteristics of the individual and/or their alters may 

further help to understand the compensatory hypothesis. In addition, individual who have a small 

number of alters may not feel lonely, if these few relationships are strong ties.  

On the other hand, from a complementary perspective, the formation and dependence on 

PSRs should not be solely considered as a “rich get richer” perspective. This study did not find 

evidence that individuals who have the ability to form relationships in the social world form 

stronger relationships with PSRs. In this sense, it is important to distinguish the overall 

importance of motivation to form relationships and ability to do so. Are there specific 

characteristics that can help to explain why some people are more motivated and able to create 

relationships? Again, examining moderating relationships between additional network structure 

elements may be beneficial, as this may allow a better understanding of how one’s existing social 

connections influence the motivation to create new relationships. While degree and network 

strength were unable to explain PSR formation or dependence alone, there may be an interaction 

between the two. For instance, a person may be more motivated to create a PSR if they have a lot 

of relationships that are all weak ties. In addition, individuals who have a great deal of strong 

relationships may be more inherently able to find a connection with another person and/or media 

figure. A closer examination of the ways in which PSRs compare to social connections, in terms 
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of similarities and differences of characteristics, may provide a better understanding of the 

complementary nature of these relationships.  

In addition, there are potential methodological explanations for the null findings. First, as 

mentioned above, network strength and degree may not play an individual role within these 

hypotheses. Social network literature acknowledges that strong and weak ties have specific 

purposes within a network, and that maintaining a large number of relationships can be difficult 

(Dunbar, 1993; Sutcliffe et al., 2012). In order to account for the number of relationships one has 

may matter more for certain strengths of relationships, a moderating relationship could be run to 

test the interaction between degree and strength. In addition, the convoy method obtained the 

quantity of connections within each ring of network closeness. Rather than combining these 

totals into a composite network degree, it may have been more appropriate to examine how the 

number of individuals in each ring related to the formation of positive PSRs and PSR 

dependence. Another potential methodological answer to the null results could be in terms of the 

sample used. Participants were recruited from fandom subreddits; however, the survey did not 

take into account if the relationships identified were from in-person networks, virtual 

connections, and/or members of the same subreddit. Because these elements were not specified, 

it is difficult to know a great deal about the modality or context of relationships formed in social 

settings and how these affect PSRs. People who identified solely in-person network members 

may differ from those identifying alters within virtual communities. Therefore, although 

methodological limitations were kept to a minimum, as described later, some of these differences 

may have played a role in obtaining null results. Future studies could address both the theoretical 

and methodological explanations discussed above to determine if these played a role in the 

findings.  
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The Impact of Relationships 

 The remaining two hypotheses and the first two research questions addressed the 

importance of relationships and one’s social network when considering PSRs. The third 

hypothesis addressed the concept that people will form stronger PSRs and be more dependent on 

them, when these parasocial experiences are approved or shared by others in their social 

network. Therefore, higher PSR degree centrality was expected to lead to greater experience of 

the PSR variables. Building on Giles’s (2002) model of parasocial relationships, the co-viewing 

of media, as well as discussions following viewing, should result in the social network members 

influencing the PSR intensity. In addition, research has also indicated that validation of one’s 

PSR by members of a social network has a significant influence on the overall development and 

sharing this PSR with friends and family can be rewarding (Eyal & Dailey, 2012). However, 

when examining this with a network approach of identifying how many of the named alters also 

have ties to this media figure, the results were not significant for either positive PSRs or PSR 

dependence. This indicates that the individuals in the social network did not have influence on 

the PSR, when PSR degree centrality was measured in a binary process (i.e., the existence of a 

tie or lack thereof).  

However, a more nuanced approach to this relationship may be warranted in the future, 

examining the PSR-alter ties using their weighted values. Because Giles (2002), as well as Eyal 

and Dailey (2012), suggest that sharing a PSR with family and friends would cause greater PSR 

formation and dependence, it would appear prudent to examine not only the existence of a 

connection between alters and PSRs, but also take into account the strength of the relationship 

between the alters and the PSR, as well as that between the ego and each alter. The alters’ 

relationships with the PSR are more likely to be important to the ego’s PSR formation and 
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dependence when the alter is more important (i.e., a closer connection) to the ego. Those we 

have closer or stronger connections have a greater influence on our decisions (Marsden & 

Campbell, 1984; Perry et al., 2018). Therefore, examining this connection from a binary 

perspective may be removing some of the nuance within these relationships. In addition, there 

may have been some methodological difficulties in finding this relationship. Because participants 

were recruited from fandom subreddits, it is likely that these individuals engage with others in 

the fan community regarding their PSR, and due to this, they may be able to have this 

relationship validated by individuals outside of their network. Although individuals with stronger 

connections to a person (i.e., those in the ego-network) are likely to have a greater influence on 

our relationships and decisions, it may be that simply having others to discuss the PSR with may 

be enough to influence the parasocial experience. This would support the growth of positive 

PSRs and PSR dependence according to Giles (2002). However, it is likely that the participants 

in this study were identifying alters that were not from the online community, but instead from 

their social community. If this is the case, the survey methodology may have limited the ability 

to examine PSR degree centrality and the relationship with PSRs. To account for this, it may be 

helpful to include name interpreter questions asking if each alter is also a member of the 

subreddit, as well as a continuous scale regarding how often they discuss the PSR with others on 

the subreddit. These methodological choices may help account for the null results of this 

hypothesis.  

The final hypothesis proposed a negative relationship to exist between heterogeneity and 

the PSR variables. Network heterogeneity, or the diversity and distribution of alter characteristics 

across categories, allows for the examination of the relationships an individual forms. Rather 

than examining PSR formation as an isolated experience with a media figure, heterogeneity 
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allows for examination of how the identity of the individual’s connections affect this process. 

This is done by examining if the alters within the ego-network exhibit similar or different age, 

gender, political beliefs, and/or stigmatized status to one another. These identity characteristics 

were selected due to research on the importance of these topics for tie formation (Jackson, 2019; 

McPherson et al., 2001; Monge & Contractor, 2003), as well as their use in PSR research. 

Heterogeneity builds onto theories of homophily (Lazarsfeld & Merton, 1954) and the similarity-

attraction hypothesis (Byrne, 1971), in which individuals are drawn to form relationships with 

those who are similar to themselves. A negative relationship was expected between 

heterogeneity and PSRs because an individual who has a homogeneous network, but whose 

network’s attributes are inconsistent with the individual, may be more likely to seek out 

relationships elsewhere, such as through a PSR.  

In this study, heterogeneity was measured on the IQV scale, which ranged from 0 (alters 

all share the same category, i.e., homogeneity) to 1 (alters are evenly distributed across 

categories, i.e., heterogeneity). Therefore, individuals will have a more heterogeneous network 

the closer their score is to 1. When examining the formation of positive PSRs, gender 

heterogeneity was in the correct direction and close to significance (r = -0.07, p = 0.08), but 

overall, none of the measures of heterogeneity had a significant influence on the formation of 

positive PSRs. Therefore, whether people form positive PSRs is not directly related to the 

heterogeneity of age, gender, stigmatized status, or political ideology. Similar analysis was done 

in terms of PSR dependence, and again, there were no significant relationships. Therefore, 

heterogeneity did not directly affect the dependence on the media figure and the PSR. Based on 

the results of these analyses, when looking at the influence of one’s social connections on the 

formation of and dependence on PSRs, the similarity or differences between the alters in this 
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network does not directly affect this relationship. This suggest that individuals may form positive 

PSRs and depend on these relationships regardless of whether the ego-network has a unified 

group culture or social characteristic. Although identity may still play a role in this process, it is 

clear that the alters’ demographic characteristics alone do not explain this development. As a 

way to verify whether a unified group culture is important to the formation of positive PSRs and 

PSR dependence, it may be beneficial to incorporate a measure of network closure as well. 

Network closure would examine the distinct groups that exist within an ego network, where the 

ego may be connected to multiple groups who are not connected to one another, thus producing 

structural holes (Burt, 1995; Wasserman & Faust, 1994). This would add diversity in terms of the 

types of connections the ego has, as well as the differing perspectives they may have access to 

(Burt, 2004).  

The first research question asked about the role density played in the formation of 

positive PSRs and an individual’s dependence on them. In social network analysis, density is the 

measure of the number of ties that are present in the network versus the number possible, which 

provides an overall proportion of connections within the network (Perry et al., 2018; Wasserman 

& Faust, 1994). When individuals belong to a network with high density, they are more likely to 

have a cohesive group culture with shared rituals, which may become, in a sense, like a family 

(Crossley et al., 2015). PSRs may be influenced by the density of the network in two ways: 

individuals may form stronger and more important bonds with a media figure when the desired 

characteristic does not exist within the shared group structure, or they may form a stronger PSR 

bond if the characteristics of the media figure are enforced or supported by the network. 

Therefore, either approval or disapproval of an identity characteristic by the group collective 

may influence the creation of PSRs and one’s dependence on them. Within ego-network 
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research, density is measured after removing the ego, describing the proportion of alters who are 

connected to one another (Borgatti et al., 2013).  

When applied to the formation of positive PSRs, density was not found to contribute in a 

significant manner. This means that the density of the network, and therefore the potential 

collective culture of the network, did not directly relate to forming positive PSRs. When 

examining the relationship between density and the dependence on PSRs, there were no main 

effects. However, a moderation model suggested a tentative overall negative relationship 

between density and PSR dependence when accounting for different levels of age heterogeneity. 

Therefore, networks with more ties between alters resulted in less PSR dependence for certain 

levels of age heterogeneity. When examined at various levels of age heterogeneity, results 

suggest that there is a positive relationship between age heterogeneity and PSR dependence 

when density is low, and a negative relationship when this is high. More research on the 

importance of density and age heterogeneity on PSR dependence could prove rewarding, as this 

study suggests that identity characteristics of one’s alters and their connection to one another 

could be an important consideration when examining PSR dependence. Individuals appear to 

depend on media figures more when their social ties are spread equally across age groups and are 

less connected to one another or when their ties are more similar in age to one another and more 

connected. Based on these results, more diverse and less connected networks in terms of age are 

related to more dependence. However, homogeneous connected networks result in more PSR 

dependence as well, suggesting that a unified culture within the network may results in the 

individual forming a PSR with a media figure who fits a competing characteristic desired by the 

ego (Monge & Contractor, 2003) or forming a PSR with a media figure that confirms their 
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identity (Turner et al., 1987). It would be important to examine this in more detail to determine 

the similarity between the ego and the PSR to determine which of these relationships exists.  

For the second research question, ego-alter similarity and its relationship with PSRs was 

examined. When examining relationships, it is common for individuals to interact with and form 

connections to others who are similar to them on factors such as age, race, gender, and education 

(Marsden, 1987). These ego-alter connections occur for a variety of reasons, including 

preference towards those who are similar to oneself, the potential connections available within a 

context, and/or becoming more similar to one another through repeated interactions (Perry et al., 

2018). However, existing PSR and social network research were unable to suggest the direction 

of the relationship that exists. Ego-alter similarity was again tested with recognition of the age, 

gender, political beliefs, and/or stigmatized status of the ego and alters. This was tested both as a 

main effect and as a moderating variable resulting in tentative results. When measured using the 

E-I Index, ego-alter similarity ranges from -1 (homophily, i.e., ego shares the characteristic with 

all alters), 0 (equal number in the same and different categories), and 1 (heterophily; all alters are 

of a different type than the ego). Therefore, a negative value in this index is characteristic of 

more similarity. 

 When examining ego-alter similarity and the relationship with positive PSRs, no 

characteristic was responsible for a main effect. This means that homophily in terms of age, 

gender, stigmatized status, nor political ideology were directly related to the formation of 

positive PSRs. However, there were tentative interaction effects when examining gender and 

stigmatized status ego-alter similarity. When looking at gender ego-alter similarity, this variable 

acts as a moderator for both network strength and the number of named alters on positive PSRs. 

When examining network strength, the overall model was negative, indicating that more 
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homophily was related to the positive PSRs at certain levels of gender ego-alter similarity. In 

general, the tentative results suggest that there is a negative relationship between political 

heterogeneity and the formation of positive PSRs when there is more gender homophily, but a 

positive relationship when there is less gender ego-alter similarity. When examining the number 

of named alters, results indicated that low scores on gender ego-alter similarity (i.e., homophily) 

moderated a positive relationship between the number of named alters and the formation of 

positive PSRs (b = 0.04, p = 0.03). Therefore, the number of alters one has leads to the formation 

of positive PSRs when individuals have more relationships with the same gender. 

 The second portion of ego-alter similarity examined its direct and moderating 

relationship with PSR dependence. Stigmatized status ego-alter similarity was the only 

characteristic that resulted in tentative main effects. Based on the negative values within the 

models (and the scores of the E-I Index), more homophily of stigmatized status leads to more 

PSR dependence. In addition, both age and gender ego-alter similarity had tentative moderating 

effects on PSR dependence. When looking at age ego-alter similarity, individuals who had low 

scores on the age E-I Index (i.e., greater tendency towards homophily) had a positive relationship 

between density and PSR dependence (b = 0.51, p = 0.04). Therefore, increased density was 

related to PSR dependence when looking at age homophily. The second moderating effects were 

in gender ego-alter similarity. Both the relationship between the number of named alters and 

PSR dependence, as well as the relationship between political heterogeneity and PSR 

dependence had overall negative models when moderated by gender ego-alter similarity. 

However, when examining these interactions in more detail, it was unclear where significant 

interactions took place. Overall, it appears that age and gender ego-alter similarity have a 

moderating effect on PSR dependence. A more detailed analysis in the future may provide 
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insight into how the levels of ego-alter similarity act as moderators in these relationships. 

However, these results suggest that degree to which individuals are similar to or different from 

their social connections may play an interacting role in how individuals form and depend on 

positive PSRs. This offers support to Horton and Wohl’s (1956) proposal that PSRs should be 

considered and examined in relation to the existing social connections that one has. However, it 

would be important to examine the demographics of the media figure as well to fully understand 

how ego-PSR similarity relates to ego-alter similarity.  

The Importance of Identity 

 The final research question addressed identity salience as a main or moderating 

relationship with PSRs. The communication theory of identity states that individuals hold 

multiple, layered identities which may be enacted, supported, or shared with others at differing 

levels (Hecht, 2015). Because individuals have multiple identities, they often need to make a 

conscious decision on which identities to present to others. They may present certain identities 

due to the expectations and sociopolitical expectations of the society in which they belong 

(Goffman, 1963; Jones, 2018). If the identity is particularly important to the individual, but they 

are unable to present it due to the expectations of the society, the individual is more likely to 

seek out situations which may allow them to share this identity with others (Stryker & Serpe, 

1982). When approaching identity salience, specific identities which are more important have a 

greater probability of being presented and/or sought out in social settings (Stryker, 1968). When 

this is not possible, they may seek out PSRs that fit this requirement.  

 To examine identity salience in the relationships with media figures, the importance of 

identities related to age group, gender, stigmatized status, and political ideology were examined. 

These were considered in terms of main or interaction effects with heterogeneity or ego-alter 
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similarity regarding the same characteristic. When examining positive PSRs, there were main 

direct effects for age and stigmatized status, with tentative effects for gender. In each of these 

tests, a positive relationship was indicated. Therefore, age, gender, and stigmatized status 

identity salience were individually related to positive PSRs, in that the more important the 

identity was to the individual the stronger the positive PSR. The only moderating relationship 

found for positive PSRs was a tentative one with political ideology identity salience and political 

ego-alter similarity. In this relationship, individuals who have more heterophily in political 

ideology connection (i.e., connected with others who are not of the same political ideology as the 

ego) will have stronger positive PSRs, especially when identity salience is low. Because the main 

effect on political ideology identity salience is not significant, and this moderating effect 

suggests that individuals who are not associated with similar others and who have a low identity 

salience, political ideology does not appear to be a meaningful factor in creating positive PSRs.  

 Identity salience was also tested in a relationship with PSR dependence. This was tested 

again using age group, gender, stigmatized status, and political ideology. No moderating 

relationships were found; however, there was a significant positive relationship for both age and 

stigmatized status salience. This indicates that individuals who identify their age group or 

stigmatized status as important to their overall identity would be more likely to depend on the 

PSR. Based on these results, age and stigmatized status are important elements of identity for 

both forming positive PSRs and PSR dependence, while gender identity salience is only related 

to the formation of positive PSRs. These results suggest that more research needs to be done 

including the importance of one’s identity when examining PSRs, as this may be an important 

factor in determining the creation and maintenance of these relationships. Overall, individual 
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differences of identity were revealed as the most significant predictors of both positive PSR 

formation and PSR dependence.  

Implications 

 This study approached the understanding of PSRs using elements of social network 

analysis and identity salience. The intention was to understand PSRs, and the elements related to 

the formation of and/or dependence on these types of relationships. The findings of this study 

provide overarching conclusions regarding the relationships people form with media figures. 

These conclusions indicate the importance of examining PSRs in terms of social relationships 

and identity.  

A key contribution of the findings from this study supports the idea that PSRs do not 

exist in a vacuum, and that an examination of relationships matter. Social network analysis 

indicated that there are tentative and significant interactions within the relationship between an 

individual’s social connections and their PSRs. This study aimed to build on Horton and Wohl’s 

(1956) original theory that “The relationship of the devotee to the persona is, we suggest, 

experienced as of the same order as, and related to, the network of actual social relations” (p. 

228). Again, while Giles (2002), Bond (2018), and Eyal and Dailey (2012), established 

theoretical and research evidence that one’s relationships matter, this conclusion was supported 

by the current study. Although network structure, in isolation, was not related to PSRs in this 

study, both the formation of positive PSRs and PSR dependence were tentatively related to 

elements of network structure when accounting for other elements. Network structure plays a 

moderating and interacting role in the parasocial experience. For instance, the number of named 

alters an individual identified as being someone they could discuss important matters with was 

related to both the formation of positive PSRs and PSR dependence, for those with specific 
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gender homophily. Although these results proved tentative when accounting for the Bonferroni 

correction, they suggest that specific groups may be more likely to form and depend on PSRs, 

and that in certain cases the social network structure may account for these differences. While 

network structure may not be able to fully account for the formation of PSRs or the dependence 

on them, this study indicates that network structure may be an important element for certain 

groups of people and/or when particular needs (e.g., social support, information, education, 

belonging) are present. A more in-depth study would help to account for these tentative results 

and would also be able to incorporate more measures of social network structure. Existing PSR 

research has focused on the characteristics of the individual or media figure as the primary 

variables when related to PSRs. The use of social networks expanded this beyond a dyadic 

relationship and examined the overall influence of one’s larger social connections in this 

relationship. Results support a tentative relationship between the larger social connections and 

the formation of positive PSRs and PSR dependence. Future research may benefit from relating 

these social connections to additional characteristics of the individual (i.e., ego), as well as 

comparing the media figure characteristics to those of the ego and alters. Overall, these results 

suggest an area of continued parasocial research.  

Another important contribution of this study to the field of parasocial research was the 

use of a specialized population through purposive sampling, which offered a different 

understanding of PSRs. A great deal of existing research in the parasocial field utilize 

convenience samples within the communication field, resulting in studies consisting of 

predominantly young, female subjects who attend a college/university (Liebers & Schramm, 

2019). This study sampled specifically from individuals who subscribed to fan communities (i.e., 

media fandoms). Media fandoms are groups of individuals who maintain a “positive, personal, 
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relatively deep, emotional connection with a mediated element of popular culture” (Duffet, 2013, 

p. 2). In addition, according to Giles (2002), individuals who take part in conversations about the 

media figure are more likely to have stronger PSRs. Therefore, it was expected that these self-

described fans be more likely to form and experience dependence on a PSR. The results from 

this study suggest that fans do experience PSRs more intensely than a convenience sample.  

First, the formation of positive PSRs was measured using the 13-item Positive PSR scale 

from Hartmann et al. (2008). Although there has been inconsistent use of PSR scales, meaning 

that there is a lack of unified measurement across this discipline, a large portion of the studies 

use the PSI-Scale (Rubin et al., 1985; Rubin & Perse, 1987). This scale shares a considerable 

number of questions as the scale used in this study. When accounting for differences in scale, it 

appears that fans in this study (M = 4.88, SD = 0.93, 69.7% on a 7-point scale) may experience 

the formation of positive PSRs at a higher level than in previous studies (e.g., M = 2.97, 59.4% 

on 5-point scale, Cohen, 2004; M = 3.03, 60.6% on a 5-point scale, Eyal & Cohen, 2006; M = 

2.70, 54 % on 5-point scale, Rubin et al., 1985). However, additional data would need to be 

collected to determine if this pattern is consistent across all studies.   

 When examining PSR dependence, an adapted version of the 13-item Parasocial Breakup 

Scale (Cohen, 2003) was used to measure the overall reliance on and fear of losing the PSR. 

When compared to studies utilizing the original version of the Parasocial Breakup Scale (e.g., M 

= 1.88, 37.6% on a 5-point scale, Cohen, 2004; M = 2.16, 43.2% on a 5-point scale, Eyal & 

Cohen, 2006), the scores in this study appear to be higher (M = 4.11, SD = 1.08, 58.7% on a 7-

point scale). If this relationship proves to be true in continued research, it may prove to be 

critical to use fan populations when examining a relationship with a media figure. Although 

higher scores on positive PSRs and PSR dependence do not inherently indicate that fan 
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populations are better for testing PSR measures, they do suggest various strength of this 

population. First, higher average scores on each of these measures, along with reasonable 

standard deviations, indicates that there is less likelihood of participants included who do not 

experience PSRs.  The lack of this indicates the second strength of using fan populations, which 

is that purposive sampling methods appear to be appropriate in PSR research. Similar to 

selecting individuals who smoke cigarettes for a study on smoking behaviors, or using parents 

for a study on child-rearing strategies, it makes sense to purposively collect data from an 

appropriate sample. Therefore, the distribution and variability of the scores, as well as the 

purposive sampling method indicate that fan populations are an appropriate population to sample 

from when looking at PSRs.  

Another vital contribution to parasocial research is the finding that certain populations 

may be more likely form and depend on PSRs. This discovery of additional individual 

characteristics differing from past research could suggest an extended area of investigation. For 

instance, when examining demographic differences in PSRs, it was found that there is a negative 

relationship between age and PSR dependence. This means that adults have a stronger 

dependence on PSRs the younger they are. This is interesting, as research on age and formation 

of PSRs suggest that older individuals are going to form stronger relationships with media 

figures, due to fewer social interactions and more television viewing (Eggermont & Vandebosch, 

2001; Gleich, 1997; Levy, 1979; Nordlund, 1978). Because positive PSRs and PSR dependence 

are highly correlated, and many of these study factors appear to relate to dependence, it would be 

likely to find a similar positive relationship with PSR dependence. This study included a large 

age range (i.e., 18-75), with a mean of 29.2 indicating that older adults should be present in this 

sample. These findings imply that PSR dependence is stronger in younger individuals than in 
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older adults. There are a variety of reasons that this relationship could occur, although 

developmental factors are likely a major contributing factor. First, individuals at a later stage of 

the life course are more likely to have experienced a greater number of relationships over their 

lifespan. Within these relationship experiences, older generations have had more years of time to 

encounter different types of relationship, as well as relationship loss and grief (Harwood, 2007; 

Matthews, 1996). As individuals age, they are more likely to have experienced relationship 

dissolution of both social relationships and PSRs, which increases feelings of loneliness 

(Grainger, 2004; Grimby, 1993). They are also more likely to focus on their relationships that are 

strong and beneficial and limit the number of weak ties (Carstensen, 1992). Through these 

events, older adults may have formed a system of restricting the strength of the relationships and 

dependence they form with media figures, so as not to experience a heightened level of grief. 

Therefore, individuals at a later life stage may have different ways of approaching relationships 

in general.  

 PSR dependence was also found to be higher in individuals who identify as a member of 

a stigmatized group than those who do not identify as holding a stigmatized status. This builds 

on the findings of Bond (2018), as people who hold a stigmatized status may have a greater need 

of creating relationships with media figures. This study provides evidence that individuals who 

belong to a stigmatized group may gain specific benefits from a PSR that are not as relevant to 

those who do not belong to a stigmatized group. This is supported not only by Bond’s (2018) 

findings that individuals seek out others in the same stigmatized group, including media figures, 

but also in relation to the parasocial contact hypothesis, which states that exposure to a media 

figure may reduce prejudice against a stigmatized group (Schiappa et al., 2005). Although the 

parasocial contact hypothesis is traditionally applied to the reduction of prejudice for an outsider, 
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it may be prudent to examine if it also increases acceptance of one’s own stigmatized status. In 

the area of media research, the provision of social support and positive effects of media has been 

found in past research, if only at a broader level. Both social cognitive theory and entertainment 

education theory provide an explanation of informational support, in that the viewer is influenced 

to enact a specific behavior based on the actions of media figures and their outcomes (Eyal & 

Kunkel, 2008; Singhal & Rogers, 1999; Moyer-Gusé, 2008). For instance, individuals who 

experience a PSR are less likely to be resistant to prosocial messages or behaviors enacted by the 

media figure, thereby being more influenced by this behavior. This may be especially important 

for individuals in a stigmatized population, as those without others of the same status in a social 

situation may depend on this media figure/representation for learning about that identity. In 

addition, there is a growing area of research indicating the importance of fandoms and PSRs in 

mental health situations (Bean et al., 2020; Kresovich, 2020; Rubin, 2019). The association 

between media and emotional support has also been linked within mood management theory, 

which stated that individuals seek out media that they expect to either improve or maintain one’s 

mood (Knobloch-Westerwick, 2006). The fact that media and psychology research is 

recognizing the positive potential of media figures, an increased focus on this may prove 

rewarding. Examining and recruiting individuals from distinct stigmatized groups may increase 

the overall understanding of stigmatized groups and what they gain from the parasocial 

experience. Overall, specialized populations may provide a beneficial area of furthering PSR 

research and the potential advantages of these relationships.  

 Perhaps the most important implication of this study is the fact that, despite the tentative 

and significant findings mentioned above, network structure was generally not associated with 

the formation of positive PSRs or the dependence on PSRs. While the social connections one 
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forms with others may influence how individuals engage with media figures, the structural 

elements of the network addressed within this study (e.g., size, strength) do not appear to be 

substantial determinants of these relationships alone. When examining these findings, it is 

important to keep in mind that additional social network measures may be beneficial in the 

overall understanding of these relationships. These measures could include alternative ways of 

addressing network degree and strength, as well incorporating other network measures, such as 

structural holes. Incorporating additional network measures, as well as comparing characteristics 

of the sample population, may help to account for the null findings of this study within future 

research. These results, along with the discovered importance of identity salience, suggests that a 

closer look at the identity of media figures and network members may be a more promising path 

of consideration. In addition, examining more details of the ego/participant’s identity than basic 

demographic information may be key to this research perspective. Finally, the network of social 

connections may not play as large of a determining role in PSRs as others have suggested; 

however, additional network measures should be tested in order to verify results. Further 

research could provide more concrete conclusions to this hypothesis.  

Limitations 

Although significant results were found within this study, there were also limitations that 

likely influenced the success of the data collection and analysis. Because the quality of the data 

is only as good as the data collection method, there were elements of the survey and analysis that 

could be improved. First, it is possible that the length of the online survey may have led to 

participant attrition, as approximately 65.5% of participants dropped out of the study. This 

attrition rate is similar to that found in Shatz (2017) when recruiting from Reddit, and it falls in 

line with the overall Reddit browsing patterns (Moth, 2014; Russel, 2015). Although the various 
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sections of this survey allowed for data collection on various elements of network and 

interpersonal elements, there is a correlation between the length of the survey and likelihood to 

drop out of the study due to participant fatigue (Lavrakas, 2008). An especially important 

element of this to consider is the collection of ego-network data. When individuals have more 

alters, they will have more alter characteristic items to answer. For instance, in this study, there 

were eight name interpreter questions identifying characteristics of the alter. Depending on the 

number of named alters, participants were asked between 8 (i.e., one alter) to 80 (i.e., ten alters) 

name interpreter questions. Therefore, it is a risk in social network research to have many 

questions (Perry et al., 2018). Effort was made to reduce the length of the survey to items 

important for this study; however, participant fatigue still occurred.  

 Another limitation to the measurement of network items was the way in which network 

degree was measured. A common method for identifying network degree is using an alter 

identification question. The one used in this study is a version of the General Social Survey 

question, “From time to time, most people discuss important personal matters with other people. 

Looking back over the last six months, who are the people with whom you discussed an 

important personal matter?” (Burt, 1984; Marsden, 1987). One limitation of this method that has 

been identified in the past is the tendency for this question to either artificially limit or extend the 

network size and the overall operational boundaries of one’s network (Bidart & Charbonneau, 

2011; Marsden, 1987; Perry et al., 2018). For some individuals, they may feel the need to 

identify more individuals than they would typically include in their network. Others, who have a 

large social network, may be limited by the maximum of 10 alters, and therefore may not provide 

information regarding important network members (i.e., the partial system fallacy; Laumann et 

al., 1989). In order to account for this artificial influence, individuals were directed to identity up 
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to 10 individuals, which was used in an attempt to not artificially inflate network size. However, 

as a more comprehensive form of identifying network size, the convoy method from Kahn and 

Antonucci (1980) was used. This allowed for the examination of three separate levels of alter 

closeness. However, two limitations occurred with this, primarily with the highly skewed nature 

of network degree, in which some cases had extreme upper outliers. To account for this, the 

logarithmic version of degree was used for the final analysis. In addition, the total network size 

was used; however, it may be beneficial to examine each of the convoy rings separately for 

influences on PSRs.  

Directions for Future Research 

Based on what was learned from this study, there are various areas in which networked 

parasocial relationship research can be extended. A primary finding, and therefore area of 

extension, is through examining specialized populations. When examining demographic data, 

age and stigmatized status were determined to be significant predictors of PSR dependence. In 

addition, identity salience for age, gender, and stigmatized status were related to positive PSR 

formation, while age and stigmatized status were related to PSR dependence. These results 

indicate that identity and identity salience play a significant, positive role within the parasocial 

experience. Due to this, future research examining parasocial relationships should consider 

specialized populations.   

A second direction for future research is examining ego-media figure similarity. Within 

this study, demographics of the ego and alters were examined, as well as the similarity to one 

another. Because identity salience was an important variable in understanding positive PSR 

formation and PSR dependence, it would be important to examine more about the media figures 

identified. In Bond (2018), individuals who were LGB youth formed strong PSRs with media 
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figures who also held a LGB identity. In addition, if the individual identifies with the media 

figure (Tian & Hoffner, 2010) and/or perceives themselves as being similar to the media figure 

(Turner, 1993), they are more likely to form a positive PSR. In order to test this in a more 

concrete manner, as well as being able to compare the media figure to the rest of the alters in the 

ego-network, it would be important to examine the characteristics of the media figure. This could 

be done through a coding process in which the same demographic variables that were asked of 

the ego are applied to the media figure. Utilizing databases and websites such as IMDb, the 

Fandom wiki, or other media information sites to gather this data in a reliable manner, could 

provide additional insight into the ego-media figure relationship, as well as how this relates to 

the network. Elements such as age, gender, stigmatized status, race, and fictional vs. real media 

figure would be instrumental within the coding process.  

 A third area for future research is extending the social network elements that are 

examined in relation to positive PSRs and PSR dependence. One key area of expansion would be 

extending the structural aspects more in terms of social networks. As mentioned above, moving 

from binary ties to weighted ties may provide additional insight into the overall relationships and 

structural understanding of the network. It is possible that PSR centrality would matter more 

toward positive PSR formation and PSR dependence if the strength of the alter ties to the media 

figure were examined. However, it is important to keep in mind that centrality measures become 

more difficult to reliably calculate as node or edge weights become relevant (Barrat et al., 2004; 

Brandes, 2001; Newman, 2001; Opsahl et al., 2010). In addition to expanding from binary to 

weighted ties, it is also possible to look at other network analysis measures, such as structural 

holes. Structural holes are indicated in a network by a gap in ties which may expose people to 

different amounts or types of information (Burt, 1995). Individuals who find themselves 
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connected to multiple distinct groups would need to act as a mediator or bridge between them if 

information were to spread throughout the network, and they have the ability to gain novel 

information from each group (Burt, 2004). Although elements of networks such as heterogeneity 

can tell us the types of group characteristics that exist within an ego-network, structural holes 

would be able to indicate how many distinct groups exist, which are connected by the ego. 

Examining alternative social network methods may provide more insight regarding relation of 

these connections to PSRs.  

 Finally, there is room for studies examining a more qualitative reasoning of PSR 

formation and dependence. Individuals are actively joining fandom subreddits and forums to 

discuss media franchises, characters, and figures with one another. Within these posts, 

individuals are discussing reasons they like/dislike characters, as well as how they respond to 

negative events that occur. These exchanges illustrate both forming relationships with media 

figures, as well as the emotional experiences that viewers encounter from these connections. 

Because individuals write this information online with no influence from a researcher, there are 

opportunities for researchers to scrape existing fandom content and use this to understand why 

people form PSRs and how they experience PSR dependence and grief at the loss of the 

relationship. Researchers may also explore these elements in a more structured interview process 

and then work with a group to develop a codebook and coding procedures for these elements.  

Conclusion 

 This study examined the formation of positive PSRs and PSR dependence using social 

network analysis. This analysis method was proposed to be a key element to settle the debate 

between the competing interpersonal theories regarding parasocial relationships and extend the 

knowledge of why these relationships exist. The nonsignificant results that were found within 
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this study were surprising considering the deep theoretical background from both parasocial and 

social network research that were the basis for the hypotheses and research questions. However, 

as discussed, there were multiple significant results concerning the social network, including 

based on the identity and identity salience of the ego and alters. Further research could extend 

this knowledge and provide an understanding of how relationships in the social world influence 

the formation of positive PSRs and PSR dependence.  
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Appendix A 

Reddit Moderator Requests 

Hello,  

 

I am a PhD candidate at the University of Arizona, and I am conducting a research study about 

television media figures (characters, actors, celebrities, athletes, etc.) and the people who engage 

with them. The goal is to understand more about these relationships, reaching out to fan 

communities like yours specifically.  

I am contacting you because [insert Television program]’s community and fanbase is one I 

would like to include in my sample recruitment.  

[subreddit name] is the top sub-reddit for [insert Television program], and therefore is a way for 

me to reach out to dedicated fans directly.  

After reviewing your community guidelines, I would like to ask for your assistance in promoting 

my study. After receiving approval for this research from the Institutional Review Board, which 

ensures ethical guidelines are being followed, I will be recruiting participants for one-week spans 

on select subreddits.  

Please let me know if you would be willing to assist me with one or both of the following: 

• Promote the Recruitment Notice as a “Stickied post” on the sub-reddit for a time period 

of one calendar week. 

• Post the Recruitment Notice from a Moderator account (if that would be preferred over 

my personal account).  

As a thank you for your assistance, I would be happy to send you a summary of my research 

findings to share with the [sub-reddit name] community once my research is concluded.  
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Appendix B 

Reddit Recruitment Notice 

 

TITLE: Recruiting for Research Study on Fans and TV Media Figures 

 

I am conducting a research study about television media figures and the people who engage with 

them. The goal is to understand more about this relationship.  

The study will take approximately 20 minutes to complete, depending on your engagement with 

the questions. The online questionnaire includes questions about you, your relationships, and 

your favorite television media figure.    

Participants must be at least 18 years of age, be comfortable reading and understanding English, 

and be a viewer of television programs. For any questions, please contact Bethany Lutovsky at 

bethanylutovsky@email.arizona.edu, with the subject: MEDIA FIGURE STUDY. 

If you would like to participate, please click the link below. If you know someone else who may 

be interested in participating, please share the link with them. 

Survey link: https://uarizona.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_0dfBOEpVrseHBl3 

I appreciate your time and participation in this study. Your opinions and experiences are 

valuable. 

  

mailto:bethanylutovsky@email.arizona.edu
https://uarizona.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_0dfBOEpVrseHBl3
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Appendix C 

Informed Consent 

Study Title: Networked parasocial relationships 

Principle Investigator: Bethany Lutovsky, PhD Candidate 

 

You are being asked to participate in a research study. Your participation in this research 

study is voluntary and you do not have to participate. This form contains important information 

about this study and what to expect if you decide to participate.  Please consider the information 

carefully. Feel free to ask questions before making your decision whether or not to participate. 

 

Why is this study being done? You are being invited to participate in a research project about 

television media figures and the people who engage with them. The goal is to understand more 

about this relationship.  

 

What will happen if I take part in this study? You will be asked to complete a questionnaire 

about your relationships and experiences with your favorite television media figure.  

Are there any special requirements for my participation? You must be 18 years of age or 

older, be comfortable reading and understanding English, and be a viewer of television 

programs.  

 

How long will the study take? The study will take no more than 20 minutes to complete. 

 

How many people will take part in this study? Approximately 650 individuals will take part in 

this study, and the results will be aggregated.  

 

Can I stop being in the study? Your participation is voluntary, and you may stop participating 

at any time.  

What risks or benefits can I expect from being in the study? You will be asked to respond to 

questions related to yourself and your relationships. The risks associated with this study are not 

greater than you would experience in everyday life. You will not benefit directly from 

participating in this study. 

Will I be paid for participating in the study or experience any costs?  There is no 

compensation for participation within this study. All participation is voluntary, and you may stop 

participating at any time. 

Will my study-related information be kept confidential? The information that you give in the 

study will be anonymous.  Your name will not be collected or linked to your answers.   
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Who can answer my questions about the study?  For questions, concerns, or complaints about 

the study you may contact me (Bethany Lutovsky, PhD Candidate) via email 

(bethanylutovsky@email.arizona.edu). 

For questions about your rights as a participant in this study or to discuss other study-related 

concerns or complaints with someone who is not part of the research team, you may contact the 

Human Subjects Protection Program Director at 520-626-8630 or online at 

http://rgw.arizona.edu/compliance/human-subjects-protection-program. 

Signing the consent form 

I have read (or someone has read to me) this form, and I am aware that I am being asked to 

participate in a research study.  I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have had them 

answered to my satisfaction.  I voluntarily agree to participate in this study.  

I am not giving up any legal rights by signing this form.  

If you are still interested in participating after reading the disclaimer document above, please 

click the “Next Page” button below. By clicking on the button, you agree that you have read and 

understand the terms of the study; this acts as a virtual signature.  
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Appendix D 

Measure of Positive PSRs 

The 13-item Positive PSR scale (Hartmann et al., 2008) was adapted from the initial Formula 1 

driver to a more general, favorite media figure. 

1. I think [my favorite media character] is like an old friend. 

2. [My favorite media figure] makes me feel comfortable, as when I am with friends. 

3. I think about [my favorite media figure] even when they are not on TV. 

4. I miss [my favorite media character] if I do not see him on TV for a long time. 

5. I feel that I know [my favorite media figure] very well.  

6. I try to imagine what [my favorite media figure] thinks about a situation.  

7. The TV program shows me what [my favorite media figure] is like. 

8. I see [my favorite media figure] to be likeable. 

9. I mostly agree with the actions of [my favorite media figure]. 

10. If there were a story about [my favorite media figure] in a newspaper or on TV, I would 

read or watch it. 

11. I would like to meet [my favorite media figure] in person. 

12. I admire [my favorite media figure] for their achievements. 

13. I look forward to watching [my favorite soap opera character] on another episode. 

 [My favorite media figure] seems to understand the kinds of things I want to know. 
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Appendix E 

Measure of Parasocial Dependence 

Parasocial importance is measured using the 13-item Parasocial Breakup Scale (Cohen, 2003), 

adapting favorite television personality to favorite media figure.  

 

Instructions: It is common for our favorite media figures to be “taken away” from us, through an 

unexpected end, such as through cancelation or a media figure leaving the program. Indicate 

your agreement or disagreement to the following statements based on your selected media figure 

being “taken away.” 

1. If [my favorite media figure] would be taken away from me, I would feel lonely. 

2. If [my favorite media figure] would be taken away from me, I would watch another 

program with the same personality. 

3. If [my favorite media figure] would be taken away from me, I would become less excited 

about watching TV. 

4. If [my favorite media figure] would be taken away from me, I would watch reruns or 

stream episodes of the show in which the personality appears. 

5. If [my favorite media figure] would be taken away from me, I would feel like I lost a 

close friend. 

6. If [my favorite media figure] would be taken away from me, I would feel sad. 

7. If [my favorite media figure] would be taken away from me, I would try to change the 

situation (e.g., sign a petition or join a Twitter movement). 

8. If [my favorite media figure] would be taken away from me, I would miss my favorite 

personality.  
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9. If [my favorite media figure] would be taken away from me, I would find a different 

personality to like. 

10. If [my favorite media figure] would be taken away from me, I would look for information 

about my favorite personality in other places (e.g., newspapers, Internet, etc.). 

11. If [my favorite media figure] would be taken away from me, I would feel disappointed. 

12. If [my favorite media figure] would be taken away from me, I would try to meet my 

favorite personality some other way (e.g., face to face, in movies, shows, etc.). 

13. If [my favorite media figure] would be taken away from me, I would feel angry. 
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Appendix F 

Measure of Identity Salience 

 Identity salience is measured using eight items adapted from the Aspects of Identity 

Questionnaire (AIQ-IV).  

 

Instructions: The following items describe different aspects of identity. Read each item and 

indicate how it applies to your sense of who you are. 

1. My race or ethnic background. 

2. My age, belonging to my age group, or being part of my generation.  

3. My gender, being male, female, or nonbinary.  

4. My commitments on political issues or my political activities. 

5. My work/academic ability and performance.  

6. My sexual orientation.  

7. My stigmatized status.  

8. My feeling of belonging to my community.  
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Appendix G 

Network Measures 

The method used for the network size and network stimulus was adapted from Kahn and 

Antonucci (1980) and utilized the convoy method of identifying alters. This method is vague 

enough that it does not unduly influence participants to only include their closest relationships. 

However, placement within each of the three circles allowed for the number of individuals that 

exist in each level of closeness to be measured on a three-level scale. Using the diagram below 

for reference, participants were asked to answer the following questions. 

 

In the questions below, consider the people whom you have talked and/or interacted with in the 

last six months. Use the graphic on the right as 

a reference; imagine yourself at the center. 

1. The closest circle to you (1), contains 

individuals to whom you feel so close 

that it is hard to imagine life without 

them.  

Approximately how many people 

would you include in this circle? 

2. The second circle away from you (2), 

contains people to whom you may not 

feel quite as close but who are still important to you. 

Approximately how many people would you include in this circle? 

3 

 

 

 

 

2 
 

 

 

 

 

1 

 
   

  

You 
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3. The furthest circle (3), contains people whom you haven’t already mention but who are 

close enough and important enough in your life that they should be placed in your 

personal network. 

Approximately how many people would you include in this circle? 

 

Following the network size generator and network stimulus questions, individuals were asked to 

identify members of their network with whom they discussed important matters. The question 

was introduced as seen below: 

 

From time to time, most people discuss important personal matters with other people. Looking 

back over the last six months, who are the people with whom you discussed an important 

personal matter? 

 

Please identify the first name or initial of up to 10 of these individuals in the boxes below. (Make 

sure that you can remember these for future questions). 

• Person 1 __________ 

• Person 2 __________ 

• Person 3 __________ 

• Person 4 __________ 

• Person 5 __________ 

• Person 6 __________ 

• Person 7 __________ 

• Person 8 __________ 
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• Person 9 __________ 

• Person 10 _________ 

 

The name interpreter questions will allow for the respondent to identify characteristics of the 

selected alters. For the sake of the participant, questions will be asked within various matrices, in 

which the questions about the alter are at the top, and the names of the alters are in the rows on 

the left-hand side. This allows for the length of the survey to appear shorter. Questions included 

in the tables are as follows. Items that ask for a numeric response, or for the individual to fill a 

blank, will be addressed outside of the tables.  

1. To the best of your knowledge, what is each person’s gender?? 

2. What is each person’s approximate age? 

3. How close are you to each person? (1 = not close at all, 2 = a little close, 3 = quite close, 

4 = very close) 

4. How often do you see or talk to each person? (1 = less than once a month, 2 = at least 

once a month, 3 = at least once a week, 4 = almost every day) 

5. Although you may know people in more than one way, which of the following best 

describes [alter]’s relationship to you?  (Select most appropriate) 

6. How comfortable would you feel sharing potentially stigmatizing information about 

yourself with [alter]? (1 = not comfortable at all, 2 = a little comfortable, 3 = quite 

comfortable, 4 = very comfortable) 

7. For those who identified a stigmatized aspect of themselves within the demographic 

information: Does [alter] belong to the same stigmatized group you identified? (1 = Yes, 

2 = No, 9 = I don’t know) 
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8. Which of the following best represents each person’s political beliefs? (1 = Strongly 

liberal, 2 = slightly liberal, 3 = neither liberal nor conservative, 4 = slightly conservative, 

5 = strongly conservative, 6 = don’t know) 

 

Finally, edge interpreters are used to determine the relationships that exist between the alters. 

The primary question for this section was adapted from Mollenhorst, Volker, and Flap (2011), to 

determine how individuals know one another and if they get along. Choices for this question 

include 1 (they avoid each other), 2 (they do not know each other), 3 (they hardly know each 

other), 4 (they know each other well), and 5 (they know each other well and get along). 

 

1. The items below focus on whether the people you know also know one another.  

How do [Tie] and [Tie] know each other? 

 

The edge interpreter is adapted slightly from this format to apply to alter-PSR ties. Choices for 

this question include 1 (they avoid [favorite media figure]), 2 (they do not know [favorite media 

figure]), 3 (they hardly know [favorite media figure]), 4 (they know [favorite media figure] 

well), and 5 (they know [favorite media figure] well and would get along with them). Changes 

were made to the answer options for this question due to the one-sided nature of the relationship. 

 

2. For each of the people you identified in your network, how would you define their 

connection to [favorite media figure]? 
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Appendix H 

R Script for Ego-Network Preliminary Analysis  

The first batch of code was used to transform the data from survey data into an ego-network 

structure. This was done using the “egor” package. The second portion of this code was used for 

preliminary analysis in order to compute the ego-network variables. 

 

### UPLOAD EGONET DATA ### 

attr.start.col <- which(names(egonet) == "AgeAlt1") 

attr.end.col <- which(names(egonet) == "PolAlt10") 

dy.first.var <- which(names(egonet) == "Alt1_Alt2") 

 

EGONET2 <- onefile_to_egor( 

  egos = egonet,  

  ID.vars = list(ego ="EgoID"), 

  attr.start.col = attr.start.col, 

  attr.end.col = attr.end.col, 

  aa.first.var = dy.first.var, 

  var.wise = TRUE, 

  max.alters = 10) 

 

# Filter out empty alters (https://rdrr.io/cran/egor/f/vignettes/qualtrics.Rmd) 

EGONET2 <- EGONET2 %>%  

  activate(alter) %>%  
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  filter(AgeAlt != "") 

 

# Filter out empty alter to alter ties 

EGONET2 <- EGONET2 %>%  

  activate(aatie) %>%  

  filter(weight != "") 

 

### EGO-NETWORK PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS ### 

### COMPUTE EGO-ALTER SIMILARITY - ego's tendency towards homophily (-1: 

homophily to 1: heterophily) 

 

### Age Ego-Alter Similarity  

egonet$ageEIsim <- comp_ei(EGONET2, "AgeAlt", "age_group") 

View(egonet$ageEIsim ) 

 

### Gender Ego-Alter Similarity 

egonet$GenderEIsim <- comp_ei(EGONET2, "GenderAlt", "Gender") 

View(egonet$GenderEIsim) 

 

### Stigma Ego-Alter Similarity 

egonet$StigmaEIsim <- comp_ei(EGONET2, "StigmaAlt", "StigmaYN") 

View(egonet$StigmaEIsim) 
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### Political ideology Ego-Alter Similarity 

egonet$PolitEIsim <- comp_ei(EGONET2, "PolAlt", "Political") 

View(egonet$PolitEIsim) 

 

### COMPUTE HETEROGENEITY - diversity of attributes in the alters (0: all alters in one 

category to 1: alters evenly distributed) 

 

### Age Heterogeneity 

 # Create proportion table 

propage <- composition(EGONET2, factor("AgeAlt")) 

#drop <- c("<NA>") 

#propage <- propage[, !(names(propage) %in% drop)] 

View(propage) 

 # Rearrange by Ego Id 

propage$.egoID <- as.numeric(propage$.egoID) 

propageO <- arrange(propage, .egoID) 

 # Square age frequencies and re-add the ego ID column 

propage2 <- (propageO[, 2:10])^2 

propage2$EgoID <- propageO$.egoID 

propage2 <-propage2[, c(10, 1:9)] 

 # Compute IQV 

propage2$IQVage <- (9/(9-1)*(1 - rowSums(propage2[,2:10], na.rm = TRUE))) 

View(propage2) 
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AgeHet <-propage2[, c(1, 11)] 

 

### Gender heterogeneity 

# Create proportion table 

propGen <- composition(EGONET2, factor("GenderAlt")) 

#drop <- c("<NA>") 

#propGen <- propGen[, !(names(propGen) %in% drop)] 

View(propGen) 

# Rearrange by Ego Id 

propGen$.egoID <- as.numeric(propGen$.egoID) 

propGenO <- arrange(propGen, .egoID) 

# Square Gender frequencies and re-add the ego ID column 

propGen2 <- (propGenO[, 2:6])^2 

propGen2$EgoID <- propGenO$.egoID 

propGen2 <-propGen2[, c(6, 1:5)] 

# Compute IQV 

propGen2$IQVGender <- (4/(4-1)*(1 - rowSums(propGen2[,2:6], na.rm = TRUE))) 

View(propGen2) 

GenderHet <-propGen2[, c(1, 7)] 

 

### Stigma heterogeneity 

propStig <- composition(EGONET2, factor("StigmaAlt")) 

#drop <- c("<NA>") 
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#propStig <- propStig[, !(names(propStig) %in% drop)] 

View(propStig) 

# Rearrange by Ego Id 

propStig$.egoID <- as.numeric(propStig$.egoID) 

propStigO <- arrange(propStig, .egoID) 

# Square Stigma frequencies and re-add the ego ID column 

propStig2 <- (propStigO[, 2:5])^2 

propStig2$EgoID <- propStigO$.egoID 

propStig2 <-propStig2[, c(5, 1:4)] 

# Compute IQV 

propStig2$IQVStigma <- (3/(3-1)*(1 - rowSums(propStig2[,2:5], na.rm = TRUE))) 

View(propStig2) 

StigmaHet <-propStig2[, c(1, 6)] 

 

### Political ideology heterogeneity 

propPol <- composition(EGONET2, factor("PolAlt")) 

#drop <- c("<NA>") 

#propPol <- propPol[, !(names(propPol) %in% drop)] 

View(propPol) 

# Rearrange by Ego Id 

propPol$.egoID <- as.numeric(propPol$.egoID) 

propPolO <- arrange(propPol, .egoID) 

# Square Political ideology frequencies and re-add the ego ID column 
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propPol2 <- (propPolO[, 2:7])^2 

propPol2$EgoID <- propPolO$.egoID 

propPol2 <-propPol2[, c(7, 1:6)] 

# Compute IQV 

propPol2$IQVPol <- (5/(5-1)*(1 - rowSums(propPol2[,2:7], na.rm = TRUE))) 

View(propPol2) 

PoliticalHet <-propPol2[, c(1, 8)] 

 

### COMPUTE DENSITY 

egonetMerg$Density <- ego_density(EGONET2) 

View(egonetMerg$Density) 

 

### COMPUTE PSR DEGREE CENTRALITY 

egonetMerg$PSRdegC <- rowSums(egonetPSR[,146:155], na.rm = TRUE) / 

egonetPSR$NamedAlters 
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Appendix I 

R Script for Data Analysis 

 The included R Script was used to run the analysis for Hypothesis 1 to 4 and Research 

Questions 1 to 3. Control variables were included for each analysis. R Script outside of these 

analyses were not included in this manuscript to be as concise as possible.  

 

 ### H1: CORRELATIONS AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS 

### (a) Positive parasocial relationships 

# DegreeLog  

PosPSRDeg.cor2 <- cor.test(NPSR_data_R$PosPSR, NPSR_data_R$DegreeLog, method = 

"pearson", use = "complete.obs") 

PosPSRDeg.cor2 

plot(NPSR_data_R[, c("PosPSR", "DegreeLog")], use = "complete.obs") 

 

PosPSRDeg.pcor <- pcor.test(NPSR_data_R$PosPSR, NPSR_data_R$DegreeLog, 

NPSR_data_R[c(2, 56:65)]) 

PosPSRDeg.pcor 

 

# NamedAlters 

PosPSRAlt.cor2 <- cor.test(NPSR_data_R$PosPSR, NPSR_data_R$NamedAlters, method = 

"pearson", use = "complete.obs") 

PosPSRAlt.cor2 

plot(NPSR_data_R[, c("PosPSR", "NamedAlters")], use = "complete.obs") 
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PosPSRAlt.pcor <- pcor.test(NPSR_data_R$PosPSR, NPSR_data_R$NamedAlters, 

NPSR_data_R[c(2, 56:65)]) 

PosPSRAlt.pcor 

 

### (b) Parasocial dependence 

# DegreeLog 

DepPSRDeg.cor2 <- cor.test(NPSR_data_R$DepPSR, NPSR_data_R$DegreeLog, method = 

"pearson", use = "complete.obs") 

DepPSRDeg.cor2  

plot(NPSR_data_R[, c("DepPSR", "DegreeLog")], use = "complete.obs") 

 

DepPSRDeg.pcor <- pcor.test(NPSR_data_R$DepPSR, NPSR_data_R$DegreeLog, 

NPSR_data_R[c(2, 56:65)]) 

DepPSRDeg.pcor 

 

# NamedAlters 

DepPSRAlt.cor2 <- cor.test(NPSR_data_R$DepPSR, NPSR_data_R$NamedAlters, method = 

"pearson", use = "complete.obs") 

DepPSRAlt.cor2 

plot(NPSR_data_R[, c("DepPSR", "NamedAlters")], use = "complete.obs") 
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DepPSRAlt.pcor <- pcor.test(NPSR_data_R$DepPSR, NPSR_data_R$NamedAlters, 

NPSR_data_R[c(2, 56:65)]) 

DepPSRAlt.pcor 

 

### H2: CORRELATIONS AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS 

### (a) Positive parasocial relationships 

PosPSRNetS.cor2 <- cor.test(NPSR_data_R$PosPSR, NPSR_data_R$NetStrength, method = 

"pearson", use = "complete.obs") 

PosPSRNetS.cor2 

plot(NPSR_data_R[, c("PosPSR", "NetStrength")], use = "complete.obs") 

 

PosPSRNetS.pcor <- pcor.test(NPSR_data_R$PosPSR, NPSR_data_R$NetStrength, 

NPSR_data_R[c(2, 56:65)]) 

PosPSRNetS.pcor 

 

### (b) Parasocial dependence 

DepPSRNetS.cor2 <- cor.test(NPSR_data_R$DepPSR, NPSR_data_R$NetStrength, method = 

"pearson", use = "complete.obs") 

DepPSRNetS.cor2 

plot(NPSR_data_R[, c("DepPSR", "NetStrength")], use = "complete.obs") 

 

DepPSRNetS.pcor <- pcor.test(NPSR_data_R$DepPSR, NPSR_data_R$NetStrength, 

NPSR_data_R[c(2, 56:65)]) 
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DepPSRNetS.pcor 

 

### H3: CORRELATIONS AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS 

### (a) Positive parasocial relationships 

PosPSRDegCen.cor2 <- cor.test(NPSR_data_R$PosPSR, NPSR_data_R$PSRdegreeCen, 

method = "pearson", use = "complete.obs") 

PosPSRDegCen.cor2 

plot(NPSR_data_R[, c("PosPSR", "PSRdegreeCen")], use = "complete.obs") 

 

PosPSRDegCen.pcor <- pcor.test(NPSR_data_R$PosPSR, NPSR_data_R$PSRdegreeCen, 

NPSR_data_R[c(2, 56:65)]) 

PosPSRDegCen.pcor 

 

### (b) Parasocial dependence 

DepPSRDegCen.cor <- cor.test(NPSR_data_R$DepPSR, NPSR_data_R$PSRdegreeCen, 

method = "pearson", use = "complete.obs") 

DepPSRDegCen.cor 

plot(NPSR_data_R[, c("DepPSR", "PSRdegreeCen")], use = "complete.obs") 

 

DepPSRDegCen.pcor <- pcor.test(NPSR_data_R$DepPSR, NPSR_data_R$PSRdegreeCen, 

NPSR_data_R[c(2, 56:65)]) 

DepPSRDegCen.pcor 
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### H4: CORRELATIONS AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS 

### (a) Positive parasocial relationships 

# Age 

PosPSRAgeHet.cor2 <- cor.test(NPSR_data_R$PosPSR, NPSR_data_R$AgeHetero, method = 

"pearson", use = "complete.obs") 

PosPSRAgeHet.cor2 

plot(NPSR_data_R[, c("PosPSR", "AgeHetero")], use = "complete.obs") 

 

PosPSRAgeHet.pcor <- pcor.test(NPSR_data_R$PosPSR, NPSR_data_R$AgeHetero, 

NPSR_data_R[c(2, 56:65)]) 

PosPSRAgeHet.pcor 

 

# Gender 

PosPSRGenHet.cor2 <- cor.test(NPSR_data_R$PosPSR, NPSR_data_R$GenderHetero, method 

= "pearson", use = "complete.obs") 

PosPSRGenHet.cor2 

plot(NPSR_data_R[, c("PosPSR", "GenderHetero")], use = "complete.obs") 

 

PosPSRGenHet.pcor <- pcor.test(NPSR_data_R$PosPSR, NPSR_data_R$GenderHetero, 

NPSR_data_R[c(2, 56:65)]) 

PosPSRGenHet.pcor 

 

# Stigma 
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PosPSRStigHet.cor2 <- cor.test(NPSR_data_R$PosPSR, NPSR_data_R$StigmaHetero, method 

= "pearson", use = "complete.obs") 

PosPSRStigHet.cor2 

plot(NPSR_data_R[, c("PosPSR", "StigmaHetero")], use = "complete.obs") 

 

StigHet_reduced <- subset(NPSR_data_R, NPSR_data_R[ ,12] == "Yes") 

PosPSRStigHet.pcor <- pcor.test(StigHet_reduced$PosPSR, StigHet_reduced$StigmaHetero, 

StigHet_reduced[c(2, 58:65)]) 

PosPSRStigHet.pcor 

 

# Political 

PosPSRPolHet.cor2 <- cor.test(NPSR_data_R$PosPSR, NPSR_data_R$PoliticalHetero, method 

= "pearson", use = "complete.obs") 

PosPSRPolHet.cor2 

plot(NPSR_data_R[, c("PosPSR", "PoliticalHetero")], use = "complete.obs") 

 

PosPSRPolHet.pcor <- pcor.test(NPSR_data_R$PosPSR, NPSR_data_R$PoliticalHetero, 

NPSR_data_R[c(2, 56:65)]) 

PosPSRPolHet.pcor 

 

### (b) Parasocial dependence 

# Age 
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DepPSRAgeHet.cor2 <- cor.test(NPSR_data_R$DepPSR, NPSR_data_R$AgeHetero, method = 

"pearson", use = "complete.obs") 

DepPSRAgeHet.cor2 

plot(NPSR_data_R[, c("DepPSR", "AgeHetero")], use = "complete.obs") 

 

DepPSRAgeHet.pcor <- pcor.test(NPSR_data_R$DepPSR, NPSR_data_R$AgeHetero, 

NPSR_data_R[c(2, 56:65)]) 

DepPSRAgeHet.pcor 

 

# Gender 

DepPSRGenHet.cor2 <- cor.test(NPSR_data_R$DepPSR, NPSR_data_R$GenderHetero, 

method = "pearson", use = "complete.obs") 

DepPSRGenHet.cor2 

plot(NPSR_data_R[, c("DepPSR", "GenderHetero")], use = "complete.obs") 

 

DepPSRGenHet.pcor <- pcor.test(NPSR_data_R$DepPSR, NPSR_data_R$GenderHetero, 

NPSR_data_R[c(2, 56:65)]) 

DepPSRGenHet.pcor 

 

# Stigma 

DepPSRStigHet.cor2 <- cor.test(NPSR_data_R$DepPSR, NPSR_data_R$StigmaHetero, method 

= "pearson", use = "complete.obs") 

DepPSRStigHet.cor2 
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plot(NPSR_data_R[, c("DepPSR", "StigmaHetero")], use = "complete.obs") 

 

DepPSRStigHet.pcor <- pcor.test(StigHet_reduced$DepPSR, StigHet_reduced$StigmaHetero, 

StigHet_reduced[c(2, 58:65)]) 

DepPSRStigHet.pcor 

 

# Political 

DepPSRPolHet.cor2 <- cor.test(NPSR_data_R$DepPSR, NPSR_data_R$PoliticalHetero, 

method = "pearson", use = "complete.obs") 

DepPSRPolHet.cor2 

plot(NPSR_data_R[, c("DepPSR", "PoliticalHetero")], use = "complete.obs") 

 

DepPSRPolHet.pcor <- pcor.test(NPSR_data_R$DepPSR, NPSR_data_R$PoliticalHetero, 

NPSR_data_R[c(2, 56:65)]) 

DepPSRPolHet.pcor 

 

### RQ1: HIERARCHICAL REGRESSIONS AND MODERATIONS 

### Create Control models  

PosPSR.Control <- lm(PosPSR ~  Age + factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = 

NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.Control) 

PosPSR.Control 
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DepPSR.Control <- lm(DepPSR ~  Age + factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = 

NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.Control) 

DepPSR.Control 

 

PosPSR.Stigma.Control <- lm(PosPSR ~  Age + factor(Genre), data = StigHet_reduced) 

summary(PosPSR.Stigma.Control) 

PosPSR.Stigma.Control 

 

DepPSR.Stigma.Control <- lm(DepPSR ~  Age + factor(Genre), data = StigHet_reduced) 

summary(DepPSR.Stigma.Control) 

DepPSR.Stigma.Control 

 

StigEI_reduced <- NPSR_data_R[complete.cases(NPSR_data_R$StigmaEIsim),] 

 

PosPSR.Stigma.Control.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~  Age + factor(Genre), data = StigEI_reduced) 

summary(PosPSR.Stigma.Control.2) 

PosPSR.Stigma.Control.2 

 

DepPSR.Stigma.Control.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~  Age + factor(Genre), data = StigEI_reduced) 

summary(DepPSR.Stigma.Control.2) 

DepPSR.Stigma.Control.2 
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### (a) Positive Parasocial relationship 

PosPSR.Dens.Deg.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ Density + DegreeLog + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.Dens.Deg.1) 

PosPSR.Dens.Deg.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.Dens.Deg.1) 

 

PosPSR.Dens.Deg.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ Density * DegreeLog + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.Dens.Deg.2) 

PosPSR.Dens.Deg.2 

anova(PosPSR.Dens.Deg.1, PosPSR.Dens.Deg.2) 

 

PosPSR.Dens.Alt.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ Density + NamedAlters + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.Dens.Alt.1) 

PosPSR.Dens.Alt.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.Dens.Alt.1) 

 

PosPSR.Dens.Alt.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ Density * NamedAlters + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.Dens.Alt.2) 

PosPSR.Dens.Alt.2 
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anova(PosPSR.Dens.Alt.1, PosPSR.Dens.Alt.2) 

 

PosPSR.Dens.NetS.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ Density + NetStrength + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.Dens.NetS.1) 

PosPSR.Dens.NetS.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.Dens.NetS.1) 

 

PosPSR.Dens.NetS.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ Density * NetStrength + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.Dens.NetS.2) 

PosPSR.Dens.NetS.2 

anova(PosPSR.Dens.NetS.1, PosPSR.Dens.NetS.2) 

 

PosPSR.Dens.DegCen.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ Density + PSRdegreeCen + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.Dens.DegCen.1) 

PosPSR.Dens.DegCen.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.Dens.DegCen.1) 

 

PosPSR.Dens.DegCen.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ Density * PSRdegreeCen + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.Dens.DegCen.2) 
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PosPSR.Dens.DegCen.2 

anova(PosPSR.Dens.DegCen.1, PosPSR.Dens.DegCen.2) 

 

PosPSR.Dens.AgeHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ Density + AgeHetero + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.Dens.AgeHet.1) 

PosPSR.Dens.AgeHet.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.Dens.AgeHet.1) 

 

PosPSR.Dens.AgeHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ Density * AgeHetero + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.Dens.AgeHet.2) 

PosPSR.Dens.AgeHet.2 

anova(PosPSR.Dens.AgeHet.1, PosPSR.Dens.AgeHet.2) 

 

PosPSR.Dens.GenderHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ Density + GenderHetero + Age + factor(StigmaYN) 

+ factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.Dens.GenderHet.1) 

PosPSR.Dens.GenderHet.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.Dens.GenderHet.1) 

 

PosPSR.Dens.GenderHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ Density * GenderHetero + Age + factor(StigmaYN) 

+ factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 
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summary(PosPSR.Dens.GenderHet.2) 

PosPSR.Dens.GenderHet.2 

anova(PosPSR.Dens.GenderHet.1, PosPSR.Dens.GenderHet.2) 

 

PosPSR.Dens.StigHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ Density + StigmaHetero + Age + factor(Genre), data = 

NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.Dens.StigHet.1) 

PosPSR.Dens.StigHet.1 

anova(PosPSR.Stigma.Control, PosPSR.Dens.StigHet.1) 

 

PosPSR.Dens.StigHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ Density * StigmaHetero + Age + factor(Genre), data = 

NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.Dens.StigHet.2) 

PosPSR.Dens.StigHet.2 

anova(PosPSR.Dens.StigHet.1, PosPSR.Dens.StigHet.2) 

 

PosPSR.Dens.PolHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ Density + PoliticalHetero + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.Dens.PolHet.1) 

PosPSR.Dens.PolHet.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.Dens.PolHet.1) 
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PosPSR.Dens.PolHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ Density * PoliticalHetero + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.Dens.PolHet.2) 

PosPSR.Dens.PolHet.2 

anova(PosPSR.Dens.PolHet.1, PosPSR.Dens.PolHet.2) 

 

### (b) Parasocial Dependence 

DepPSR.Dens.Deg.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ Density + DegreeLog + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.Dens.Deg.1) 

DepPSR.Dens.Deg.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.Dens.Deg.1) 

 

DepPSR.Dens.Deg.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ Density * DegreeLog + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.Dens.Deg.2) 

DepPSR.Dens.Deg.2 

anova(DepPSR.Dens.Deg.1, DepPSR.Dens.Deg.2) 

 

DepPSR.Dens.Alt.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ Density + NamedAlters + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.Dens.Alt.1) 

DepPSR.Dens.Alt.1 
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anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.Dens.Alt.1) 

 

DepPSR.Dens.Alt.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ Density * NamedAlters + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.Dens.Alt.2) 

DepPSR.Dens.Alt.2 

anova(DepPSR.Dens.Alt.1, DepPSR.Dens.Alt.2) 

 

DepPSR.Dens.NetS.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ Density + NetStrength + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.Dens.NetS.1) 

DepPSR.Dens.NetS.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.Dens.NetS.1) 

 

DepPSR.Dens.NetS.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ Density * NetStrength + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.Dens.NetS.2) 

DepPSR.Dens.NetS.2 

anova(DepPSR.Dens.NetS.1, DepPSR.Dens.NetS.2) 

 

DepPSR.Dens.DegCen.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ Density + PSRdegreeCen + Age + factor(StigmaYN) 

+ factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.Dens.DegCen.1) 
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DepPSR.Dens.DegCen.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.Dens.DegCen.1) 

 

DepPSR.Dens.DegCen.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ Density * PSRdegreeCen + Age + factor(StigmaYN) 

+ factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.Dens.DegCen.2) 

DepPSR.Dens.DegCen.2 

anova(DepPSR.Dens.DegCen.1, DepPSR.Dens.DegCen.2) 

 

DepPSR.Dens.AgeHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ Density + AgeHetero + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.Dens.AgeHet.1) 

DepPSR.Dens.AgeHet.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.Dens.AgeHet.1) 

 

DepPSR.Dens.AgeHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ Density * AgeHetero + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.Dens.AgeHet.2) 

DepPSR.Dens.AgeHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.Dens.AgeHet.1, DepPSR.Dens.AgeHet.2) 

 

interact_plot(DepPSR.Dens.AgeHet.2, pred = "AgeHetero", modx = "Density", outcome.scale = 

"response", 
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              main.title = "Plot of PSR Dependence by Age Heterogeneity and Density", 

              x.label = "Age Heterogeneity", y.label = "PSR Dependence", legend.main = "Density") 

+ ylim(1,7) 

 

sim_slopes(DepPSR.Dens.AgeHet.2, pred = AgeHetero, modx = Density, jnplot = TRUE, robust 

= TRUE) 

 

DepPSR.Dens.GenderHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ Density + GenderHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.Dens.GenderHet.1) 

DepPSR.Dens.GenderHet.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.Dens.GenderHet.1) 

 

DepPSR.Dens.GenderHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ Density * GenderHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.Dens.GenderHet.2) 

DepPSR.Dens.GenderHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.Dens.GenderHet.1, DepPSR.Dens.GenderHet.2) 

 

DepPSR.Dens.StigHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ Density + StigmaHetero + Age + factor(Genre), data 

= NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.Dens.StigHet.1) 

DepPSR.Dens.StigHet.1 
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anova(DepPSR.Stigma.Control, DepPSR.Dens.StigHet.1) 

 

DepPSR.Dens.StigHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ Density * StigmaHetero + Age + factor(Genre), data = 

NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.Dens.StigHet.2) 

DepPSR.Dens.StigHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.Dens.StigHet.1, DepPSR.Dens.StigHet.2) 

 

DepPSR.Dens.PolHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ Density + PoliticalHetero + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.Dens.PolHet.1) 

DepPSR.Dens.PolHet.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.Dens.PolHet.1) 

 

DepPSR.Dens.PolHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ Density * PoliticalHetero + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.Dens.PolHet.2) 

DepPSR.Dens.PolHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.Dens.PolHet.1, DepPSR.Dens.PolHet.2) 

 

### RQ2: HIERARCHICAL REGRESSIONS AND INTERACTIONS 

### (a) Positive PSRs 
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# Age Ego-Alter Similarity 

 

PosPSR.AgeEI.Deg.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim + DegreeLog + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.Deg.1) 

PosPSR.AgeEI.Deg.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.AgeEI.Deg.1) 

 

PosPSR.AgeEI.Deg.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim * DegreeLog + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.Deg.2) 

PosPSR.AgeEI.Deg.2 

anova(PosPSR.AgeEI.Deg.1, PosPSR.AgeEI.Deg.2) 

 

PosPSR.AgeEI.Alt.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim + NamedAlters + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.Alt.1) 

PosPSR.AgeEI.Alt.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.AgeEI.Alt.1) 

 

PosPSR.AgeEI.Alt.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim * NamedAlters + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.Alt.2) 
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PosPSR.AgeEI.Alt.2 

anova(PosPSR.AgeEI.Alt.1, PosPSR.AgeEI.Alt.2) 

 

PosPSR.AgeEI.NetS.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim + NetStrength + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.NetS.1) 

PosPSR.AgeEI.NetS.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.AgeEI.NetS.1) 

 

PosPSR.AgeEI.NetS.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim * NetStrength + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.NetS.2) 

PosPSR.AgeEI.NetS.2 

anova(PosPSR.AgeEI.NetS.1, PosPSR.AgeEI.NetS.2) 

 

PosPSR.AgeEI.DegCen.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim + PSRdegreeCen + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.DegCen.1) 

PosPSR.AgeEI.DegCen.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.AgeEI.DegCen.1) 

 

PosPSR.AgeEI.DegCen.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim * PSRdegreeCen + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 
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summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.DegCen.2) 

PosPSR.AgeEI.DegCen.2 

anova(PosPSR.AgeEI.DegCen.1, PosPSR.AgeEI.DegCen.2) 

 

PosPSR.AgeEI.AgeHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim + AgeHetero + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.AgeHet.1) 

PosPSR.AgeEI.AgeHet.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.AgeEI.AgeHet.1) 

 

PosPSR.AgeEI.AgeHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim * AgeHetero + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.AgeHet.2) 

PosPSR.AgeEI.AgeHet.2 

anova(PosPSR.AgeEI.AgeHet.1, PosPSR.AgeEI.AgeHet.2) 

 

PosPSR.AgeEI.GenderHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim + GenderHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.GenderHet.1) 

PosPSR.AgeEI.GenderHet.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.AgeEI.GenderHet.1) 
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PosPSR.AgeEI.GenderHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim * GenderHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.GenderHet.2) 

PosPSR.AgeEI.GenderHet.2 

anova(PosPSR.AgeEI.GenderHet.1, PosPSR.AgeEI.GenderHet.2) 

 

PosPSR.AgeEI.StigHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim + StigmaHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.StigHet.1) 

PosPSR.AgeEI.StigHet.1 

anova(PosPSR.Stigma.Control, PosPSR.AgeEI.StigHet.1) 

 

PosPSR.AgeEI.StigHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim * StigmaHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.StigHet.2) 

PosPSR.AgeEI.StigHet.2 

anova(PosPSR.AgeEI.StigHet.1, PosPSR.AgeEI.StigHet.2) 

 

PosPSR.AgeEI.PolHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim + PoliticalHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.PolHet.1) 

PosPSR.AgeEI.PolHet.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.AgeEI.PolHet.1) 
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PosPSR.AgeEI.PolHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim * PoliticalHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.PolHet.2) 

PosPSR.AgeEI.PolHet.2 

anova(PosPSR.AgeEI.PolHet.1, PosPSR.AgeEI.PolHet.2) 

 

PosPSR.AgeEI.Dens.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim + Density + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.Dens.1) 

PosPSR.AgeEI.Dens.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.AgeEI.Dens.1) 

 

PosPSR.AgeEI.Dens.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim * Density + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.Dens.2) 

PosPSR.AgeEI.Dens.2 

anova(PosPSR.AgeEI.Dens.1, PosPSR.AgeEI.Dens.2) 

 

# Gender Ego-Alter Similarity 

 

PosPSR.GenEI.Deg.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim + DegreeLog + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 
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summary(PosPSR.GenEI.Deg.1) 

PosPSR.GenEI.Deg.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.GenEI.Deg.1) 

 

PosPSR.GenEI.Deg.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim * DegreeLog + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenEI.Deg.2) 

PosPSR.GenEI.Deg.2 

anova(PosPSR.GenEI.Deg.1, PosPSR.GenEI.Deg.2) 

 

PosPSR.GenEI.Alt.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim + NamedAlters + Age + factor(StigmaYN) 

+ factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenEI.Alt.1) 

PosPSR.GenEI.Alt.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.GenEI.Alt.1) 

 

PosPSR.GenEI.Alt.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim * NamedAlters + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenEI.Alt.2) 

PosPSR.GenEI.Alt.2 

anova(PosPSR.GenEI.Alt.1, PosPSR.GenEI.Alt.2) 

 

interact_plot(PosPSR.GenEI.Alt.2, pred = "NamedAlters", modx = "GenderEIsim", 
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              main.title = "Plot of Positive PSRs by Number of Named Alters and Gender Ego-Alter 

Similarity", 

              x.label = "Named Alters", y.label = "Positive PSRs", legend.main = "Gender Ego-Alter 

Similarity")  + ylim(1,7) 

 

sim_slopes(PosPSR.GenEI.Alt.2, pred = NamedAlters, modx = GenderEIsim, jnplot = TRUE, 

robust = TRUE) 

 

PosPSR.GenEI.NetS.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim + NetStrength + Age + factor(StigmaYN) 

+ factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenEI.NetS.1) 

PosPSR.GenEI.NetS.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.GenEI.NetS.1) 

 

PosPSR.GenEI.NetS.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim * NetStrength + Age + factor(StigmaYN) 

+ factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenEI.NetS.2) 

PosPSR.GenEI.NetS.2 

anova(PosPSR.GenEI.NetS.1, PosPSR.GenEI.NetS.2) 

 

interact_plot(PosPSR.GenEI.NetS.2, pred = "NetStrength", modx = "GenderEIsim", 

              main.title = "Plot of Positive PSRs by Network Strength and Gender Ego-Alter 

Similarity", 
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              x.label = "Network Strength", y.label = "Positive PSRs", legend.main = "Gender Ego-

Alter Similarity") + ylim(1,7) 

 

sim_slopes(PosPSR.GenEI.NetS.2, pred = NetStrength, modx = GenderEIsim, jnplot = TRUE, 

robust = TRUE) 

 

PosPSR.GenEI.DegCen.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim + PSRdegreeCen + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenEI.DegCen.1) 

PosPSR.GenEI.DegCen.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.GenEI.DegCen.1) 

 

PosPSR.GenEI.DegCen.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim * PSRdegreeCen + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenEI.DegCen.2) 

PosPSR.GenEI.DegCen.2 

anova(PosPSR.GenEI.DegCen.1, PosPSR.GenEI.DegCen.2) 

 

PosPSR.GenEI.AgeHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim + AgeHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenEI.AgeHet.1) 

PosPSR.GenEI.AgeHet.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.GenEI.AgeHet.1) 
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PosPSR.GenEI.AgeHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim * AgeHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenEI.AgeHet.2) 

PosPSR.GenEI.AgeHet.2 

anova(PosPSR.GenEI.AgeHet.1, PosPSR.GenEI.AgeHet.2) 

 

PosPSR.GenEI.GenderHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim + GenderHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenEI.GenderHet.1) 

PosPSR.GenEI.GenderHet.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.GenEI.GenderHet.1) 

 

PosPSR.GenEI.GenderHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim * GenderHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenEI.GenderHet.2) 

PosPSR.GenEI.GenderHet.2 

anova(PosPSR.GenEI.GenderHet.1, PosPSR.GenEI.GenderHet.2) 

 

PosPSR.GenEI.StigHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim + StigmaHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenEI.StigHet.1) 

PosPSR.GenEI.StigHet.1 
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anova(PosPSR.Stigma.Control, PosPSR.GenEI.StigHet.1) 

 

PosPSR.GenEI.StigHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim * StigmaHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenEI.StigHet.2) 

PosPSR.GenEI.StigHet.2 

anova(PosPSR.GenEI.StigHet.1, PosPSR.GenEI.StigHet.2) 

 

PosPSR.GenEI.PolHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim + PoliticalHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenEI.PolHet.1) 

PosPSR.GenEI.PolHet.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.GenEI.PolHet.1) 

 

PosPSR.GenEI.PolHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim * PoliticalHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenEI.PolHet.2) 

PosPSR.GenEI.PolHet.2 

anova(PosPSR.GenEI.PolHet.1, PosPSR.GenEI.PolHet.2) 

 

PosPSR.GenEI.Dens.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim + Density + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenEI.Dens.1) 
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PosPSR.GenEI.Dens.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.GenEI.Dens.1) 

 

PosPSR.GenEI.Dens.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim * Density + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenEI.Dens.2) 

PosPSR.GenEI.Dens.2 

anova(PosPSR.GenEI.Dens.1, PosPSR.GenEI.Dens.2) 

 

# Stigma Ego-Alter Similarity 

 

PosPSR.StigEI.Deg.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + DegreeLog + Age + factor(Genre), data = 

NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.Deg.1) 

PosPSR.StigEI.Deg.1 

anova(PosPSR.Stigma.Control.2, PosPSR.StigEI.Deg.1) 

 

PosPSR.StigEI.Deg.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * DegreeLog + Age + factor(Genre), data = 

NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.Deg.2) 

PosPSR.StigEI.Deg.2 

anova(PosPSR.StigEI.Deg.1, PosPSR.StigEI.Deg.2) 
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PosPSR.StigEI.Alt.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + NamedAlters + Age + factor(Genre), data 

= NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.Alt.1) 

PosPSR.StigEI.Alt.1 

anova(PosPSR.Stigma.Control.2, PosPSR.StigEI.Alt.1) 

 

PosPSR.StigEI.Alt.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * NamedAlters + Age + factor(Genre), data 

= NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.Alt.2) 

PosPSR.StigEI.Alt.2 

anova(PosPSR.StigEI.Alt.1, PosPSR.StigEI.Alt.2) 

 

PosPSR.StigEI.NetS.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + NetStrength + Age + factor(Genre), data 

= NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.NetS.1) 

PosPSR.StigEI.NetS.1 

anova(PosPSR.Stigma.Control.2, PosPSR.StigEI.NetS.1) 

 

PosPSR.StigEI.NetS.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * NetStrength + Age + factor(Genre), data 

= NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.NetS.2) 

PosPSR.StigEI.NetS.2 

anova(PosPSR.StigEI.NetS.1, PosPSR.StigEI.NetS.2) 
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PosPSR.StigEI.DegCen.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + PSRdegreeCen + Age+ factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.DegCen.1) 

PosPSR.StigEI.DegCen.1 

anova(PosPSR.Stigma.Control.2, PosPSR.StigEI.DegCen.1) 

 

PosPSR.StigEI.DegCen.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * PSRdegreeCen + Age+ factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.DegCen.2) 

PosPSR.StigEI.DegCen.2 

anova(PosPSR.StigEI.DegCen.1, PosPSR.StigEI.DegCen.2) 

 

PosPSR.StigEI.AgeHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + AgeHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.AgeHet.1) 

PosPSR.StigEI.AgeHet.1 

anova(PosPSR.Stigma.Control.2, PosPSR.StigEI.AgeHet.1) 

 

PosPSR.StigEI.AgeHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * AgeHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.AgeHet.2) 

PosPSR.StigEI.AgeHet.2 
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anova(PosPSR.StigEI.AgeHet.1, PosPSR.StigEI.AgeHet.2) 

 

PosPSR.StigEI.GenderHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + GenderHetero + Age + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.GenderHet.1) 

PosPSR.StigEI.GenderHet.1 

anova(PosPSR.Stigma.Control.2, PosPSR.StigEI.GenderHet.1) 

 

PosPSR.StigEI.GenderHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * GenderHetero + Age + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.GenderHet.2) 

PosPSR.StigEI.GenderHet.2 

anova(PosPSR.StigEI.GenderHet.1, PosPSR.StigEI.GenderHet.2) 

 

PosPSR.StigEI.StigHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + StigmaHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.StigHet.1) 

PosPSR.StigEI.StigHet.1 

anova(PosPSR.Stigma.Control.2, PosPSR.StigEI.StigHet.1) 

 

PosPSR.StigEI.StigHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * StigmaHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.StigHet.2) 
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PosPSR.StigEI.StigHet.2 

anova(PosPSR.StigEI.StigHet.1, PosPSR.StigEI.StigHet.2) 

 

PosPSR.StigEI.PolHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + PoliticalHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.PolHet.1) 

PosPSR.StigEI.PolHet.1 

anova(PosPSR.Stigma.Control.2, PosPSR.StigEI.PolHet.1) 

 

PosPSR.StigEI.PolHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * PoliticalHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.PolHet.2) 

PosPSR.StigEI.PolHet.2 

anova(PosPSR.StigEI.PolHet.1, PosPSR.StigEI.PolHet.2) 

 

interact_plot(PosPSR.StigEI.PolHet.2, pred = "PoliticalHetero", modx = "StigmaEIsim", 

              main.title = "Plot of Positive PSRs by Political Heterogeneity and Stigma Ego-Alter 

Similarity", 

              x.label = "Political Heterogeneity", y.label = "Positive PSRs", legend.main = "Stigma 

Ego-Alter Similarity") + ylim(1,7) 

 

sim_slopes(PosPSR.StigEI.PolHet.2, pred = PoliticalHetero, modx = StigmaEIsim, jnplot = 

TRUE, robust = TRUE) 
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PosPSR.StigEI.Dens.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + Density + Age + factor(Genre), data = 

NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.Dens.1) 

PosPSR.StigEI.Dens.1 

anova(PosPSR.Stigma.Control.2, PosPSR.StigEI.Dens.1) 

 

PosPSR.StigEI.Dens.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * Density + Age + factor(Genre), data = 

NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.Dens.2) 

PosPSR.StigEI.Dens.2 

anova(PosPSR.StigEI.Dens.1, PosPSR.StigEI.Dens.2) 

 

# Political Ego-Alter Similarity 

 

PosPSR.PolEI.Deg.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim + DegreeLog + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolEI.Deg.1) 

PosPSR.PolEI.Deg.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.PolEI.Deg.1) 

 

PosPSR.PolEI.Deg.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim * DegreeLog + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 
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summary(PosPSR.PolEI.Deg.2) 

PosPSR.PolEI.Deg.2 

anova(PosPSR.PolEI.Deg.1, PosPSR.PolEI.Deg.2) 

 

PosPSR.PolEI.Alt.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim + NamedAlters + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolEI.Alt.1) 

PosPSR.PolEI.Alt.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.PolEI.Alt.1) 

 

PosPSR.PolEI.Alt.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim * NamedAlters + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolEI.Alt.2) 

PosPSR.PolEI.Alt.2 

anova(PosPSR.PolEI.Alt.1, PosPSR.PolEI.Alt.2) 

 

PosPSR.PolEI.NetS.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim + NetStrength + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolEI.NetS.1) 

PosPSR.PolEI.NetS.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.PolEI.NetS.1) 
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PosPSR.PolEI.NetS.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim * NetStrength + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolEI.NetS.2) 

PosPSR.PolEI.NetS.2 

anova(PosPSR.PolEI.NetS.1, PosPSR.PolEI.NetS.2) 

 

PosPSR.PolEI.DegCen.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim + PSRdegreeCen + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolEI.DegCen.1) 

PosPSR.PolEI.DegCen.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.PolEI.DegCen.1) 

 

PosPSR.PolEI.DegCen.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim * PSRdegreeCen + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolEI.DegCen.2) 

PosPSR.PolEI.DegCen.2 

anova(PosPSR.PolEI.DegCen.1, PosPSR.PolEI.DegCen.2) 

 

PosPSR.PolEI.AgeHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim + AgeHetero + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolEI.AgeHet.1) 

PosPSR.PolEI.AgeHet.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.PolEI.AgeHet.1) 
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PosPSR.PolEI.AgeHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim * AgeHetero + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolEI.AgeHet.2) 

PosPSR.PolEI.AgeHet.2 

anova(PosPSR.PolEI.AgeHet.1, PosPSR.PolEI.AgeHet.2) 

 

PosPSR.PolEI.GenderHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim + GenderHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolEI.GenderHet.1) 

PosPSR.PolEI.GenderHet.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.PolEI.GenderHet.1) 

 

PosPSR.PolEI.GenderHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim * GenderHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolEI.GenderHet.2) 

PosPSR.PolEI.GenderHet.2 

anova(PosPSR.PolEI.GenderHet.1, PosPSR.PolEI.GenderHet.2) 

 

PosPSR.PolEI.StigHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim + StigmaHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolEI.StigHet.1) 

PosPSR.PolEI.StigHet.1 
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anova(PosPSR.Stigma.Control, PosPSR.PolEI.StigHet.1) 

 

PosPSR.PolEI.StigHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim * StigmaHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolEI.StigHet.2) 

PosPSR.PolEI.StigHet.2 

anova(PosPSR.PolEI.StigHet.1, PosPSR.PolEI.StigHet.2) 

 

PosPSR.PolEI.PolHet.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim + PoliticalHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolEI.PolHet.1) 

PosPSR.PolEI.PolHet.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.PolEI.PolHet.1) 

 

PosPSR.PolEI.PolHet.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim * PoliticalHetero + Age + factor(StigmaYN) 

+ factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolEI.PolHet.2) 

PosPSR.PolEI.PolHet.2 

anova(PosPSR.PolEI.PolHet.1, PosPSR.PolEI.PolHet.2) 

 

PosPSR.PolEI.Dens.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim + Density + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolEI.Dens.1) 
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PosPSR.PolEI.Dens.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.PolEI.Dens.1) 

 

PosPSR.PolEI.Dens.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim * Density + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolEI.Dens.2) 

PosPSR.PolEI.Dens.2 

anova(PosPSR.PolEI.Dens.1, PosPSR.PolEI.Dens.2) 

 

### PSR Dependence 

# Age Ego-Alter Similarity 

 

DepPSR.AgeEI.Deg.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim + DegreeLog + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.Deg.1) 

DepPSR.AgeEI.Deg.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.AgeEI.Deg.1) 

 

DepPSR.AgeEI.Deg.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim * DegreeLog + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.Deg.2) 

DepPSR.AgeEI.Deg.2 

anova(DepPSR.AgeEI.Deg.1, DepPSR.AgeEI.Deg.2) 
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DepPSR.AgeEI.Alt.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim + NamedAlters + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.Alt.1) 

DepPSR.AgeEI.Alt.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.AgeEI.Alt.1) 

 

DepPSR.AgeEI.Alt.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim * NamedAlters + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.Alt.2) 

DepPSR.AgeEI.Alt.2 

anova(DepPSR.AgeEI.Alt.1, DepPSR.AgeEI.Alt.2) 

 

DepPSR.AgeEI.NetS.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim + NetStrength + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.NetS.1) 

DepPSR.AgeEI.NetS.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.AgeEI.NetS.1) 

 

DepPSR.AgeEI.NetS.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim * NetStrength + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.NetS.2) 

DepPSR.AgeEI.NetS.2 
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anova(DepPSR.AgeEI.NetS.1, DepPSR.AgeEI.NetS.2) 

 

DepPSR.AgeEI.DegCen.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim + PSRdegreeCen + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.DegCen.1) 

DepPSR.AgeEI.DegCen.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.AgeEI.DegCen.1) 

 

DepPSR.AgeEI.DegCen.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim * PSRdegreeCen + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.DegCen.2) 

DepPSR.AgeEI.DegCen.2 

anova(DepPSR.AgeEI.DegCen.1, DepPSR.AgeEI.DegCen.2) 

 

DepPSR.AgeEI.AgeHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim + AgeHetero + Age + factor(StigmaYN) 

+ factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.AgeHet.1) 

DepPSR.AgeEI.AgeHet.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.AgeEI.AgeHet.1) 

 

DepPSR.AgeEI.AgeHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim * AgeHetero + Age + factor(StigmaYN) 

+ factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.AgeHet.2) 
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DepPSR.AgeEI.AgeHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.AgeEI.AgeHet.1, DepPSR.AgeEI.AgeHet.2) 

 

DepPSR.AgeEI.GenderHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim + GenderHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.GenderHet.1) 

DepPSR.AgeEI.GenderHet.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.AgeEI.GenderHet.1) 

 

DepPSR.AgeEI.GenderHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim * GenderHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.GenderHet.2) 

DepPSR.AgeEI.GenderHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.AgeEI.GenderHet.1, DepPSR.AgeEI.GenderHet.2) 

 

DepPSR.AgeEI.StigHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim + StigmaHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.StigHet.1) 

DepPSR.AgeEI.StigHet.1 

anova(DepPSR.Stigma.Control, DepPSR.AgeEI.StigHet.1) 

 

DepPSR.AgeEI.StigHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim * StigmaHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 
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summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.StigHet.2) 

DepPSR.AgeEI.StigHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.AgeEI.StigHet.1, DepPSR.AgeEI.StigHet.2) 

 

DepPSR.AgeEI.PolHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim + PoliticalHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.PolHet.1) 

DepPSR.AgeEI.PolHet.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.AgeEI.PolHet.1) 

 

DepPSR.AgeEI.PolHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim * PoliticalHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.PolHet.2) 

DepPSR.AgeEI.PolHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.AgeEI.PolHet.1, DepPSR.AgeEI.PolHet.2) 

 

DepPSR.AgeEI.Dens.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim + Density + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.Dens.1) 

DepPSR.AgeEI.Dens.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.AgeEI.Dens.1) 
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DepPSR.AgeEI.Dens.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim * Density + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.Dens.2) 

DepPSR.AgeEI.Dens.2 

anova(DepPSR.AgeEI.Dens.1, DepPSR.AgeEI.Dens.2) 

 

interact_plot(DepPSR.AgeEI.Dens.2, pred = "Density", modx = "AgeEIsim", 

              main.title = "Plot of PSR Dependence by Density and Age Ego-Alter Similarity", 

              x.label = "Density", y.label = "PSR Dependence", legend.main = "Age Ego-Alter 

Similarity") + ylim(1,7) 

 

sim_slopes(DepPSR.AgeEI.Dens.2, pred = Density, modx = AgeEIsim, jnplot = TRUE, robust = 

TRUE) 

 

# Gender Ego-Alter Similarity 

 

DepPSR.GenEI.Deg.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim + DegreeLog + Age + factor(StigmaYN) 

+ factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenEI.Deg.1) 

DepPSR.GenEI.Deg.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.GenEI.Deg.1) 
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DepPSR.GenEI.Deg.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim * DegreeLog + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenEI.Deg.2) 

DepPSR.GenEI.Deg.2 

anova(DepPSR.GenEI.Deg.1, DepPSR.GenEI.Deg.2) 

 

DepPSR.GenEI.Alt.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim + NamedAlters + Age + factor(StigmaYN) 

+ factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenEI.Alt.1) 

DepPSR.GenEI.Alt.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.GenEI.Alt.1) 

 

DepPSR.GenEI.Alt.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim * NamedAlters + Age + factor(StigmaYN) 

+ factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenEI.Alt.2) 

DepPSR.GenEI.Alt.2 

anova(DepPSR.GenEI.Alt.1, DepPSR.GenEI.Alt.2) 

 

interact_plot(DepPSR.GenEI.Alt.2, pred = "NamedAlters", modx = "GenderEIsim", 

              main.title = "Plot of PSR Dependence by Number of Named Alters and Gender Ego-

Alter Similarity", 

              x.label = "Named Alters", y.label = "PSR Dependence", legend.main = "Gender Ego-

Alter Similarity") + ylim(1,7) 
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sim_slopes(DepPSR.GenEI.Alt.2, pred = NamedAlters, modx = GenderEIsim, jnplot = TRUE, 

robust = TRUE) 

 

DepPSR.GenEI.NetS.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim + NetStrength + Age + factor(StigmaYN) 

+ factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenEI.NetS.1) 

DepPSR.GenEI.NetS.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.GenEI.NetS.1) 

 

DepPSR.GenEI.NetS.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim * NetStrength + Age + factor(StigmaYN) 

+ factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenEI.NetS.2) 

DepPSR.GenEI.NetS.2 

anova(DepPSR.GenEI.NetS.1, DepPSR.GenEI.NetS.2) 

 

 

DepPSR.GenEI.DegCen.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim + PSRdegreeCen + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenEI.DegCen.1) 

DepPSR.GenEI.DegCen.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.GenEI.DegCen.1) 
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DepPSR.GenEI.DegCen.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim * PSRdegreeCen + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenEI.DegCen.2) 

DepPSR.GenEI.DegCen.2 

anova(DepPSR.GenEI.DegCen.1, DepPSR.GenEI.DegCen.2) 

 

DepPSR.GenEI.AgeHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim + AgeHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenEI.AgeHet.1) 

DepPSR.GenEI.AgeHet.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.GenEI.AgeHet.1) 

 

DepPSR.GenEI.AgeHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim * AgeHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenEI.AgeHet.2) 

DepPSR.GenEI.AgeHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.GenEI.AgeHet.1, DepPSR.GenEI.AgeHet.2) 

 

DepPSR.GenEI.GenderHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim + GenderHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenEI.GenderHet.1) 

DepPSR.GenEI.GenderHet.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.GenEI.GenderHet.1) 
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DepPSR.GenEI.GenderHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim * GenderHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenEI.GenderHet.2) 

DepPSR.GenEI.GenderHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.GenEI.GenderHet.1, DepPSR.GenEI.GenderHet.2) 

 

DepPSR.GenEI.StigHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim + StigmaHetero + Age + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenEI.StigHet.1) 

DepPSR.GenEI.StigHet.1 

anova(DepPSR.Stigma.Control, DepPSR.GenEI.StigHet.1) 

 

DepPSR.GenEI.StigHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim * StigmaHetero + Age + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenEI.StigHet.2) 

DepPSR.GenEI.StigHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.GenEI.StigHet.1, DepPSR.GenEI.StigHet.2) 

 

DepPSR.GenEI.PolHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim + PoliticalHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenEI.PolHet.1) 

DepPSR.GenEI.PolHet.1 
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anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.GenEI.PolHet.1) 

 

DepPSR.GenEI.PolHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim * PoliticalHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenEI.PolHet.2) 

DepPSR.GenEI.PolHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.GenEI.PolHet.1, DepPSR.GenEI.PolHet.2) 

 

interact_plot(DepPSR.GenEI.PolHet.2, pred = "PoliticalHetero", modx = "GenderEIsim", 

              main.title = "Plot of PSR Dependence by Political Heterogeneity and Gender Ego-Alter 

Similarity", 

              x.label = "Political Heterogeneity", y.label = "PSR Dependence", legend.main = 

"Gender Ego-Alter Similarity") + ylim(1,7) 

 

sim_slopes(DepPSR.GenEI.PolHet.2, pred = PoliticalHetero, modx = GenderEIsim, jnplot = 

TRUE, robust = TRUE) 

 

DepPSR.GenEI.Dens.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim + Density + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenEI.Dens.1) 

DepPSR.GenEI.Dens.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.GenEI.Dens.1) 
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DepPSR.GenEI.Dens.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim * Density + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenEI.Dens.2) 

DepPSR.GenEI.Dens.2 

anova(DepPSR.GenEI.Dens.1, DepPSR.GenEI.Dens.2) 

 

# Stigma Ego-Alter Similarity 

 

DepPSR.StigEI.Deg.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + DegreeLog + Age + factor(Genre), data 

= NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigEI.Deg.1) 

DepPSR.StigEI.Deg.1 

anova(DepPSR.Stigma.Control.2, DepPSR.StigEI.Deg.1) 

 

DepPSR.StigEI.Deg.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * DegreeLog + Age + factor(Genre), data 

= NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigEI.Deg.2) 

DepPSR.StigEI.Deg.2 

anova(DepPSR.StigEI.Deg.1, DepPSR.StigEI.Deg.2) 

 

DepPSR.StigEI.Alt.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + NamedAlters + Age + factor(Genre), data 

= NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigEI.Alt.1) 
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DepPSR.StigEI.Alt.1 

anova(DepPSR.Stigma.Control.2, DepPSR.StigEI.Alt.1) 

 

DepPSR.StigEI.Alt.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * NamedAlters + Age + factor(Genre), data 

= NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigEI.Alt.2) 

DepPSR.StigEI.Alt.2 

anova(DepPSR.StigEI.Alt.1, DepPSR.StigEI.Alt.2) 

 

DepPSR.StigEI.NetS.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + NetStrength + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigEI.NetS.1) 

DepPSR.StigEI.NetS.1 

anova(DepPSR.Stigma.Control.2, DepPSR.StigEI.NetS.1) 

 

DepPSR.StigEI.NetS.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * NetStrength + Age + factor(Genre), data 

= NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigEI.NetS.2) 

DepPSR.StigEI.NetS.2 

anova(DepPSR.StigEI.NetS.1, DepPSR.StigEI.NetS.2) 

 

DepPSR.StigEI.DegCen.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + PSRdegreeCen + Age + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 
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summary(DepPSR.StigEI.DegCen.1) 

DepPSR.StigEI.DegCen.1 

anova(DepPSR.Stigma.Control.2, DepPSR.StigEI.DegCen.1) 

 

DepPSR.StigEI.DegCen.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * PSRdegreeCen + Age + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigEI.DegCen.2) 

DepPSR.StigEI.DegCen.2 

anova(DepPSR.StigEI.DegCen.1, DepPSR.StigEI.DegCen.2) 

 

DepPSR.StigEI.AgeHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + AgeHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigEI.AgeHet.1) 

DepPSR.StigEI.AgeHet.1 

anova(DepPSR.Stigma.Control.2, DepPSR.StigEI.AgeHet.1) 

 

DepPSR.StigEI.AgeHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * AgeHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigEI.AgeHet.2) 

DepPSR.StigEI.AgeHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.StigEI.AgeHet.1, DepPSR.StigEI.AgeHet.2) 
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DepPSR.StigEI.GenderHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + GenderHetero + Age + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigEI.GenderHet.1) 

DepPSR.StigEI.GenderHet.1 

anova(DepPSR.Stigma.Control.2, DepPSR.StigEI.GenderHet.1) 

 

DepPSR.StigEI.GenderHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * GenderHetero + Age + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigEI.GenderHet.2) 

DepPSR.StigEI.GenderHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.StigEI.GenderHet.1, DepPSR.StigEI.GenderHet.2) 

 

DepPSR.StigEI.StigHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + StigmaHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigEI.StigHet.1) 

DepPSR.StigEI.StigHet.1 

anova(DepPSR.Stigma.Control.2, DepPSR.StigEI.StigHet.1) 

 

DepPSR.StigEI.StigHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * StigmaHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigEI.StigHet.2) 

DepPSR.StigEI.StigHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.StigEI.StigHet.1, DepPSR.StigEI.StigHet.2) 
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DepPSR.StigEI.PolHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + PoliticalHetero + Age + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigEI.PolHet.1) 

DepPSR.StigEI.PolHet.1 

anova(DepPSR.Stigma.Control.2, DepPSR.StigEI.PolHet.1) 

 

DepPSR.StigEI.PolHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * PoliticalHetero + Age + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigEI.PolHet.2) 

DepPSR.StigEI.PolHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.StigEI.PolHet.1, DepPSR.StigEI.PolHet.2) 

 

DepPSR.StigEI.Dens.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + Density + Age + factor(Genre), data = 

NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigEI.Dens.1) 

DepPSR.StigEI.Dens.1 

anova(DepPSR.Stigma.Control.2, DepPSR.StigEI.Dens.1) 

 

DepPSR.StigEI.Dens.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * Density + Age + factor(Genre), data = 

NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigEI.Dens.2) 

DepPSR.StigEI.Dens.2 
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anova(DepPSR.StigEI.Dens.1, DepPSR.StigEI.Dens.2) 

 

# Political Ego-Alter Similarity 

 

DepPSR.PolEI.Deg.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim + DegreeLog + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.Deg.1) 

DepPSR.StigEI.Deg.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.PolEI.Deg.1) 

 

DepPSR.PolEI.Deg.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim * DegreeLog + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.Deg.2) 

DepPSR.StigEI.Deg.2 

anova(DepPSR.PolEI.Deg.1, DepPSR.PolEI.Deg.2) 

 

DepPSR.PolEI.Alt.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim + NamedAlters + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.Alt.1) 

DepPSR.PolEI.Alt.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.PolEI.Alt.1) 
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DepPSR.PolEI.Alt.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim * NamedAlters + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.Alt.2) 

DepPSR.PolEI.Alt.2 

anova(DepPSR.PolEI.Alt.1, DepPSR.PolEI.Alt.2) 

 

DepPSR.PolEI.NetS.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim + NetStrength + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.NetS.1) 

DepPSR.PolEI.NetS.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.PolEI.NetS.1) 

 

DepPSR.PolEI.NetS.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim * NetStrength + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.NetS.2) 

DepPSR.PolEI.NetS.2 

anova(DepPSR.PolEI.NetS.1, DepPSR.PolEI.NetS.2) 

 

DepPSR.PolEI.DegCen.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim + PSRdegreeCen + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.DegCen.1) 

DepPSR.PolEI.DegCen.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.PolEI.DegCen.1) 
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DepPSR.PolEI.DegCen.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim * PSRdegreeCen + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.DegCen.2) 

DepPSR.PolEI.DegCen.2 

anova(DepPSR.PolEI.DegCen.1, DepPSR.PolEI.DegCen.2) 

 

DepPSR.PolEI.AgeHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim + AgeHetero + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.AgeHet.1) 

DepPSR.PolEI.AgeHet.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.PolEI.AgeHet.1) 

 

DepPSR.PolEI.AgeHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim * AgeHetero + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.AgeHet.2) 

DepPSR.PolEI.AgeHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.PolEI.AgeHet.1, DepPSR.PolEI.AgeHet.2) 

 

DepPSR.PolEI.GenderHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim + GenderHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.GenderHet.1) 

DepPSR.PolEI.GenderHet.1 
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anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.PolEI.GenderHet.1) 

 

DepPSR.PolEI.GenderHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim * GenderHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.GenderHet.2) 

DepPSR.PolEI.GenderHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.PolEI.GenderHet.1, DepPSR.PolEI.GenderHet.2) 

 

DepPSR.PolEI.StigHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim + StigmaHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.StigHet.1) 

DepPSR.PolEI.StigHet.1 

anova(DepPSR.Stigma.Control, DepPSR.PolEI.StigHet.1) 

 

DepPSR.PolEI.StigHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim * StigmaHetero + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.StigHet.2) 

DepPSR.PolEI.StigHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.PolEI.StigHet.1, DepPSR.PolEI.StigHet.2) 

 

DepPSR.PolEI.PolHet.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim + PoliticalHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.PolHet.1) 
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DepPSR.PolEI.PolHet.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.PolEI.PolHet.1) 

 

DepPSR.PolEI.PolHet.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim * PoliticalHetero + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.PolHet.2) 

DepPSR.PolEI.PolHet.2 

anova(DepPSR.PolEI.PolHet.1, DepPSR.PolEI.PolHet.2) 

 

DepPSR.PolEI.Dens.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim + Density + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.Dens.1) 

DepPSR.PolEI.Dens.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.PolEI.Dens.1) 

 

DepPSR.PolEI.Dens.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim * Density + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.Dens.2) 

DepPSR.PolEI.Dens.2 

anova(DepPSR.PolEI.Dens.1, DepPSR.PolEI.Dens.2) 

 

### RQ3: HIERARCHICAL REGRESSIONS AND MODERATIONS 
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### Heterogeneity 

# Positive PSRs 

PosPSR.AgeHet.IdAge.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeHetero + IdentAge + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeHet.IdAge.1) 

PosPSR.AgeHet.IdAge.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.AgeHet.IdAge.1) 

 

PosPSR.AgeHet.IdAge.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeHetero * IdentAge + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeHet.IdAge.2) 

PosPSR.AgeHet.IdAge.2 

anova(PosPSR.AgeHet.IdAge.1, PosPSR.AgeHet.IdAge.2) 

 

PosPSR.GenderHet.IdGender.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderHetero + IdentGender + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenderHet.IdGender.1) 

PosPSR.GenderHet.IdGender.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.GenderHet.IdGender.1) 

 

PosPSR.GenderHet.IdGender.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderHetero * IdentGender + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenderHet.IdGender.2) 
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PosPSR.GenderHet.IdGender.2 

anova(PosPSR.GenderHet.IdGender.1, PosPSR.GenderHet.IdGender.2) 

 

PosPSR.StigHet.IdStig.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaHetero + IdentStigma + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigHet.IdStig.1) 

PosPSR.StigHet.IdStig.1 

anova(PosPSR.Stigma.Control, PosPSR.StigHet.IdStig.1) 

 

PosPSR.StigHet.IdStig.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaHetero * IdentStigma + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigHet.IdStig.2) 

PosPSR.StigHet.IdStig.2 

anova(PosPSR.StigHet.IdStig.1, PosPSR.StigHet.IdStig.2) 

 

PosPSR.PolHet.IdPol.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PoliticalHetero + IdentPol + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolHet.IdPol.1) 

PosPSR.PolHet.IdPol.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.PolHet.IdPol.1) 

 

PosPSR.PolHet.IdPol.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PoliticalHetero * IdentPol + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 
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summary(PosPSR.PolHet.IdPol.2) 

PosPSR.PolHet.IdPol.2 

anova(PosPSR.PolHet.IdPol.1, PosPSR.PolHet.IdPol.2) 

 

# PSR dependence 

DepPSR.AgeHet.IdAge.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeHetero + IdentAge + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeHet.IdAge.1) 

DepPSR.AgeHet.IdAge.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.AgeHet.IdAge.1) 

 

DepPSR.AgeHet.IdAge.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeHetero * IdentAge + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeHet.IdAge.2) 

DepPSR.AgeHet.IdAge.2 

anova(DepPSR.AgeHet.IdAge.1, DepPSR.AgeHet.IdAge.2) 

 

DepPSR.GenderHet.IdGender.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderHetero + IdentGender + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenderHet.IdGender.1) 

DepPSR.GenderHet.IdGender.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.GenderHet.IdGender.1) 
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DepPSR.GenderHet.IdGender.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderHetero * IdentGender + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenderHet.IdGender.2) 

DepPSR.GenderHet.IdGender.2 

anova(DepPSR.GenderHet.IdGender.1, DepPSR.GenderHet.IdGender.2) 

 

DepPSR.StigHet.IdStig.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaHetero + IdentStigma + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigHet.IdStig.1) 

DepPSR.StigHet.IdStig.1 

anova(DepPSR.Stigma.Control, DepPSR.StigHet.IdStig.1) 

 

DepPSR.StigHet.IdStig.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaHetero * IdentStigma + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigHet.IdStig.2) 

DepPSR.StigHet.IdStig.2 

anova(DepPSR.StigHet.IdStig.1, DepPSR.StigHet.IdStig.2) 

 

DepPSR.PolHet.IdPol.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PoliticalHetero + IdentPol + Age + factor(StigmaYN) 

+ factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolHet.IdPol.1) 

DepPSR.PolHet.IdPol.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.PolHet.IdPol.1) 
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DepPSR.PolHet.IdPol.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PoliticalHetero * IdentPol + Age + factor(StigmaYN) 

+ factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolHet.IdPol.2) 

DepPSR.PolHet.IdPol.2 

anova(DepPSR.PolHet.IdPol.1, DepPSR.PolHet.IdPol.2) 

 

### Ego-Alter Similarity 

# Positive PSRs 

PosPSR.AgeEI.IdAge.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim + IdentAge + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.IdAge.1) 

PosPSR.AgeEI.IdAge.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.AgeEI.IdAge.1) 

 

PosPSR.AgeEI.IdAge.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ AgeEIsim * IdentAge + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.AgeEI.IdAge.2) 

PosPSR.AgeEI.IdAge.2 

anova(PosPSR.AgeEI.IdAge.1, PosPSR.AgeEI.IdAge.2) 

 

PosPSR.GenderEI.IdGender.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim + IdentGender + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 
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summary(PosPSR.GenderEI.IdGender.1) 

PosPSR.GenderEI.IdGender.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.GenderEI.IdGender.1) 

 

PosPSR.GenderEI.IdGender.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ GenderEIsim * IdentGender + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.GenderEI.IdGender.2) 

PosPSR.GenderEI.IdGender.2 

anova(PosPSR.GenderEI.IdGender.1, PosPSR.GenderEI.IdGender.2) 

 

PosPSR.StigEI.IdStig.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + IdentStigma + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.IdStig.1) 

PosPSR.StigEI.IdStig.1 

anova(PosPSR.Stigma.Control.2, PosPSR.StigEI.IdStig.1) 

 

PosPSR.StigEI.IdStig.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * IdentStigma + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.StigEI.IdStig.2) 

PosPSR.StigEI.IdStig.2 

anova(PosPSR.StigEI.IdStig.1, PosPSR.StigEI.IdStig.2) 
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PosPSR.PolEI.IdPol.1 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim + IdentPol + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolEI.IdPol.1) 

PosPSR.PolEI.IdPol.1 

anova(PosPSR.Control, PosPSR.PolEI.IdPol.1) 

 

PosPSR.PolEI.IdPol.2 <- lm(PosPSR ~ PolitEIsim * IdentPol + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(PosPSR.PolEI.IdPol.2) 

PosPSR.PolEI.IdPol.2 

anova(PosPSR.PolEI.IdPol.1, PosPSR.PolEI.IdPol.2) 

 

interact_plot(PosPSR.PolEI.IdPol.2, pred = "PolitEIsim", modx = "IdentPol", 

              main.title = "Plot of Positive PSR Formation by Political Ego-Alter Similarity and 

Political Identity Salience Similarity", 

              x.label = "Political Ego-Alter Similarity", y.label = "Positive PSR", legend.main = 

"Political Identity Salience") + ylim(1,7) 

 

sim_slopes(PosPSR.PolEI.IdPol.2, pred = PolitEIsim, modx = IdentPol, jnplot = TRUE, robust = 

TRUE) 

 

# PSR dependence 
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DepPSR.AgeEI.IdAge.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim + IdentAge + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.IdAge.1) 

DepPSR.AgeEI.IdAge.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.AgeEI.IdAge.1) 

 

DepPSR.AgeEI.IdAge.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ AgeEIsim * IdentAge + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.AgeEI.IdAge.2) 

DepPSR.AgeEI.IdAge.2 

anova(DepPSR.AgeEI.IdAge.1, DepPSR.AgeEI.IdAge.2) 

 

DepPSR.GenderEI.IdGender.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim + IdentGender + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenderEI.IdGender.1) 

DepPSR.GenderEI.IdGender.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.GenderEI.IdGender.1) 

 

DepPSR.GenderEI.IdGender.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ GenderEIsim * IdentGender + Age + 

factor(StigmaYN) + factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.GenderEI.IdGender.2) 

DepPSR.GenderEI.IdGender.2 

anova(DepPSR.GenderEI.IdGender.1, DepPSR.GenderEI.IdGender.2) 
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DepPSR.StigEI.IdStig.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim + IdentStigma + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigEI.IdStig.1) 

DepPSR.StigEI.IdStig.1 

anova(DepPSR.Stigma.Control.2, DepPSR.StigEI.IdStig.1) 

 

DepPSR.StigEI.IdStig.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ StigmaEIsim * IdentStigma + Age + factor(Genre), 

data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.StigEI.IdStig.2) 

DepPSR.StigEI.IdStig.2 

anova(DepPSR.StigEI.IdStig.1, DepPSR.StigEI.IdStig.2) 

 

DepPSR.PolEI.IdPol.1 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim + IdentPol + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.IdPol.1) 

DepPSR.PolEI.IdPol.1 

anova(DepPSR.Control, DepPSR.PolEI.IdPol.1) 

 

DepPSR.PolEI.IdPol.2 <- lm(DepPSR ~ PolitEIsim * IdentPol + Age + factor(StigmaYN) + 

factor(Genre), data = NPSR_data_R) 

summary(DepPSR.PolEI.IdPol.2) 

DepPSR.PolEI.IdPol.2 
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anova(DepPSR.PolEI.IdPol.1, DepPSR.PolEI.IdPol.2) 
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